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Getting Started with Spirion for Windows
Welcome to Spirion's Help content. This help includes information for Spirion's enterprise products (e.g.,
Sensitive Data Manager and Data Discover) and may reference features or functions not available to you.
Information is included for optional modules such as Exchange Server, OCR Images, Databases, Websites,
and Lotus Notes which also may not be available to you.

Spirion assists you in preventing identity theft by finding personally identifiable information and providing
you with the ability to easily and quickly protect it before it is stolen. You can search many areas of your
computer for private information and take action to secure it.

In This Chapter

Spirion for Windows Help Overview

Your Spirion Profile

Getting Started

Search Wizard

Spirion for Windows Help Overview

Welcome to Spirion's Help content. This help includes information for Spirion that may reference features or
functions not available to you. Information is included for optional modules such as Exchange Server,
OCR Images, Databases, Websites, and Lotus Notes which also may not be available to you.

Spirion assists you in preventing identity theft by finding personally identifiable information and providing
you with the ability to easily and quickly protect it before it is stolen. You can search many areas of your
computer for private information and take action to secure it. The following topics will assist you in getting
started and using Spirion:

l Before you begin
l Minimum Technical Requirements
l Installation Instructions
l Activation

l Getting Started
l Getting Started
l Search Wizard

l Using Spirion
l Data Types
l Customizing Your Search
l Viewing Search Results
l Results Wizard
l Settings to Customize Your Experience
l Spirion Security Tools

Have questions, comments, or concerns? You can always reach us by submitting feedback to the Spirion
team.
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Your Spirion Profile

The Spirion Profile saves all your settings, securely saves any information you enter into lists such as the
Ignore List and other lists that sometime contain sensitive information (i.e., a password for a remote com-
puter). Since some of this information is confidential, the Profile requires a password to sign into it
securely. Another very useful feature of the Profile is that once you sign in, your password can be used for
other actions without you having to type it over and over. For example you can use that same Profile Pass-
word for saving results, securing files, and other activities. Spirion securely stores all your personal inform-
ation used within Spirion in a single file known as your Profile and it is encrypted and password protected.
Personal Information used within Spirion includes the following:

l Password Vault
l Ignore List
l Websites List
l Custom Folder List
l Network Credentials and Remote Machine List
l Database Connections List

Every time you start Spirion you will be asked to sign into your Profile. You can Skip this and use a Guest
Profile, if you prefer.

You can always Customize Your Spirion Profile, change your password, delete your profile or import and
export your profile, if needed.

Creating a Profile

The first time you use Spirion you will see a dialog box to create a New Spirion Profile. This Profile is
unique to the user logged into Windows. A single Windows user may not have multiple profiles. After you
create your Profile you will always be required to sign into it because it can contain sensitive information
about you and is encrypted.
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Guest Profile

If you would like to run Spirion with its default settings or with a set of modified settings that will be deleted
on exit, you can Skip signing into your profile. Certain features will not be available to you but most will.
Any settings you modify will be deleted when you exit so every time you open Spirion with the Guest Pro-
file you will always have default settings.

Getting Started

In this article

l Minimum Technical Requirements
l Installation Instructions
l Activation
l Getting Started
l Checking for New Versions and Upgrades of
Spirion

Minimum Technical Requirements

l Spirion enterprise products require Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 with Service Pack 3 (SP3) or
higher or Windows Server 2003/ 2008. There are no additional requirements such as minimum amount
of RAM or CPU speed.

l Window Vista and XP support has been deprecated.
l Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable Update 3RC 32bit version

Required software that must be installed for the SharePoint scanner to function:

l SharePoint Server 2013 Client Components SDK

Installation Instructions
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For enterprise customers, installation must use a custom package as detailed in the Knowledge Base article,
"Creating a Custom Installer for Windows."

For home users, to install Spirion, run the setup program downloaded from http://www.spirion.com.

If you obtained your copy of the application from another source, delete it and download a new copy since
Internet activation is required and your version may be outdated or fraudulent. Once setup has completed,
you can run the application at any time by selecting the application icon in your Programs folder.

Spirion Setup

1. Launch the Spirion setup program:

2. Accept the end user license agreement:
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3. Choose Typical to skip Step 4, or choose Custom and you will be given the opportunity to change a few
options:

4. If you chose Custom in step 3, you can pick which Windows Integration options you prefer:

l Start Menu Shortcuts - adds ability to launch Spirion from the Windows Start Menu.
l Desktop Shortcut - adds ability to launch Spirion from the Windows Desktop.
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l File Associations - associates Spirion results files (*.idf) and Spirion Vault files (*.idfvault) to Win-
dows Explorer.

l Explorer Integration - adds a shell extension to Windows Explorer so you can "Search with Spirion",
"Shred with Spirion", and "Encrypt within Spirion Vault" from any Explorer file or folder.

5. Click Install.
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6. You will see a progress bar as Spirion installs.

7. When complete you will see the confirmation screen below. Click Finish to launch Spirion.

Activation

All editions of Spirion require activation or licensing. Enterprise products (e.g., Sensitive Data Manager)
allow activation to be skipped by using an enterprise license key that can be obtained by contacting your
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account representative. Activation is a simple process that either requires Internet access or for you to con-
tact us via E-Mail.

NOTE: YOUR PERSONAL INFORMATION IS NEVER SENT OVER THE INTERNET UNLESS YOU CHOOSE TO
EXPLICITLY PROVIDE IT DURING REGISTRATION.

Overview

The first time you run Spirion after successfully competing the installation, you will see the Activation Wiz-
ard:

If you have already purchased an activation number, click Enter Activation Number to continue to the
next screen as shown below. If you would like to purchase an activation number, open your web browser
and navigate to http://www.spirion.com. If you are using an enterprise license key, click Install License
Key File and then use the file selection dialog to locate the license key on disk.
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Activating automatically over the Internet

To activate Spirion over the Internet, copy your Activation Number from your e-mail receipt into the text
field.

After you enter your Activation Number, click Next. At this time, Spirion will connect to our secure server
to send your activation number to ensure that it is correct, has not expired, and has not already been used
by someone else. None of your personal information is sent to us. After your number has been validated,
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you will be taken to the registration screen where you may choose to send some of your information to be
kept up to date:

You may choose to enter your contact information so you can receive communications from the Spirion
team, or you may choose to Skip this process. Once registration is complete (or skipped), you will see the
following, allowing you to participate in our Customer Experience Improvement Program. If you par-
ticipate, only anonymous usage statistics are sent to Spirion. No personal information is sent and you may
turn off your participation at any time from within the application settings.
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After clicking Next, your activation is complete and you will be presented with the confirmation screen. You
should now click Finish and you may begin using all the features of Spirion. If Spirion encounters errors
during the activation process, please refer to the troubleshooting section.

Activating manually via E-Mail

If you cannot connect to the Internet to activate, you will see the following screen, allowing you to activate
via e-mail. If you would not like to activate via e-mail or do not have e-mail access at this time, you may
exit the Activation Wizard and try again at a later time when you have a connection to the Internet.

To activate via e-mail, you must send an e-mail to activation@spirion.com with your Activation Number
and you Authentication Code. If you click the "Click Here to Compose an E-Mail with your Per-
sonal Activation Number and Authentication Code" link, your default e-mail application will open and
you will only need to click Send. If your default e-mail is not configured or you use web-based e-mail such
as Gmail, Yahoo Mail, Hotmail or AOL mail, you should compose a new e-mail, copy and paste your Activ-
ation Number and Authentication Code into that e-mail and send it to activation@spirion.com. This code con-
tains no personal information and is simply a unique number specific to your computer.

After you receive a response via e-mail from Spirion with your personal, unique Response Number, copy
that response number into the text field. After your number is entered, click Next and you will see the Regis-
tration, Customer Experience, and Confirmation pages as shown above.

Troubleshooting

If Spirion encounters errors during the activation process, you may see one of the following messages.

Message: Invalid Activation Number - The Activation number you have entered does not appear to be valid.
Please re-check and enter your number again exactly as it appears, including any dashes or spaces without
adding any additional characters.

Reason: Your activation number was not entered properly.
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Screenshot:

Solution: Your activation number was not entered exactly as it appeared in your receipt. Please return to
your original receipt and use Windows to copy and paste the number directly into Spirion. If you are unable
to use Windows copy and paste, make sure all of the spaces, digits, letters and dashes are entered exactly
as they appear in your receipt.

-

Message: The activation number is invalid. Please check your number and try again. If the error persists,
please contact sales@spirion.com

Reason: Your activation number appears to be valid, however it was rejected by the Spirion server. The
most likely cause of this error is an incorrect digit or letter in the number.

Screenshot:

Solution: Please return to your original receipt and use Windows to copy and paste the number directly into
Spirion. If you are unable to use Windows copy and paste, make sure all of the spaces, digits, letters and
dashes are entered exactly as they appear in your receipt.

-

Message: The maximum number of allowed activations has been reached.

Reason: You have already activated the number of copies of Spirion that you have purchased.

Solution: After you activate Spirion once for each number of licenses you have purchased, your activation
number is disabled to prevent piracy. If you receive this error even though you have not yet used your full
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allotment of licenses, it is possible that someone else has used your activation number. In this case, please
open a support ticket by visiting: http://support.spirion.com and describe the circumstances of the issue.
We may be able to reset your activation counter or may need to issue you a new activation number.

-

Message: The activation number is current disabled.

Reason: The activation number you are using has been marked as lost or stolen and is no longer valid.

Solution: If you are the legal owner of this activation number, please open a support ticket by visiting:
http://support.spirion.com and describe the circumstances of the issue.

-

Message: The activation number has expired.

Reason: Spirion licenses are valid for a specified period time beginning at the time of purchase. If an
attempt is made to use the activation number after that period has elapsed, the request will be denied and
this error will be displayed.

Solution: Renew your subscription to Spirion.

-

Message: The Activation server could not be contacted. Please make sure you are connected to the Inter-
net and that you do not have a firewall blocking Spirion.

Reason: Either your computer could not contact the Spirion server or the response to your activation
request was blocked.

Screenshot:

Solution: Check that you are currently connected to the internet by using your web browser to visit
http://www.spirion.com and another website of your choosing. If you cannot view both sites, you will not be
able to use online activation. If you can view both sites, exit the Spirion Activation Wizard, reboot, and try
again. If the problem persists, try to activate manually or contact technical support by visiting: http://sup-
port.spirion.com

-

Message(s):

l The response number you have entered does not appear to be valid. Please re-check and enter your
number again, exactly as it appears, including any dashes or spaces without adding any additional
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characters.
l The response number was not properly entered. Please check your response number and try again

Reason: The response number was not entered properly.

Screenshot:

Solution: Your response number number was not entered exactly as it appeared in the e-mail response
from Spirion. Please return to your original response e-mail and use Windows to copy and paste the number
directly into Spirion. If you are unable to use Windows copy and paste, make sure all of the spaces, digits,
letters and dashes are entered exactly as they appear in your response e-mail.

-

Message: An error was encountered while processing the response number. Please check your response
number and try again.

Reason: Response numbers are unique to every machine. You can not use a response number provided for
one machine on additional machines.

Solution: Send an e-mail from each machine for which you have purchased a license and would like to activ-
ate Spirion, including the Activation Number and the Authentication Code for that machine. When you
receive your response number, enter it in the space provided.

-

Message(s):

l There was an error processing the activation number (error: ###)
l An error was encountered during the activation process (error: ###)

Reason: Spirion encountered an error other than those listed above while attempting to activate your soft-
ware.

Solution: Check that you are currently connected to the internet by using your web browser to visit
http://www.spirion.com and another website of your choosing. If you cannot view both sites, you will not be
able to use online activation. If you can view both sites, exit the Spirion Activation Wizard, reboot, and try
again. If the problem persists, please contact technical support by visiting: http://support.spirion.com and
provide the error number displayed in the dialog when opening a support ticket.

Getting Started

Spirion is easy to use. To get started go to the Windows Start Menu, choose Programs, then the Spirion
group, then Spirion.
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Once open, you may choose Continue inWizard Mode and then click Next.
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Accept the defaults and search Social Security Numbers, Credit Card Numbers, and Passwords.
These are known as AnyFind searches. You can select more Data Types, if you prefer. Click Next again.

Choose Files and Compressed Files, then Browsers, then E-Mails and Attachments. Then choose My Docu-
ments and Settings folder and click Next again.
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Click OK again to confirm all your selections.

Spirion will begin searching for all identity matches. A Status Window will appear to show your current
status.
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You may interact with results as they appear or wait for the results wizard to appear when Spirion is com-
plete. When complete you will see a dialog box with your summary results. ClickWizard, selected by
default, and Spirion will begin walking you through the Results Wizard:

Checking for New Versions and Upgrades of Spirion

Spirion is constantly being innovated and updated with new features and enhancements. Updates are avail-
able on www.spirion.com (or for Enterprise customers you may be redirected to a corporate server based on
your IT department's deployment). There are several ways to check for updates.

Check for Updates on Startup

When enabled, the Check for Updates button on the Configuration ribbon allows Spirion to automatically
check the Spirion.com server on the internet to see if a new version or AnyFind Definitions are available for
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your installation of Spirion. By simply having this button enabled (highlighted), Spirion will automatically
check for updates when you start the application.

If a new version of Spirion is available, you will be prompted to download and either save or install the
upgrade. You will not need to reactivate Spirion, if you install over your existing version in the same folder.
You will need to restart Spirion. If a new version of AnyFind Definitions is available, you will be prompted to
download the upgrade. This download will automatically install the new definitions does not require you to
restart Spirion.

If there is an error while downloading an update, you may be directed to manually download the update
from the URL specified in the error message. This URL will contain a link to the file you should download as
well as instructions on installing the update.

Check for Updates Now

You can also check for a new version or update immediately by clicking Check Now on the dropdown for the
Check for Updates button on the Configuration ribbon. There is a Check Now button on the Resources
page as well.

Check for Prereleases

If you are using an Spirion Prerelease or previously installed one, Spirion will automatically check for
prereleases. You can turn this off by deselecting Enable Check for Prereleases on the dropdown for the
Check for Updates button on the Configuration ribbon. New prereleases are available more frequently
than releases and grant you access to the latest and greatest features; however, these features are subject
to change and may not be available in a future release. If you are using a prerelease of Spirion, this option
cannot be disabled unless you completely disable checking for new versions.

Search Wizard

In this article

l Introduction to the Search Wizard
l AnyFind Searching Using Search Wizard
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l AnyFind Worldwide Searching Using Search Wizard
l Choosing Search Locations Using Search Wizard
l Confirming Search Options Using Search Wizard

Introduction to the Search Wizard

The Search Wizard is an easy to use, quick way to begin using Spirion by providing you with three options:

l Start Search Now: Immediately starting the search with the current settings.
l Continue Search Wizard: Use the wizard to start a search with a pre-defined template or quickly
set basic configuration information and then start a search.

l Open Advanced Interface: Close the wizard, do not start a search, and let you configure the search
exactly the way you want using the main application interface.

If you choose Continue Search Wizard, you will be presented with the following options:

l Configure Search: Continues the wizard and allows you to set basic configuration information:
l AnyFind Searching Using Search Wizard
l AnyFind Worldwide Searching Using Search Wizard
l Choosing Search Locations Using Search Wizard
l Confirming Search Options Using Search Wizard

l Standard: Immediately starts the Spirion search using the options you have saved from previous ses-
sions or, if this is your first time running Spirion, by using the default options.

l PCI-DSS 2.0: Immediately starts the Spirion search using the options you have saved from previous
sessions or, if this is your first time running Spirion, by using the default options.

l HIPAA/HITECH: Immediately starts the Spirion search using the options you have saved from pre-
vious sessions or, if this is your first time running Spirion, by using the default options.

l Comprehensive: Immediately starts the Spirion search using the options you have saved from pre-
vious sessions or, if this is your first time running Spirion, by using the default options.
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You can also initiate the wizard by clicking the Main ribbon, then the Start Search Wizard dropdown on
the Start button. If the Search Wizard does not open when you launch Spirion, you can enable it via its
Settings dialog box.

AnyFind Searching Using Search Wizard

Automatic Searching Using AnyFind will allow you to search for Data Types without entering any inform-
ation. The AnyFind page allows you choose which Data Types you want to automatically find without
providing any specific personal information. You can enable searching for:

l Social Security Numbers*
l Credit Card Numbers*
l Passwords*
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver License Numbers
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
l Personal Addresses
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l Passport Number
l Health Info

*Note: By default these three types are enabled.

You also have the option of choosing whether you want to search for Worldwide personal information using
the AnyFind Worldwide Searching feature. This is useful for automatically finding personal information typ-
ically stored in additional countries. When you have completed your selections, click Next to proceed.

AnyFind Worldwide Searching Using Search Wizard

Automatic Searching Using AnyFind Worldwide will allow you to search for additional Data Types
without entering any information. The AnyFind Worldwide section allows you to choose whichData
Types you want to automatically find without providing any specific personal information. You can enable
searching for:

l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers

Note: By default all four types are disabled.
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When you have completed your selections, click Next to proceed.

Choosing Search Locations Using Search Wizard

Locations will allow you to choose the items and locations on your computer where Spirion will search for
Data Types. There are two options for you to configure: Locations and File Locations.
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Locations

You can choose the areas of your computer where you want Spirion to search. These include:

l Files and Compressed Files
l Browsers
l E-Mails and Attachments
l Windows Registry

File Locations

You can choose where on your computer you want Spirion to search for files:

l My Documents and Settings
l My Computer
l Custom Location

When you have completed your selections, click Next to proceed.

The My Documents and Settings not only searches your My Documents folder, but also your User Set-
tings folders for Windows. To select your own folder location(s), choose the Custom Folders button on the
Locations ribbon, then click the Browse (...) button. This button will launch a dialog box that allows you to
select any folder on your computer. After navigating to your desired location, click OK and the full path to
your selected folder will be displayed.

Confirming Search Options Using Search Wizard

The final page of the Search Wizard displays a summary of all the options you selected. After you confirm
your options are correct, click OK and Spirion will begin searching your computer. If you would like to make
changes to your selections, click Back.
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How to Search for Sensitive Data
In This Chapter

Customizing Your Search

Searching with AnyFind

Searching with Custom Types and Regular Expressions

Searching with the Spirion API

Customizing Your Search

You can customize what you want to search for by choosing options on the Data Types ribbon and Loca-
tions ribbon.

Data Types

This ribbon allows you to choose the Data Types you want to search for and how you want to search:

l Searching with AnyFind
l Searching with Custom Types and Regular Expressions
l Searching with the Spirion API

Locations

This ribbon allows you to choose where on computers you want to find personal information:

l Searching Files
l Searching File Locations
l Searching Compressed Files
l Searching E-Mails
l Searching E-Mail Attachments
l Searching Web Browsers
l Searching the Windows Registry
l Searching Websites and Web Servers
l Searching SharePoint Sites
l Searching Databases
l Searching Remote Machines
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Searching with AnyFind

AnyFind is Spirion's advanced, proprietary technology that automatically searches computers for various
Data Types. The algorithms within AnyFindmake it possible to find the following without requiring you to
enter any personal information:

l Social Security Numbers*
l Credit Card Numbers*
l Passwords*
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver License Numbers
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l Health Info

*Note: By default, Spirion will enable AnyFind for these Data Types.

In addition, by enablingWorldwide searching you can automatically find:

l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers
l Australia Tax File Numbers

There are multiple ways to enable AnyFind searching. If you are using the Search Wizard, you can enable
or disable AnyFind by checking or unchecking the Data Types of your choice:
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If you are not using the Search Wizard, you can enable or disable AnyFind searching by clicking the vari-
ous Data Type buttons on the Data Types ribbon. When a button is highlighted, it is enabled and by
default Spirion will use AnyFind searching for that Data Type.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Searching with Custom Types

In addition to the predefined data types, Spirion can search for Custom Types. These Custom Types can
contain information that you define using Keywords, Regular Expressions, or Dictionaries. You can enable or
disable searching for Custom Types by clicking the Data Types ribbon, then selecting one of the three Cus-
tom Type buttons: Keyword, RegEx, and Dictionary.
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If you have not specified any Custom Types before clicking one of the ribbon buttons, the Custom Types
settings page will be displayed for you to enter the desired information. After you enter the desired inform-
ation and click OK, the information provided will be included in the search. When the ribbon button is high-
lighted, Spirion will search for your specified Custom Types. You may search for other Data Types at the
same time.
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Additional Information

For more information about Regular Expressions please refer to Regular Expressions. To view or modify Cus-
tom Types settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the Custom Types
page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon, and click the arrow in the bottom right corner of
the Custom Types ribbon group.

Searching with the Spirion API

Spirion has an Application Programming Interface (API) that allows developers to create their own rules and
definitions for finding personal information and sensitive data. For example, you can easily create logic to
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find a pattern of numbers or characters near certain other keywords if certain other keywords are not in a
file. If you are an enterprise customer, please contact the Spirion Team to obtain access to our API.
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Searching for Data Types
In This Chapter

Data Types

Social Security Numbers

Credit Card Numbers

Passwords

Bank Account Numbers

Driver Licenses

Dates of Birth

Phone Numbers

E-Mail Addresses

Personal Addresses

Passport Numbers

Health Info

Canada Social Insurance Numbers

United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers

United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers

Australia Tax File Numbers

Custom Types

Sensitive Data Definitions

Azure Information Protection (AIP) Labeling and Protection for Automatic Classification

Data Types

Data Types are the various methods you can be identified in some form or another. For example, a pass-
word gives you access to a website or your E-Mail; a credit card allows you to buy something; a social secur-
ity number allows you to sign up for a bank account; a bank account gives you access to your money; your
birth date is how you identify yourself on the phone to certain institutions. Spirion finds and protects inform-
ation that can be used to identify you so that it cannot be stolen by identity thieves who want to commit iden-
tity fraud.

Spirion helps you find all these Data Types and more:
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l Social Security Numbers
l Credit Card Numbers
l Passwords
l Bank Account Numbers
l Driver License Numbers
l Dates of Birth
l Phone Numbers
l E-Mail Addresses
l Personal Addresses
l Passport Numbers
l Health Info
l Canada Social Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers
l United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers
l Australia Tax File Numbers
l Custom Types
l Sensitive Data Definitions

Social Security Numbers

By default, Spirion will always search for Social Security Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to
provide any personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Social
Security Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure
your AnyFind options under Settings. Social Security Numbers can be used to open credit card accounts and
bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity
theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Social Security Numbers by clicking the Social Security
button on the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Social Security
Numbers using AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.
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Credit Card Numbers

By default, Spirion will always search for Credit Card Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to
provide any personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Credit Card
Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind
options under Settings. Credit Card Numbers can be used to make unauthorized purchases on your behalf,
so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Credit Card Numbers by clicking the Credit Card button on
the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Credit Card Numbers using
AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Passwords

By default, Spirion will always search for Passwords using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any
personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Passwords and choose
to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Set-
tings. Passwords can be used to authenticate you online, so searching for this Data Type is of critical import-
ance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Passwords by clicking the Password Values button on the
Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Passwords using AnyFind. 

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
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option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Bank Account Numbers

Spirion can search for Bank Account Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any per-
sonal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Bank Account Numbers
and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options
under Settings. Bank Account Numbers can be used to gain access to your financial information and conduct
transactions on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Bank Account Numbers by clicking the Bank Account but-
ton on the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Bank Account Numbers
using AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Driver Licenses

Spirion can search for Driver Licenses using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal inform-
ation. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Driver Licenses and choose to only find
the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings. Driver
Licenses are commonly used as a way to identify who you are, so searching for this Data Type is of critical
importance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Driver Licenses by clicking the Driver License button on
the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Driver Licenses using
AnyFind.
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Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Dates of Birth

Spirion can search for Dates of Birth using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal inform-
ation. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Dates of Birth and choose to only find
the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings. Dates of
Birth are commonly used as a way to authenticate you over the phone as companies typically ask you to con-
firm you are who you say by stating your Date of Birth, so searching for this Data Type is of critical import-
ance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Dates of Birth by clicking the Date of Birth button on the
Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Dates of Birth using AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Phone Numbers

Spirion can search for Phone Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal inform-
ation. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Phone Numbers and choose to only find
the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Phone Numbers by clicking the Phone Number button on
the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Phone Numbers using
AnyFind.
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Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

E-Mail Addresses

Spirion can search for E-Mail Addresses using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal
information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all E-Mail Addresses and choose to
only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for E-Mail Addresses by clicking the E-Mail Address button on
the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for E-Mail Addresses using the
AnyFind.

Note: When entering a unique E-Mail Address, it must be entered as no more than 100 letters, numbers,
dashes, periods, or underscores but without any other characters. One @ character is required.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Personal Addresses

Spirion can search for Personal Addresses using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal
information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Personal Addresses and choose
to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Set-
tings. Personal Addresses can be used to open credit card accounts and bank accounts on your behalf, so
searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.
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You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Personal Addresses by clicking the Personal Address but-
ton on the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Personal Addresses
using AnyFind.

Note: When entering a unique Personal Address, it must be entered as no more than 100 letters, numbers,
dashes, spaces, periods, colons, commas, or slashes (/), but without any other characters. Your address
must be entered all on one line and you should separate it with commas rather than new lines just as if you
were addressing an envelope. For example "10 West 10th St., New York, NY, 10011" (without the quotes) is
valid. However "10 West 10th St. + New York + NY + 10011" (without the quotes) is invalid because it con-
tains plus signs (+). Additionally "10 West 10th St. New York NY 10011" (without the quotes) is valid, how-
ever it is unlikely to match anything because it does not have commas to separate the fields and therefore
will only match if the address was written on one line.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Passport Numbers

Spirion can search for Passport Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal
information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Passport Numbers and choose to
only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Passport Numbers by clicking the Passport Number button
on the Data Types ribbon. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Passport Numbers using
AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.
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Health Info

Spirion can search for Health Information using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any personal
information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Health Information and choose
to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Set-
tings.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Health Information by clicking the Health Info button on
the Data Types ribbon. When the button has a highlight, Spirion will search for health Information using
AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Canada Social Insurance Numbers

Spirion can search for Canada Social Insurance Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to provide
any personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Canada Social
Insurance Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure
your AnyFind options under Settings. Social Insurance Numbers are used in Canada and can be used to open
credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to pre-
vent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Canada Social Insurance Numbers by clicking on the
DataTypes ribbon, then click the dropdown menu for Worldwide and select SIN (CA) AnyFind. When
the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Canada Social Insurance Numbers using AnyFind.
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Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers

Spirion can search for United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers using AnyFind without requiring
you to provide any personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all
United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one,
then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings. National Insurance Numbers are used in the
United Kingdom and can be used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this
Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers by clicking on
the Data Types ribbon, then click the dropdown menu for Worldwide and select NINO (UK) AnyFind.
When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for United Kingdom National Insurance Numbers using
AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers
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Spirion can search for United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers using AnyFind without requir-
ing you to provide any personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all
United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific
one, then you may configure your AnyFind options under Settings. National Health Service Numbers are
used in the United Kingdom and can be used to open credit cards and bank accounts on your behalf, so
searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for United Kingdom National Health Service Numbers by click-
ing on the Data Types ribbon, then click the dropdown menu forWorldwide and select NHS (UK)
AnyFind. When the button is highlighted, Spirion will search for United Kingdom National Health Service
Numbers using AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.

Australia Tax File Numbers

Spirion can search for Australian Tax File Numbers using AnyFind without requiring you to provide any
personal information. If for any reason you do not want to find any occurrence of all Australian Tax File
Numbers and choose to only find the various formats of a specific one, then you may configure your AnyFind
options under Settings. Tax File Numbers are used in Australia and can be used to open credit cards and
bank accounts on your behalf, so searching for this Data Type is of critical importance to prevent identity
theft.

You can enable or disable AnyFind searching for Australian Tax File Numbers by clicking on the Data Types
ribbon, then click the dropdown menu forWorldwide and select TFN (AU) AnyFind. When the button is
highlighted, Spirion will search for Australian Tax File Numbers using AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify AnyFind settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, and then
select the AnyFind page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon and then click the AnyFind
option button . For additional information on AnyFind settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search
Behavior.
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Custom Types

Spirion can search for Custom Types. You can enable or disable searching for Custom Types by clicking the
Data Types ribbon, then any of the Keyword, RegEx, or Dictionary buttons. If you have not configured
what to search for yet, the Custom Type List will be displayed and allow you to enter them. After you click
OK, searching for that Custom Type will be enabled. When the ribbon button has is highlighted, Spirion will
search for that Custom Type. To edit what to search for, click the option button. You may search for other
Data Types simultaneously.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then
the Custom Type page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon, then click the Custom Sens-
itive Data Types option button. For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching
with Custom Types and Regular Expressions.

Keywords

Spirion can search for Keywords. You can enable or disable searching for Keywords by clicking the Data
Types ribbon, then the Keyword button. If you have not configured what to search for yet, the Custom
Types List will be displayed and allow you to enter the desired Keywords. After you add keywords and click
OK, searching for Keywords will be enabled. When the ribbon button is highlighted, Spirion will search for
Keywords. To edit what to search for, click the option button. You may search for other Data Types sim-
ultaneously.

Note: Keywords are case sensitive.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then
the Custom Type page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon, then click the Custom Type
option button. For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.
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Regular Expressions

Spirion can search for Regular Expressions. You can enable or disable searching for Regular Expressions
by clicking the Data Types ribbon, then the RegEx button. If you have not configured what to search for
yet, the Custom Types List will be displayed and allow you to enter the desired Regular Expressions. After
you add regular expressions and click OK, searching for Regular Expressions will be enabled. When the rib-
bon button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Regular Expressions. To edit what to search for, click the
option button. You may search for other Data Types simultaneously.

Note: Spirion uses the Perl regular expression syntax from the boost libraries.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then
the Custom Type page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon, then click the Custom Type
option button. For additional information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.

Dictionaries

Spirion can search for words within Dictionaries. You can enable or disable searching for Dictionaries by
clicking the Data Types ribbon, then the Dictionary button. If you have not configured what to search for
yet, the Custom Types List will be displayed and allow you to enter the full path to one or more dictionary
files. After you enter the path to a dictionary and click OK, searching for Dictionaries will be enabled. When
the ribbon button is highlighted, Spirion will search for Dictionaries. To edit what to search for, click the
option button. You may search for other Data Types simultaneously.

Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]
Name=
blank

[WORDS]
any words you want

Here is an example:

[HEADER]
Name=DescriptiveName
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[WORDS]
james
john
robert
michael
mary
william
david

A Dictionary can also include phrases and can be configured using the following policy settings in a policy
applied to the endpoint:

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseIgnoreCharacters: Characters to ignore in
source text when searching for phrases.

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseWordDelimiterCharacters: The characters that
separate words in a phrase or dictionary or in source text.

Note: Dictionary words may only contain English alphabetic characters [A-Za-z], numbers [0-9], periods
[.], and spaces between words []. A period anywhere except at the end of the word. Users of the Console
can customize the valid character set.

Note: A dictionary word list should not contain both leading and trailing spaces.

Note: Dictionary words are case insensitive. For example, if you have abc in your dictionary, it will match
all of these:

ABC
abc
aBc

(and other combinations as well).

Note: The Name is read from the Header section of the dictionary itself and must be present in the dic-
tionary file.

Note: The file encoding needs to be in UTF-8 or ASCII.

Additional Information

To view or modify Custom Type settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then
the Custom Type page. Alternatively you may click the Data Types ribbon, then click the Custom Type
option button. For related information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom Types.

Sensitive Data Definitions

Spirion can search for sensitive data using criteria that you specify with a Sensitive Data Definition. Sens-
itive Data Definitions allows the combination of AnyFind and Sensitive Data Types to specify the results that
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will be matched in a location. With a Sensitive Data Definition, you can locate only the data that matches a
specific set of custom criteria. Sensitive Data Definitions are configured on the console.

By default, the Sensitive Data Definitions ribbon button will be visible and selectable when a Sensitive Data
Definition has been applied to a policy and that policy has been applied to the endpoint. When enabled, the
search will use only Sensitive Data Definitions and any Custom Types or AnyFinds will be disabled. For
details please refer to Sensitive Data Types in the Console user Guide
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Searching Locations
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Search Locations

In this article

l Searching Files
l Searching E-Mails
l Searching Web Browsers
l Searching the Windows
Registry

l Searching Websites and Web
Servers

l Searching SharePoint Sites
l Searching Databases
l Searching Exchange Servers

Searching Files

Files include all files on your computer that can be read by Spirion. Spirion can search more than 200 of the
most common file types using its built-in filters and a built-in feature of Microsoft Windows available since
Windows 2000 called IFilters. For these filterable file types, Spirion can search the file while preserving the
format and structure of the file. Additionally, Spirion can attempt to extract text from any file. As new, pro-
prietary file types are created that Spirion cannot search while preserving format and structure, additional
IFilters may be created to search them. If you install any of these additional IFilters, Spirion will auto-
matically detect and utilize them for all of your future searches. See Installing Additional Filters for more
information. To speed your searching, you can enable searching only common file types or searching all fil-
terable file types.

You can enable searching of Files by clicking the Files button on the Locations ribbon. When enabled, the
button will be highlighted. Spirion will search for files (and optionally Compressed Files) in the File Loca-
tion you specify.

File types searchable by Spirion:

l Microsoft Excel 2000, XP, 2003, 2007 and later
l Microsoft PowerPoint 2000, XP, 2003, 2007 and later
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l Microsoft Word 2000, XP, 2003, 2007 and later
l Microsoft Access 2.0, 95, 97, 2000, 2003, 2007 and later (mdb and accdb) (ACCDB, Microsoft Access
database files, require having Access, or the appropriate Access Runtime [which is a free Microsoft
download] installed on the Endpoint that will be performing the database search.)

l Microsoft OneNote 2003, 2007 (note: requires OneNote or Filter Pack to be installed)
l Microsoft Outlook PST archives
l MBOX file formats
l Lotus Notes NSF mail files (Requires the Lotus Notes search module)
l Adobe Acrobat (All versions including 10.x)
l Image files using OCR (bmp, dcx, gif, jbig2, jp2, jpeg, jpf, jpg, jpg2000, jpm, jpx, max, pcx, png, tfx,
tif, tiff, xif, xiff, and xps) (Requires the OCR Image search module)

l Compressed Zip, z, tgz, tbz2, tbz, tar, rar, gz, bz2, and bz files
l Plain Text Files
l ANSI
l Unicode
l Batch Files
l Source Code Files
l Cookies
l Instant Messenger Logs
l Rich Text Format
l Web Pages
l Any other file via third-party filters or text extraction (Microsoft Visio Drawings, Microsoft Project
Plans, Image Files, Video Files, Music Files, etc.)

Additional Information

To view or modify File Types settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
File Types page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown menu of the
Files button and select Customize File Settings. For additional information on Files settings please
refer to View and Manage File Types and Options.

Searching E-Mails

You can enable searching of E-Mail Messages by clicking the E-Mails button on the Locations ribbon. When
enabled, the button will be highlighted. You can also specify if you wish to search inside attachments. E-
Mails include all E-Mail messages on your computer and their attachment files, that can be read by Spirion.
Spirion can read from several E-Mail programs including:

l Microsoft Outlook
l Outlook Express/Windows Mail (This does not include Windows Live Mail)
l Mozilla Thunderbird
l MBOX formatted mail files
l Lotus Notes (Requires the Lotus Notes search module)
l Microsoft Exchange Server (Requires the Microsoft Exchange search module)
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For Microsoft Outlook, Spirion will also automatically search Contacts, Calendar Entries, and Tasks, but
you may disable the searching of these items by de-selecting their folders in the E-Mail Settings. If you
have a different E-Mail program, you can check to see if an IFilter is available. Note that Spirion cannot
search E-Mail that is not stored on your computer, that you use a web browser to read.

Additional Information

To view or modify E-Mails settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the E-
Mails page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown menu of the E-
Mails button and select Customize E-Mail Settings. For additional information on E-Mails settings
please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search.

Searching Web Browsers

Searching within Browsers (web browsers such as Internet Explorer and Firefox) is a very powerful feature
because it will search one of your most commonly used applications for personally identifiable information.
Your web browser may automatically, and without your knowledge, save your passwords and form data
(sometimes referred to as AutoComplete data) when you interact online. This information commonly con-
tains credit card information or a password to a merchant. Spirion can uncover this information and encrypt
or shred it. You can enable searching of Web Browsers by clicking the Browsers button on the Locations
ribbon. When enabled, the button will be highlighted.

The following browsers can be searched:

l Microsoft Internet Explorer 5 through 11
l Mozilla FireFox 2 and later

Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Locations\Browsers\EnableBrowsers

Note: Web browser search is supported for the following versions and operating systems:

l Microsoft Internet Explorer version 5 through 11 on Windows Vista through Windows 7
l Mozilla Firefox version 2+ on Windows Vista and later

Additional Information

To view or modify Browsers settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
Browsers/Registry page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown
menu of the Browsers button and select Customize Browser Settings. For additional information on
Browsers settings please refer to View and Manage Web Browsers and Registry Locations to Search.
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Searching the Windows Registry

The Windows Registry is where applications typically save their configuration information. Sometimes for
registration or convenience purposes personally identifiable information will be saved in the registry. For
example, an application may save your password in the registry so you are not required to enter it each time
the application opens. Additionally, an application may use the registry to save the personal registration
information you provided during its installation process. Spirion can find application-stored information and
shred it. You can enable searching of the Windows Registry by clicking the Registry button on the Loca-
tions ribbon. When enabled, the button will be highlighted.

Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Locations\Browsers\EnableRegistry

Additional Information

To view or modify Registry settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
Browsers/Registry page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown
menu of the Registry button and select Customize Registry Settings. For additional information on
Registry settings please refer to View and Manage Web Browsers and Registry Locations to Search.

Searching SharePoint Sites

SharePoint sites are URL addresses you would normally access via a web browser that you believe might
contain personal information. Spirion can read the SharePoint pages and files and search through them for
any personal information. You can enable searching of SharePoint sites by clicking the SharePoint button
on the Locations ribbon. When enabled, the button will be highlighted. Spirion will search the SharePoint
site addresses that you specify. To specify SharePoint site addresses, click the SharePoint button drop-
down menu, then select Customize Website Settings. The View and Manage SharePoint Sites to
Search dialog will appear:
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To enter SharePoint site addresses, simply type the location in the SharePoint URL field. If you type a
single word such as spirion, then "http://" will be prepended for your convenience. If the SharePoint site
requires authentication you can supply a username and password. To do so, enter a Username and Pass-
word, then click the Add button. There is no limit to how many SharePoint sites you can search.

Additional Information

To view or modify SharePoint settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
SharePoint page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown menu of the
SharePoint button and select Customize SharePoint Settings. For additional information on
SharePoint settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search.
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Searching Websites and Web Servers

Websites are URL web addresses you would normally access via a web browser that you believe might con-
tain personal information. Spirion can read the website pages and website files and search through them for
any personal information. You will not be able to perform any security actions onWebsites, but you can
determine if the risk of personal information exposure exists. You can enable searching of Websites by click-
ing theWebsites button on the Locations ribbon. When enabled, the button will be highlighted. Spirion
will search the website addresses that you specify. To specify website addresses, click theWebsites button
dropdown menu, then select Customize Website Settings. The View and Manage Websites to
Search dialog will appear:
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To enter website addresses, simply type the location in theWebsite Address field. If you type a single
word such as spirion, then "http://www." will be prepended and ".com" will be appended for your con-
venience. If the website requires authentication you can supply a username and password. To do so, click
the Supply Credentials checkbox and enter a Username and Password. Then press the Add button.
There is no limit to how many websites you can search.

Additional Information

To view or modifyWebsites settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
Websites page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown menu of the
Websites button and select Customize Websites Settings. For additional information onWebsites set-
tings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search.

Searching Databases

Databases include any remote or local database server that you want Spirion to search using a database
connection string. Spirion can search any database you can connect to. You will not be able to perform any
security actions on Databases, but you can determine if the risk of personal information exposure exists.
You can enable searching of Databases by clicking the Databases button on the Locations ribbon. If
enabled, the Databases button will be highlighted. Spirion will search the database you specify.

Adding Database Connections

To search databases, click the Databases button's dropdown menu, then select Customize Database Set-
tings. The View and Manage Databases to Search dialog will appear. For detailed information on how
to configure a database connection string, please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify Databases settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then the
Databases page. Alternatively you may click the Locations ribbon, then click the dropdown menu of the
Databases button and select Customize Databases Settings. For additional information on Databases
settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search.

Searching Exchange Servers

Exchange Servers include any remote Exchange Server that you want Spirion to search using Exchange
Web Service. Spirion will search any Microsoft Exchange Server mailboxes including messages and attach-
ments to which the specified account has sufficient access. The Actions that can be performed on Exchange
results include Shred and Ignore. You can enable searching of Exchange Server mailboxes by clicking the E-
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Mails button on the Locations ribbon. If enabled, the E-Mails button will be highlighted. You will then need
to configure your Exchange Server search.

Configuring Exchange Server Searching

To search Exchange Servers, click the E-Mails button's dropdown menu, then select Customize E-Mail
Settings. The View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search dialog will appear:

Next to, Search Microsoft Exchange Server, click the Manage button. Note: If Search Microsoft
Exchange Server is not displayed then the license does not include the Exchange Search Module. The
Select Exchange Servers dialog will be displayed to provide the following settings to configure the
Microsoft Exchange Server connection.
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Additional Information

To learn about the requirements for searching Exchange Server or how to configure your Exchange
Server Search, please read the Knowledge Base Article: Microsoft Exchange Server Search

File Locations

In this article

l Searching File Locations
l Searching My Computer
l Searching My Documents
l Searching Removable Drives
l Searching Cloud Folders
l Searching a Custom Folder List
l Searching Remote Machines

Searching File Locations
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File Locations are enabled if you enable searching for Files. You may select whether you want to search
within your My Computer (which includes all of your hard drives), your My Documents (including User Set-
tings), your removable drives (any drive connected to your computer via USB), your Cloud Folders (the local
storage location for folders synchronized with cloud storage services such as Dropbox or Microsoft
OneDrive), Custom Folders of your choice, or entire other Remote Machines. Once specified, Spirion will
search for files (for example Common File Types or a Custom file type list) and optionally Compressed Files
within those drives or folders and all of their subfolders. Your currently selected option will be highlighted.

Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Searching My Computer

The My Computer button specifies that Spirion will search all drives (removable and local) on your com-
puter. If this option is selected, the My Computer button on the Locations ribbon will be highlighted. If
you require the ability to search Network Drives, you will need the Spirion Endpoint software and can turn
this feature on use the Including Mapped Network Drives When Searching Computers setting.

Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Additional Information

For additional information on File Location settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and
Options.

Searching My Documents

The My Documents button specifies that Spirion will search the currently logged in user's My Documents
and User Settings folders. These folders are typically located at C:\Documents and Settings\USERNAME in
Windows XP and C:\Users\USERNAME in Windows Vista and later; however if they are not located in their
default location, Spirion will automatically detect this and search the correct locations. If this option is selec-
ted, the My Documents button on the Locations ribbon will be highlighted.
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Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Additional Information

For additional information on File Location settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and
Options.

Searching Removable Drives

The Removable Drives button specifies that Spirion will search the currently mounted USB drives and
devices. These drives are typically flash drives, thumb drives, even mp3 players. If this option is selected,
the Removable Drives button on the Locations ribbon will be highlighted.

Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Additional Information

For additional information on File Location settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and
Options.

Searching Cloud Folders

The Cloud Folders button on the Locations ribbon allows you to search the local storage locations for
folders that are synchronized with cloud storage. Clicking the bottom part (the down arrow) of the Cloud
Folders button, and selecting Customize Cloud Folder Settings will open the View and Manage Other
Locations to Search dialog box. You may then select which cloud locations to include in your search.

Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Additional Information

l View and Manage Other Locations to Search
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Searching a Custom Folder List

The Custom Folders button on the Locations ribbon allows you to specify any drive(s), folder or set of
folders to search. When you choose Custom Folders, the View and Manage the Custom Folder List dialog
box will appear. You may then enter as many drives and folders to include or exclude from your search.

Note: You cannot select multiple buttons in the File Locations group. If you want to search multiple dis-
parate locations, simply use the Custom Folders button.

Additional Information

l View and Manage the Custom Folder List
l View and Manage File Types and Options
l Searching Specific Folders on Remote Machines
l Searching Additional Outlook PST Data Files
l Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information

Searching Remote Machines

The Remote Machines button on the Locations ribbon is a comprehensive method for searching remote
computers that automatically searches every physical drive on the remote machine. The first time you
choose Remote Machines, the View and Manage the Remote Machine List dialog box will appear but once
you have entered a scope of computers it will simply enable the Remote Machine search. If this option is
selected, the Remote Machines button will be highlighted.

Note: After you have selected Remote Machines you will notice that the Browsers and Registry buttons
are disabled. This is because when searching remote computers it is only possible to search their file sys-
tems. E-Mails will also be disabled unless you have the Searching Additional Outlook PST Data Files or
Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information settings enabled. You cannot select multiple buttons in the
File Locations group. If you want to search multiple disparate locations, simply use the Custom Folders
button.
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Additional Information

l Searching Files and E-Mails on Remote Machines
l View and Manage the Remote Machine List

Location Options

In this article

l Searching Compressed
Files

l Searching E-Mail Attach-
ments

Searching Compressed Files

You can enable searching of Compressed Files by clicking the Compressed Files button on the Locations
ribbon. Compressed files are archives that contain additional files. When enabled, the button will be high-
lighted. Spirion will search for compressed files in the File Location you specify.

Additional Information

For additional information on Compressed File settings please refer to Specifying Compressed File Types
When Searching for Sensitive Data or to Searching Only Compressed Files Less than User Specified Size.

Searching E-Mail Attachments

You can enable searching of Attachments by clicking the E-Mail Attachments button on the Locations rib-
bon. When enabled, the button will be highlighted. Spirion will search inside attachments, if a message con-
tains any. However, by default attachments that contain compressed files will not be searched unless you
also select the Compressed Files option.

Additional Information

For additional information on E-Mail Attachment settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and
Options or to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search.
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Search Techniques

In this article

l Searching Files and E-Mail on Remote Com-
puters

l Searching Specific Folders on Remote
Machines

l Searching Entire Remote Machines

Searching Files and E-Mail on Remote Computers

For files and e-mails, there are two ways for you to search remote computers for personal information: (1)
Searching specific remote folders or (2) searching entire remote computers. In both cases, Spirion uses
NetBIOS to access the file system of the remote computer and search files and e-mails. If NetBIOS is
blocked or disabled, you cannot search remotely using these techniques and would need to deploy Spirion on
those machines locally and either view the results on that machine locally or have the results reported to the
Console.

Searching Specific Remote Folders

This is a customized method for searching remote computers that does not search all physical drives, but
rather allows you to specify specific folders for inclusion in or exclusion from the search. For example, you
may specify to search the root of a remote drive and choose to exclude specific folders such as system
folders, which typically do not contain personal information. To search specific remote folders, you must
specify valid UNC paths but you do not need to map a drive to the remote machine. All files and folders in
the remote location will be searched.

Note: To search Outlook e-mail PST files located in the specified paths, you must enable the Searching Addi-
tional Outlook Data Files setting. To search MBOX e-mail files on a remote computer, the paths must be also
be specified in the Including MBOX files in E-Mail Search setting. Mozilla Thunderbird e-mail files and folders
cannot be automatically detected on a remote machine, therefore, the specific remote files or folders must
be specified.

The Custom Folders button on the Locations ribbon allows you to specify any folder or set of folders to
search:

When you choose Custom Folders, the View and Manage the Custom Folder list page will appear, allowing
you to add each UNC path that you would like to search. If no shares exist on the remote machine, you can
specify the built in hidden, administrative shares (C$, D$, E$, etc), which are mapped to each physical drive
(these are secure shares enabled by default in Windows that only Administrators have access to). You can
also add exclusions to prevent Spirion from searching system paths such as c:\windows or c:\program files.
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Note that access to some of the UNC paths that you enter might require authentication. Spirion can auto-
matically perform authentication for you with credentials specified through the Searching Remote Machines
feature. To enable this authentication, use the Remote Computer List to enter the remote computer's
address and specify authentication credentials (but do not check the search all physical drives option).

Searching Entire Remote Computers

This is a comprehensive method for searching remote computers that automatically searches every physical
drive on the remote machine. This method requires access to the administrative shares built into Windows
(these are secure shares enabled by default in Windows that only Administrators have access to), so you will
need to authenticate as a member of the Administrators group. All files and folders on all physical drives on
the remote computer will be searched. Spirion will search all the computers in the list with the Search
Drives option in the order in which they appear.

Note: To search Outlook e-mail PST files located in the specified paths, you must enable the Searching Addi-
tional Outlook Data Files setting. To search MBOX e-mail files on a remote computer, the paths must be also
be specified in the Including MBOX files in E-Mail Search setting. Mozilla Thunderbird e-mail files and folders
cannot be automatically detected on a remote machine, therefore, the specific remote files or folders must
be specified.

The Remote Machines button on the Locations ribbon allows you to search remote computers:
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When you choose Remote Machines, the View and Manage the Remote Machine List dialog box will appear.
Here you can specify the NetBIOS names, IP Addresses, or Fully Qualified Domain Names of machines you
want to search. Ranges are acceptable for IP Addresses so you may enter a valid IP range such as 10.0.0.1-
10.0.255.255. Only the last two octets may be included in the range so it is not possible to search an entire
class A or class B network. Spirion will search all the computers in the list with the Search Drives option in
the order in which they appear. Here are the steps to search remote machines:

1. List all your remote machines that you want to search inside the Add Remote Machine Names list.
Group them based on how you authenticate because you can specify credentials. List one computer
per line (press CTRL+ENTER to go to the next line).

2. Choose whether you want Spirion to Search All Physical Drives on the remote machines. If you do not
check this box, Spirion can still authenticate using the credentials you specify, but you will need to
enter the paths you want to search in the Custom Location dialog box. This allows you to search for a
UNC path (i.e., \\1.2.3.4\c$).

3. Choose whether you want to authenticate with specific credentials or whether you are already authen-
ticated. If you want to specify credentials, click the Specify Authentication Credentials checkbox and
enter a username and password. If you do not specify credentials, Spirion will try to authenticate
using pre-existing credentials on your computer. Either your currently logged in credentials must
work, or you must have made a net use connection or to that computer.

4. You can also choose to exclude explicit folders on all those machines by entering a folder as an exclu-
sion on the Custom Folder List and enabling the Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines
setting. This allows you to exclude c:\program files or d:\i386 from every computer for example.

5. Note all the information you enter will be saved securely to your Profile.
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Additional Information

To view or modify Remote Machine search settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button,
then the Remote Machines or Custom Folders pages.

Searching Specific Folders on Remote Machines

This is a customized method for searching remote computers that does not search all physical drives, but
rather allows you to specify specific folders for inclusion in or exclusion from the search. For example, you
may specify to search the root of a remote drive and choose to exclude specific folders such as system
folders, which typically do not contain personal information. To search specific remote folders, you must
specify valid UNC paths but you do not need to map a drive to the remote machine. All files and folders in
the remote location will be searched.

Note: To search Outlook e-mail PST files located in the specified paths, you must enable the Searching Addi-
tional Outlook Data Files setting. To search MBOX e-mail files on a remote computer, the paths must be also
be specified in the Including MBOX files in E-Mail Search setting. Mozilla Thunderbird e-mail files and folders
cannot be automatically detected on a remote machine, therefore, the specific remote files or folders must
be specified.
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The Custom Folders button on the Locations ribbon allows you to specify any folder or set of folders to
search:

When you choose Custom Folders, the View and Manage the Custom Folder list page will appear, allowing
you to add each UNC path that you would like to search. If no shares exist on the remote machine, you can
specify the built in hidden, administrative shares (C$, D$, E$, etc), which are mapped to each physical drive
(these are secure shares enabled by default in Windows that only Administrators have access to). You can
also add exclusions to prevent Spirion from searching system paths such as c:\windows or c:\program files.

Note that access to some of the UNC paths that you enter might require authentication. Spirion can auto-
matically perform authentication for you with credentials specified through the Searching Remote Machines
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feature. To enable this authentication, use the Remote Computer List to enter the remote computer's
address and specify authentication credentials (but do not check the search all physical drives option).

Additional Information

To view or modify Remote Machine search settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings but-
ton, then the Custom Folders page.

Searching Entire Remote Machines

This is a comprehensive method for searching remote computers that automatically searches every physical
drive on the remote machine. This method requires access to the administrative shares built into Windows
(these are secure shares enabled by default in Windows that only Administrators have access to), so you will
need to authenticate as a member of the Administrators group. All files and folders on all physical drives on
the remote computer will be searched. Spirion will search all the computers in the list with the Search
Drives option in the order in which they appear.

Note: To search Outlook e-mail PST files located in the specified paths, you must enable the Searching Addi-
tional Outlook Data Files setting. To search MBOX e-mail files on a remote computer, the paths must be also
be specified in the Including MBOX files in E-Mail Search setting. Mozilla Thunderbird e-mail files and folders
cannot be automatically detected on a remote machine, therefore, the specific remote files or folders must
be specified.

The Remote Machines button on the Locations ribbon allows you to search remote computers:

When you choose Remote Machines, the View and Manage the Remote Machine List dialog box will appear.
Here you can specify the NetBIOS names, IP Addresses, or Fully Qualified Domain Names of machines you
want to search. Ranges are acceptable for IP Addresses so you may enter a valid IP range such as 10.0.0.1-
10.0.255.255. Only the last two octets may be included in the range so it is not possible to search an entire
class A or class B network. Spirion will search all the computers in the list with the Search Drives option in
the order in which they appear. Here are the steps to search remote machines:

1. List all your remote machines that you want to search inside the Add Remote Machine Names list.
Group them based on how you authenticate because you can specify credentials. List one computer
per line (press CTRL+ENTER to go to the next line).

2. Choose whether you want Spirion to Search All Physical Drives on the remote machines. If you do
not check this box, Spirion can still authenticate using the credentials you specify, but you will need to
enter the paths you want to search in the Custom Location dialog box. This allows you to search for a
UNC path (i.e., \\1.2.3.4\c$).

3. Choose whether you want to authenticate with specific credentials or whether you are already authen-
ticated. If you want to specify credentials, click the Specify Authentication Credentials checkbox
and enter a username and password. If you do not specify credentials, Spirion will try to authenticate
using pre-existing credentials on your computer. Either your currently logged in credentials must
work, or you must have made a net use connection or to that computer.
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4. You can also choose to exclude explicit folders on all those machines by entering a folder as an exclu-
sion on the Custom Folder List and enabling the Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines
setting. This allows you to exclude c:\program files or d:\i386 from every computer for example.

5. Note all the information you enter will be saved securely to your Profile.

Additional Information

To view or modify Remote Machine search settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings but-
ton, then the Remote Machines page.
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Starting and Stopping Searches
In This Chapter

Starting a Search

Pausing and Resuming a Search in Progress

Viewing the Status Window

Stopping a Search in Progress

Viewing the Search Summary

Starting a Search

Once you have customized your search or decided to use the default search settings, you can click the Start
button on the Main ribbon and Spirion will begin searching the locations you selected.

You may interact with the results as they are displayed or you may wait until Spirion has completed its
search and use the Results Wizard.

Pausing and Resuming a Search in Progress

You may temporarily pause a search in progress by clicking the Pause button on the Main ribbon. The
Pause button is in the same place as the Start button and is automatically changed from Start to Pause
when a search begins. Once you click Pause, it will be automatically changed into a Resume button.

To resume your search, click the Resume button, which is in the same place as the Pause and Start but-
tons on the Main ribbon.
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Pausing a search is beneficial if you need to interact with a certain result and you find incoming results dis-
tracting. It is also helpful if you need to temporarily pause Spirion because it is affecting the performance of
your computer. In this case however, it might be more helpful to allow other programs to take priority over
Spirion by enabling the Give Other Programs Priority Over Spirion option.

Viewing the Status Window

The Status Window provides a real-time summary of your current search and is composed of the Current
Status Summary, Locations Searched Summary, and Data Matches Summary groups as well as the
Worldwide Data Matches Summary group, if enabled. To view the status window, click the Status Win-
dow button on the Main ribbon.

Current Status

This group box contains the name of the location currently being searched as well as two Progress Bars.
Sometimes a notification message will be displayed in the Searching field, such as Opening Mailboxes.
There are two progress bars: Progress and Overall. The Progress bar depicts the percentage complete
for the current location type. The Overall is how far into the total number of location types of your com-
puter you will search. For example, Browsers are multiple location types because searching Internet
Explorer Passwords is one type and Firefox Passwords is another. Below Progress is Locations Con-
taining Data Matches / Total Locations Searched and to its right is Total Data Matches Found.

l Locations Containing Data Matches - This is the total number of the items searched so far that con-
tain at least one Data Match.

l Total Locations Searched- This is the total number of items of all types searched on your computer
so far.

l Total Data Matches Found- This is the total number of Data Matches found so far across all loc-
ations.

Locations Searched Summary

This group box shows a detailed view of all the locations searched so far and the specific number of each
type. The total of all the counters in this group equals the Total Location Searched counter in the Cur-
rent Status group.
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Data Matches Summary

This group box shows a detailed view of all the Data Types found so far and the specific number of each
type. The total of all the counters in this group equals the Total Data Matches Found counter in the Cur-
rent Status group.

Stopping a Search in Progress

If you want to stop the current search, click the Stop button on the Main ribbon. It will not be possible to
resume the search once you click Stop. If you want to be able to resume your search, use the Pause button
instead.

Once you click Stop, Spirion will take a moment to complete the current process. You will see a dialog box
notifying you of its status. If the location currently being analyzed is large or complex, it may take a long
time for Spirion to stop your search. The Windows wait cursor animation will let you know that Spirion is
working on your request. After the search has been stopped, if there are results, you will be prompted to ini-
tiate either the Results Wizard or Advanced Mode (simply takes you back to the main Spirion interface) to
begin protecting your personally identifiable information. You make also Save your results or choose to hide
Spirion and be reminded to choose what to do later. If there are no results, you will be prompted to initiate
a new search or to exit Spirion.
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Viewing the Search Summary

When Spirion completes its search, you are presented with four options:

l Results Wizard
l Use Advanced Mode and be taken back to the main Spirion interface
l Save Results
l Reminder

Remind Me Later

If you choose to be reminded later, you are presented with several time options. Spirion will minimize itself
to your system tray and remain there until the specified period of time has passed. If you want to bring
Spirion back sooner, you can double click the System Tray icon.
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Viewing Search Results
In This Chapter

Viewing Search Results

Previewing Data Matches

Masking Data Matches

Viewing the Properties Pane

Filtering Search Results

Collapsing and Expanding Rows

Selecting and Deselecting All Rows

Navigating to Next and Previous Data Matches

Resetting the View

Choosing Results Columns to Display

Viewing Search Results

The results of the search are displayed in the a) Results View and, along with the b) Preview Pane and
the c) Properties Pane, provide all of the relevant information about the result including the full path to its
location, the type and value of the result, a preview of that result in context, and many other details.
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The Results View is a reporting table, similar to a spreadsheet, that is on the left side of Spirion. It con-
tains all the information about the results of your search and allows you to analyze those results and take
action to protect any sensitive information.
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Choosing Columns

The Results View has a header across the top that allows you to Choose Results Columns to Display.

Sorting Columns

You may Sort your results by clicking on specific column headers. You can have a primary, secondary, ter-
tiary (and beyond) sort order by first left-clicking on a specific column header, then while holding SHIFT,
left-clicking again on a second column header (or third or fourth, etc.). You may also use the right mouse
button context menu to right-click on the header for the column you want to sort and choose Sort then
choose to Sort Ascending or Sort Descending. Right-clicking on additional headers will allow you to edit
the existing sort options or enable sorting by secondary, tertiary, etc.
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Note: Clicking the Checkbox column header will select or deselect all of your results. It will not sort. To
sort this column, you must right-click on the column header and then select your sort preferences.

Previewing Data Matches

The Preview Pane is enabled by default but can be turned on and off by clicking the Preview Pane button
on the Configuration ribbon. The Preview Pane displays an unformatted version of the result you have
selected. The main body of the Preview Pane contains the full content where your result was located with
all the Data Matches highlighted in yellow. You can seek through highlighted matches and review the crit-
icality of your result.
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The Preview Pane can also be docked to another border of the Spirion application or floated anywhere you
like. Simply click and hold the mouse over the Preview Pane header (the words Preview Pane) and drag
the pane.
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Masking Data Matches

You can mask your passwords or other Data Types with asterisks, thereby hiding them in the results view by
clicking the Mask Matches button on the Configuration ribbon. There are several reasons you might want
to do this such as if you are reviewing your results in a public area such as your workplace or on your laptop
in an airport or coffee shop with people looking over your shoulder. This has no affect on saving results
(however there is an option to mask matches when saving as well). To configure which Data Types will be
masked, click the Mask Matches button and select the Masked Matches dropdown menu. Click the
matches you want to mask. If you would like to mask the preview pane, you can enable masking all Data
Types in the preview pane by choosing the Mask All Match Types in Preview menu.

Note: Mask All Match Types in Preview will only work when Enable Mask Matches is also enabled.
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Viewing the Properties Pane

The Properties Pane is enabled by default but can be turned on and off by clicking the Properties Pane
button on the Configuration ribbon. The Properties Pane displays additional information about the item
you are viewing:
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l Location name
l Location type
l Date Modified
l Size
l Owner
l Encrypted with EFS
l Read-Only
l Hidden

Filtering Search Results

Filtering your results allows you to search through the results in your view and temporarily hide any that do
not meet your criteria. To turn on filtering, click the Filter Results button on the Main ribbon. To search
by keyword(s), begin typing in the Search For field and results that do not match your criteria will imme-
diately be hidden. The Filter acts on both the Location and Data Match columns. You may use the Data
Type (i.e., Social Security Numbers, Credit Cards, etc.) dropdown box to select only the data types you
want to see or the Location Type drop down to select only the location types (i.e., Files, E-Mails, etc.) you
want to see. The keyword, data type, and location type filters work together to allow you to further refine
your results. If you wish to search only by keyword, ensure that All Data Types is visible in the data type
filter. If you wish to search only by Data Type, ensure that the Keyword Filter is blank. You may clear or
remove your filter at anytime. Note that while the filter is active, the Filter Results button will be high-
lighted. To reset or clear your filter and view all results, click the Show All button on the filter bar, or click
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the Filter Results button on the Main ribbon. When you click the Filter Results button on the Main rib-
bon, the filter bar will disappear, all filters will be cleared and the Filter Results button will no longer be
highlighted orange.

Collapsing and Expanding Rows

Spirion may uncover multiple unique data matches within a location. Unique data matches are distinct from
multiple occurrences of the same Data Type. For example, when five different passwords are discovered in
a file there are five unique data matches, however, when five instances of the same password are dis-
covered in one file there are five occurrences of that specific password. When Spirion uncovers multiple
unique data matches within a single result, a parent row will be displayed in the results view that reads, Mul-
tiple Matches with a total counter of all matches in the location. Each unique match will be displayed in a
child row beneath the parent. By default, all parent rows are expanded to allow you to see all of the
matches uncovered by Spirion. You may choose to collapse these row for ease of viewing by clicking the
Collapse All Rows button on the Main ribbon.

When you do this, two things occur:

1. All parent rows are collapsed, not just the row you have highlighted
2. The button changes to Expand All Rows so that you can later expand all of the rows.
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Selecting and Deselecting All Rows

There are two ways to select or deselect all rows in the search results. You can click the checkbox on top
left of the column header and it will select all unless all are already selected in which case it will deselect all.

You can also right click on any results and choose Select All Rows or Deselect All Rows from the menu.

Navigating to Next and Previous Data Matches

You can use the Previous Match and Next Match buttons on the Main ribbon or by right clicking to seek to
Data Matches within the result that you are previewing. You may not use these Previous and Next buttons
to seek to another data match, if it is in a different location. To skip to another location, such as a file or E-
Mail message, you can use the arrow keys or your mouse.
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Resetting the View

If you have changed the settings of your results view or preview pane, you can Reset the view back to its
default by clicking the Reset View button on the Configuration ribbon. This setting will return the Results
view, the Preview pane, and the Properties pane to their original size and position and restore the original
column layout to the results view.
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Choosing Results Columns to Display

Spirion allows you to choose the columns you want to display by clicking the Results Columns button on
the Configuration ribbon or right-clicking on the column header and choose Columns. Each column
header available to you is shown in the submenu. Put a check (by left-clicking) next to each column header
you want displayed:

l Selected (the Checkbox): Allows you to select multiple results and perform an action of your choice
using the ribbon or right-click menu. To select or deselect all locations, you may left click on this
column header.

l Location Type (the Icon): System generated icon to represent the location type. You may hover the
mouse cursor over the icon to see a detailed description of the location type.

l Location: Displays the full path to where on your computer the result resides.
l Date Created: Displays the date your item was created.
l Date Modified: Displays the date your item was modified.
l Date Accessed: Displays the date your item was last accessed.
l Size: Displays the size of your item.
l Owner: Displays the Windows user who owns the item.
l Attributes: Displays the attributes for files.
l Group (the / ): Expandable and collapsible tree icon for results that contain multiple unique data
matches. You may click on the / to show or hide the unique data matches for a location.

l Data Type: Spirion generated icon that represents the data match type. You may hover the mouse
cursor over the icon to see a detailed description of the Data Type.

l Data Match: The actual data match found by Spirion. Your actual data, such as credit card number,
will be displayed here. (Note:Matches can be hidden or masked)

l Match Quantity (the #): For a parent row this shows the total number of data matches in the loc-
ation. For child rows, this shows the quantity of that exact data match found.

l Classification: Displays the classification if one has been assigned to the result. To display the Clas-
sification by Icon, Color or Name, you can configure the following setting in a system policy on the Con-
sole applied to the endpoint: Settings\UserInterface\ResultsPane\ClassificationDisplayPreference. The
default is to display by Icon.
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Saving and Loading
In This Chapter

Saving Results

Saving Results as the Spirion Format

Saving Results as a Web Page Report

Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet

Opening Results

Printing Results

Saving Results

Depending on your edition, Spirion allows you to save the results of your searches in three ways: Spirion
(IDF file),Web Page Report (HTML file) and Text Export (CSV file).

l Spirion: Generates a *.idf file, which is encrypted with a password of your choice and cannot be read
by anyone else. Files saved in this format can only be opened from within Spirion and allow you to
work with your results at any time in the future. This format is useful when you have run a search but
wish to take action on your results at a later time. All results are saved and encrypted using this
format.

l Web Page Report: Generates a report as a *.html file, which contains an analysis of your results
including summary information and totals for the number and types of data matches that were found
as well as the locations containing those matches. This report can be used to show trends if you com-
pare it to previous reports. The Web Page Report is not encrypted and potentially contains location
and data information so you must be careful to protect it. After you are finished with a file in this
format, you should use the Spirion tools to shred it.

l Text Export: Generates a Comma Separated Values (*.csv) file, which is saved unencrypted, in clear
text and can be read by anyone with access to your computer. Files saved in this format can be
opened in any text editor or spreadsheet program such as Microsoft Excel but cannot be loaded back
into Spirion. This format is useful when you wish to perform advanced searching, sorting, and report-
ing of your data in another application. After you are finished with a file in this format, you should use
the Spirion tools to shred it.
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To save your results, click the File ribbon. The default save type is Spirion Format, an encrypted format
that you can use to work with your results at any point in the future. When you are ready to work with your
saved results, you will need to open your file back into Spirion. Once you choose Save As, the Save As dia-
log box will open. You may select the folder location and filename for your results. You will see the
Options button on the bottom right of this dialog. Clicking the Options button will open the Encrypted Res-
ults File Save Options dialog box that allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows
you to omit information depending on what type of file you are saving.

Additional Information

l Saving Results as the Spirion Format
l Saving Results as a Web Page Report
l Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet

Saving Results as the Spirion Format

Saving results as an Spirion encrypted file generates a *.idf file, which is encrypted with a password of your
choice and cannot be read by anyone else. Files saved in this format can only be opened from within Spirion
and allow you to work with your results at any time in the future. This format is useful when you have run a
search but wish to take action on your results at a later time. All results are saved and encrypted using this
format. To save your results in this format, click the File ribbon. The default save type is this format.
When you are ready to work with your saved results, you will need to open your file back into Spirion. If you
want to specify options, choose Save As. Once you choose Save As, the Save As dialog box will open.
You may select the folder location and filename for your results. You will see the Options button on the bot-
tom right of this dialog. Clicking the Options button will open the Encrypted Results File Save Options
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dialog box that allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit information
depending on what type of file you are saving. The following option is available:

l Save selected (checked) rows only: Allows you to save only the rows you checked from your res-
ults. When saving only selected row, the summary information for the entire search is not included in
the saved file.

Saving Results as a Web Page Report

Saving results as a Web Page Report file generates a *.html file that is plain text and not encrypted. Files
saved in this format must be kept secure. To save your results in this format, click the Save As icon in the
File ribbon. You cannot open these files back up in Spirion. Once you choose Save As, the Save As dialog
box will open. You may select the folder location and filename for your results. You will see the Options
button on the bottom right of this dialog. Clicking the Options button will open theWeb Page Report
Save Options dialog box that allows you to choose what to include in your saved file and allows you to omit
information depending on what type of file you are saving. The following save options are available:

l Please select the type of Web Page Report: The setting under this section specifies what type of
report will be saved.

l Complete Report: This option will save a summary and all of the details of the search and its
results.

l Executive Summary: This option will save a summary of the search including the total number
of matches found, how many locations were searched by data type and other general inform-
ation about the search.

l Custom Report: This option will allow you to specify exactly what is included in the saved
report.
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l When saving a Custom Report, there are a number of options available.
l Save Summary Information: This setting allows you to save a header table of summary
information that includes the total number of matches found, how many locations were searched
by data type and other general information about the search.

l Please select the categories to include: The checkboxes under this heading correspond to
each of the columns in the Results View and allows you to select which information will be
included in the saved file. For the Data Match itself, you can choose to save the Complete Match,
the Last four characters only of the match, or the Last four characters of each match except for
Credit Card Numbers which will save the first six and last four. Any characters that are not
saved will be included in the saved file as an asterisk (*).

l Please select whether to save all or only selected results: By using the checkboxes in
the Results View or ctrl/shift with a single left click, it is possible to select individual results in
the Results View. The settings in this section specify which rows will be saved.

l Save selected (checked) rows only: This setting allows you to save the information
from only rows selected in the Results View or all of the locations in the Results View.

l Save parent rows only: This setting allows you to save only the parent row for each loc-
ation which will allow you to have a summary of all of the locations with matches without
having the individual data matches themselves saved in the file.
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Saving Results as a CSV Spreadsheet

Saving results as a Text Export file generates a *.csv file that is plain text and not encrypted. Files saved in
this format must be kept secure. These can easily be opened in Excel or another spreadsheet or database
program, but cannot be opened in Spirion. To save your results in this format, click the Save As icon in the
File ribbon. Once you choose Save As, the Save As dialog box will open. You may select the folder loc-
ation and filename for your results. You will see the Options button on the bottom right of this dialog. Click-
ing the Options button will open the Text Export Save Options dialog box that allows you to choose what
to include in your saved file and allows you to omit information depending on what type of file you are sav-
ing. The following save options are available:

l Please select the categories to include your Text Export: The checkboxes under this heading
correspond to each of the columns in the Results View and allows you to select which information will
be included in the saved file. For the Data Match itself, you can choose to save the Complete Match,
the Last four characters only of the match, or the Last four characters of each match except for Credit
Card Numbers which will save the first six and last four. Any characters that are not saved will be
included in the saved file as an asterisk (*).

l Please select how you would like Multiple Matches saved:When a location contains more than
one unique match, a row is displayed in the Results View that includes the words "Multiple Matches"
and a total number of matches found in the location. There are several options for handling these
types of rows:

l Save Parent/Child Rows: This option will save the Multiple Matches rows and display the
information in the saved file the same way as it appears in the Results View.

l Repeat all information on every row: This option will repeat the location and other inform-
ation on every row of the saved file and create a matrix with no empty cells.

l Show "Multiple Matches" rows: When repeating all of the information on every row, it
may not be necessary to include the parent row summary as all of the information other
than total number of matches per location is contained within the other rows and the total
can be obtained by summing all of the rows for that location.

l Please select whether to save all or only selected results: By using the checkboxes in the Res-
ults View or ctrl/shift with a single left click, it is possible to select individual results in the Results
View. The settings in this section specify which rows will be saved.

l Save selected (checked) rows only: This setting allows you to save the information from
only rows selected in the Results View or all of the locations in the Results View.
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l Save parent rows only: This setting allows you to save only the parent row for each location
which will allow you to have a summary of all of the locations with matches without having the
individual data matches themselves saved in the file.

Opening Results
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Spirion allows you to open the results of your previously saved search, if it was saved as an Spirion (*.idf)
file. To open your results, click the Open icon in the File ribbon. A browse dialog box will appear allowing
you to navigate to your file. Once you select your file, you will be prompted for the password you chose
when saving the file. The password is necessary to protect the sensitive information contained within the
file. If you have forgotten your password, you will be unable to load your saved results.

Spirion also provides you quick access to your most recently saved and loaded Spirion files. To load any one
of your recent results, simply click on its name in the Recent Results column of the File menu.

Printing Results

Spirion allows you to print the results of your searches as a report for reviewing later. It is important to
note that your results are printed in clear text and can be read by anyone who has access to your print out.
Please be sure to only print to a printer in a secure location, store the report in a safe place when you are not
using it, and physically shred it when you are finished. To print your results, click the Print icon in the File
ribbon.
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Protecting Personal Information
In This Chapter
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Setting Read-Only Access on Files

Setting the Hidden Attribute on Files

Results Wizard

Shredding Personal Information

When a location has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to remove it from your computer,
you should utilize the Shred feature. Shred is great when you no longer need the personal information or
any other data in the item.
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The Shred button is located on the Main ribbon and is enabled for all types of results; however, depending
on the location of the result, Shred behaves differently. For files, Shred utilizes a secure United States
Department of Defense wiping standard known as DOD 5220.22-M. For other locations, Shred removes the
information from your computer using other appropriate methods.

Note: It is not possible to "undo" a Shred. Shredded results cannot be recovered. Once you shred some-
thing, it is gone.

There are three ways to Shred a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Shred button on the Main
ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Shred.

3. Highlight the result by single clicking with the left mouse button or by using the arrow keys and then
press the Delete key on your keyboard.

If you are shredding a Web Browser item, you will be given the option to also add the password to your Pass-
word Vault.

If you choose Shred and Securely Add to Password Vault, the location and password will be saved
securely within the Password Vault for you to reference later. Only you have access to your Password
Vault because it is only accessible if you authenticate to Spirion and load your Profile. If you choose Shred
but Do Not Add to Password Vault, the password will be shredded and not added to your vault.

Shred is effective at protecting your identity because it is permanent. While this means you can never get
your data back, it also means a hacker or malicious intruder also cannot get your data back. For files,
Shred utilizes a very secure United States Department of Defense wiping standard known as DOD 5220.22-
M. For other locations, Shred removes the information from your computer's hard drive or memory using
other, appropriate methods.

Additional Information

l Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files
l What is a Digital Shredder?
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l Shred Any File or Folder Tool

Redacting Personal Information

When a location has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the item but remove the per-
sonal information only, use the Redact feature. Redact is great when the personal information is no longer
needed, but you want to keep the original item.

Note: Redact is only available for specific file types searched via the Files search (see below) and is not
available for E-Mail or other Search Locations.

The Redact button is located on the Main ribbon and is enabled for certain file types. You may only redact
Office 2007 and higher files (e.g., docx, xlsx, pptx), text files (i.e., *.txt, *.log, *.ini), and UTF-8 files. To
add additional extensions to be considered text, like *.bak, you may override default search filters so those
file types are treated as text. See the Override Default Search Filters help topic for more information. The
Override Default Search Filters dialog box lets you add additional extensions assuming they are not
already handled by Spirion as another file type.

There are two ways to Redact a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Redact button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click Redact.

Additional Information

For additional information on Redact settings, please refer to Specifying the Character for Redacting.

Encrypting Personal Information

When a location has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the item and securely keep
the personal information, you should utilize the Encrypt feature. Encrypt is great when you still need the
personal information and original item.
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The Encrypt button is located on the Main ribbon and is enabled for certain file types. When Spirion locates
a Data Match in any of the following location types, you will be able use the Encrypt feature with encryption
to protect your data:

l Encrypting Microsoft Office Files
l Encrypting Microsoft Access Databases
l Encrypting Compressed ZIP Files
l Encrypting Adobe Acrobat PDF Files
l Encrypting Other Files
l Encrypting Mozilla Firefox
l Encrypting Microsoft Outlook with a Password
l Encrupting Microsoft Internet Explorer
l Encrypting Cloud Locations

There are two ways to Encrypt a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

Additional Information

For additional information on Encrypt settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to
Protect Data.

Encrypting Microsoft Office Files

When a Microsoft Office file (Word, Excel, or PowerPoint) has sensitive data match information in it and you
wish to keep the file on your computer, you should utilize the Encrypt feature to automate the securing of
the file with encryption. Depending on the version of Office you have installed, you may be presented with
different encryption options.

There are two ways to Encrypt a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon. If you are signed in to your Profile, that password will be automatically used. To use an
alternate password, click the down-arrow on the Encrypt button and select "Encrypt with Alternate
Password".

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

To encrypt multiple files at the same time, select the desired files by using one of the following methods and
then selecting one of the two ways noted above:
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1. To select all files, click the checkbox column header or right click on any result and choose "Select all
rows"

2. To select a series of single files, check the checkbox next to each file or hold down the control (Ctrl)
key and single-left click each file

3. To select a series of consecutive rows, hold down the shift key and single-left click the first file to be
selected and then, while still holding down shift, single-left click the last file to be selected - all files
between the first and last will be selected.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open asking you to confirm. If you are not signed into your Profile,
enter a password to encrypt the file(s) and click OK. If you click Cancel, no files will be encrypted. If you
click OK and multiple files were selected, the password and encryption option you have configured will be
applied to each file. After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Res-
ults View allowing you to continue dealing with other, insecure identity matches.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Next time you try to open the file in Microsoft Office, the associated application will prompt you for the pass-
word you entered via Spirion. If you forget your password, you will not be able to open your file.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Microsoft Access Databases

When a Microsoft Access Database file has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the
file on your computer, you should utilize the Encrypt feature to automate the securing of the file. Based on
the type and version of the Access file, the Encrypt button will have different effects.

l For Access 97 and later files, you will have the option to encrypt the files with your Profile password or
another password that you specify.

l For Access 2.0 and 95 files, you will have the option to encrypt the files inside a compressed zip file.
l For any Access file that was protected with a password, but not encrypted, Spirion may still have been
able to find data matches in these files. Because they are already password protected, you will have
the option to encrypt the files inside a compressed zip file. If you have Office 2007 or later, it is
recommended that you open these password protected Access files with Microsoft Access, enter your
password, and then apply encryption rather than just password protection. If you do not have Office
2007 or later, it is recommended that you open these files with Microsoft Access, remove their pass-
word, search them again with Spirion, and then encrypt them with Spirion.

There are two ways to Encrypt a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon. If you are signed in to your Profile, that password will be automatically used. To use an
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alternate password, click the down-arrow on the Encrypt button and select "Encrypt with Alternate
Password".

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

To encrypt multiple files at the same time, select the desired files by using one of the following methods and
then selecting one of the two ways noted above:

1. To select all files, click the checkbox column header or right click on any result and choose "Select all
rows"

2. To select a series of single files, check the checkbox next to each file or hold down the control (Ctrl)
key and single-left click each file

3. To select a series of consecutive rows, hold down the shift key and single-left click the first file to be
selected and then, while still holding down shift, single-left click the last file to be selected - all files
between the first and last will be selected.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open asking you to confirm. If you are not signed into your Profile,
enter a password to encrypt the file(s) and click OK. If you click Cancel, no files will be encrypted. If you
click OK and multiple files were selected, the password and encryption option you have configured will be
applied to each file. After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Res-
ults View allowing you to continue dealing with other, insecure identity matches.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Next time you try to open the file in Microsoft Access, Access will prompt you for the password you entered
via Spirion. If you forget your password, you will not be able to open your file.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Compressed ZIP Files

When a compressed file has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the file on your com-
puter, you should utilize the Encrypt feature to automate the securing of the file with encryption. Depend-
ing on the software you use for uncompressing files, you should be careful to choose the correct encryption
options.

There are two ways to Encrypt a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon. If you are signed in to your Profile, that password will be automatically used. To use an
alternate password, click the down-arrow on the Encrypt button and select "Encrypt with Alternate
Password".
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2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

To encrypt multiple files at the same time, select the desired files by using one of the following methods and
then selecting one of the two ways noted above:

1. To select all files, click the checkbox column header or right click on any result and choose "Select all
rows"

2. To select a series of single files, check the checkbox next to each file or hold down the control (Ctrl)
key and single-left click each file

3. To select a series of consecutive rows, hold down the shift key and single-left click the first file to be
selected and then, while still holding down shift, single-left click the last file to be selected - all files
between the first and last will be selected.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open asking you to confirm. If you are not signed into your Profile,
enter a password to encrypt the file(s) and click OK. If you click Cancel, no files will be encrypted. If you
click OK and multiple files were selected, the password and encryption option you have configured will be
applied to each file. After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Res-
ults View allowing you to continue dealing with other, insecure identity matches.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Next time you try to open the file with your uncompressing application (i.e., Windows or WinZip), the asso-
ciated application will prompt you for the password you entered via Spirion. If you forget your password,
you will not be able to open your file.

Note: The following two encryption options are available:

1. Low encryption utilizes Zip 2.0 encryption and is compatible with Windows 2000/XP and later. This
option is not a strong encryption option and it is highly recommended that you use High Zip Encryption.

2. High encryption utilizes 256-bit AES encryption and requires the use of the Spirion Open Secure Zip
File Tool or a third party application such as WinZip to open.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Adobe Acrobat PDF Files

When an Adobe Acrobat PDF file has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to keep the file on
your computer, you should utilize the Encrypt feature to automate the securing of the file with encryption.
Depending on the version of Adobe Acrobat you use, you should be careful to choose the correct encryption
options.

There are two ways to Encrypt a single file:
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1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon. If you are signed in to your Profile, that password will be automatically used. To use an
alternate password, click the down-arrow on the Encrypt button and select "Encrypt with Alternate
Password".

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

To encrypt multiple files at the same time, select the desired files by using one of the following methods and
then selecting one of the two ways noted above:

1. To select all files, click the checkbox column header or right click on any result and choose "Select all
rows"

2. To select a series of single files, check the checkbox next to each file or hold down the control (Ctrl)
key and single-left click each file

3. To select a series of consecutive rows, hold down the shift key and single-left click the first file to be
selected and then, while still holding down shift, single-left click the last file to be selected - all files
between the first and last will be selected.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open asking you to confirm. If you are not signed into your Profile,
enter a password to encrypt the file(s) and click OK. If you click Cancel, no files will be encrypted. If you
click OK and multiple files were selected, the password and encryption option you have configured will be
applied to each file. After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Res-
ults View allowing you to continue dealing with other, insecure identity matches.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Next time you try to open the file in Adobe Acrobat, it will prompt you for the password you entered via
Spirion. If you forget your password, you will not be able to open your file.

Note: The following three encryption options are available:

l Low encryption utilizes 40-bit RC4 encryption and is compatible with Adobe Acrobat 3.0 and later.
l Medium encryption utilizes 128-bit RC4 encryption and is compatible with Adobe Acrobat 5.0 and later.
l High encryption utilizes 256-bit AES encryption and requires Adobe Acrobat 9.0 and later to open.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Other Files

When a text based file (i.e., .txt, .html, other files) has sensitive data match information in it and you wish
to keep the file on your computer, you should utilize the Encrypt feature to automate the securing of this
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file within an encrypted compressed file. Depending on the software you use for uncompressing files, you
should be careful to choose the correct encryption options.

There are two ways to Encrypt a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon. If you are signed in to your Profile, that password will be automatically used. To use an
alternate password, click the down-arrow on the Encrypt button and select "Encrypt with Alternate
Password".

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

To encrypt multiple files at the same time, select the desired files by using one of the following methods and
then selecting one of the two ways noted above:

1. To select all files, click the checkbox column header or right click on any result and choose "Select all
rows"

2. To select a series of single files, check the checkbox next to each file or hold down the control (Ctrl)
key and single-left click each file

3. To select a series of consecutive rows, hold down the shift key and single-left click the first file to be
selected and then, while still holding down shift, single-left click the last file to be selected - all files
between the first and last will be selected.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open asking you to confirm. If you are not signed into your Profile,
enter a password to encrypt the file(s) and click OK. If you click Cancel, no files will be encrypted. If you
click OK and multiple files were selected, the password and encryption option you have configured will be
applied to each file. After clicking OK, Spirion will encrypt each file and remove its result row from the Res-
ults View allowing you to continue dealing with other, insecure identity matches.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Next time you try to open the file in your uncompressing application (i.e., Spirion, Windows or WinZip), the
associated application will prompt you for the password you entered via Spirion. If you forget your pass-
word, you will not be able to open your file.

Note: The following three encryption options are available:

1. Low Zip encryption utilizes Zip 2.0 encryption and is compatible with Windows 2000/XP and later. This
option is not a strong encryption option and it is highly recommended that you use High Zip or High
Spirion Encryption.

2. High Zip encryption utilizes 256-bit AES encryption and requires the use of the Spirion Open Secure Zip
File Tool or a third party application such as WinZip to open.

3. High Spirion encryption utilizes 256-AES encryption and requires the use of Spirion to open.

When using Low or High Zip encryption, each file you encrypt will named according to its original filename
plus a .zip extension at the end. For example, if you encrypt c:\data files\mydata.txt, you will end up with
c:\data files\mydata.txt.zip. Contained Inside this encrypted zip will be your original file with no changes.
Because your original file contained sensitive data match information, it will automatically be shredded.

When using High Spirion encryption, each file you encrypt will be named according to its original filename
plus a .idfvault extension at the end. For example, if you encrypt c:\data files\mydata.txt, you will end up
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with c:\data files\mydata.txt.idfvault. Because your original file contained sensitive data match inform-
ation, it will automatically be shredded.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Mozilla Firefox

When Firefox has saved sensitive passwords and you wish to keep them saved on your computer, you should
utilize the Encrypt feature for Mozilla Firefox Saved Passwords.

When Firefox has saved sensitive form data and you wish to prevent it from doing so in the future, you
should utilize the Encrypt feature for Saved Forms (AutoComplete). Firefox Saved Form data cannot be
stored securely on your computer.

Saved Passwords

You can encrypt Firefox Saved Passwords with a Master Password that encrypts your entire password
database. If you do this, all saved passwords will be secured.

There are three ways to encrypt all Firefox saved passwords:

1. Single click any Firefox password result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt
button on the Main ribbon.

2. Single click any Firefox password result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a con-
text menu, then highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

3. Click the Tools ribbon and then click the Browser Security button.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open prompting you for a password. Enter a password and click
OK. If you click Cancel, no passwords will be encrypted. After clicking OK, Spirion will apply the Master
Password and remove all Firefox Saved Password result rows from the Results View allowing you to con-
tinue dealing with other, insecure data matches.

Next time you open Firefox, it will prompt you for the password you entered via Spirion before letting you
use Saved Passwords. If you forget your password, you will not be able to use Saved Passwords.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your data is safe.

Saved Forms

Firefox Saved Form data cannot be stored securely on your computer.
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There are three ways to prevent Firefox from storing Saved Form data in the future:

1. Single click any Firefox Saved Form data result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the
Encrypt button on the Main ribbon.

2. Single click any Firefox Saved Form data result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up
a context menu, then highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

3. Click the Tools ribbon and then click the Browser Security button.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open with the current Firefox setting for Saved Forms. Disable
(uncheck) the ability to save form data to secure Firefox.

Next time you use Firefox, it will not save form data for future use. For example, when you are visiting a
merchant's website and enter your personal information to make a purchase, Firefox will not save this
information. The downside to this is you will need to retype your personal information every time you visit
that site, but this is outweighed by the knowledge that no one can access your personal information via Fire-
fox.

Encrypting Microsoft Outlook with a Password

When Microsoft Outlook has E-Mail messages containing sensitive data match information and you wish to
keep those E-Mail messages on your computer, you should utilize the Encrypt feature.

Note: Outlook offers a password, which is not very secure, but can prevent inadvertent intrusion by other
people who you trust and share your computer with, such as your family at home. For greater security, you
should use the Shred feature to remove any E-Mail messages that contain sensitive data match information.

Note: Messages and attachments cannot be encrypteded individually.

There are two ways to add a password to Microsoft Outlook:

1. Single click any Microsoft Outlook E-Mail message result with the left mouse button to highlight it and
click the Encrypt button on the Main ribbon.

2. Single click any Microsoft Outlook E-Mail message result with the right mouse button to highlight it and
bring up a context menu, then highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open prompting you for a password. Enter a password and click OK.
If you click Cancel, a password will not be applied to Microsoft Outlook. After clicking OK, Spirion will apply
the password. Because this method does not provide good security, Spirion will not remove any Microsoft
Outlook E-Mail messages from the Results View.

If you are logged into your Profile, the password used to encrypt the selected file(s) will be automatically
saved within the Password Vault. To disable this option, uncheck the setting "Store all passwords used for
securing items inside the Spirion Password Vault".
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Next time you open Microsoft Outlook, it will prompt you for the password you entered via Spirion before let-
ting you view your e-mail. If you forget your password, you will not be able to view your E-Mail.

Note: Choose a strong password to be sure your document is safe.

Encrypting Microsoft Internet Explorer

When Internet Explorer has saved sensitive passwords and form data and you wish prevent it from doing so
in the future, you should utilize the Encrypt feature. Internet Explorer AutoComplete data cannot be stored
securely on your computer.

There are three ways to prevent Internet Explorer from storing AutoComplete data in the future:

1. Single click any Internet Explorer AutoComplete data result with the left mouse button to highlight it
and click the Encrypt button on the Main ribbon.

2. Single click any Internet Explorer AutoComplete data result with the right mouse button to highlight it
and bring up a context menu, then highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

3. Click the Tools ribbon and then click the Browser Security button.

After clicking Encrypt, a dialog box will open with the current Internet Explorer settings for AutoComplete.
Disable (uncheck) the ability to save (1) forms and (2) username and passwords.

Next time you use Internet Explorer, it will not save form data for future use. For example, when you are
visiting a merchant's website and enter your personal information to make a purchase, Internet Explorer will
not save this information. The downside to this is you will need to retype your personal information every
time you visit that site, but this is outweighed by the knowledge that no one can access your personal inform-
ation via Internet Explorer.

Encrypting Cloud Locations

When a Cloud Locations has sensitive data match information and you wish to keep the file while protecting
it with a pass-phrase the Encrypt feature may be used to secure the Cloud Location.

The supported cloud locations are as follows:
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l Dropbox
l Amazon Cloud Drive
l Microsoft OneDrive
l Google Drive
l Box (Box Sync)

There are two ways to Encrypt a Cloud Location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Encrypt button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Encrypt.

Next time you try to open the Cloud Location file, your associated application will prompt you for the pass-
word you entered via Spirion.
NOTE - If you forget your password, you will not be able to open your file.

Quarantining Files with Personal Information

When a file has sensitive data match information in it and you wish to securely move the file to another loc-
ation, you should utilize the Quarantine feature. Quarantine will move your file and then shred the ori-
ginal so that it cannot be recovered by anyone who gains access to your computer. It is important that you
quarantine files to a location that is highly secure, such as an encrypted drive or a storage device to which
unauthorized individuals do not have access.

There are two ways to quarantine a single file:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Quarantine button on
the Main ribbon.

2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Quarantine.

To quarantine multiple files at one time, check the checkbox of each file and then choose one of the methods
described above to begin quarantining the files. After clicking Quarantine, a dialog box will open with your
available options.
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Files may be moved to a default location, which can be specified in Settings, or to an Other location that you
can set within the dialog box.

Additional Information

For additional information on Quarantine settings please refer to:

l Specifying Quarantine Folder Location
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Recycling Files with Personal Information

If a file does not have sensitive data match information in it, but you no longer have a use for the file, you
may wish to Recycle it. This is not recommended since the file can be undeleted in some circumstances.

The Recycle action is available only for files. When other types of locations are selected, the Recycle but-
ton will be disabled.

There are two ways to recycle a file using Windows, both of which will move your file into the Recycle Bin:

1. Single click the file result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Recycle button on the
Main ribbon.
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2. Single click the file result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Recycle.

It is important to note that the Recycle action uses the Windows Recycle Bin. If you have disabled the Win-
dows Recycle Bin, the Recycle action will cause files to be immediately deleted rather than recycled. This
method is still not as secure as using Shred and it is recommended that files containing personally iden-
tifiable information be Shredded, not simply deleted or recycled. For more information on enabling or dis-
abling the Windows Recycle Bin, please refer to the Windows help for your specific operating system
version.

The Recycle Bin only moves a file from its original location to a hidden recycle folder on your hard drive.
The file is not actually deleted. Even after you empty the Recycle Bin, remnants of your file still exist on
your hard drive and may be in a readable and recoverable form for a long time - thereby allowing anyone
who has access to your computer to steal your identity information. Therefore, it is important to use the
Shred button to truly eliminate a file. Shred utilizes a secure United States Department of Defense wiping
technique to delete files.

Note: Prior to Windows 8 users are prompted with a confirmation dialog box that reads "Are you sure you
want to move this file to the Recycle Bin" when recycling a result. Under Windows 8 there is an OS setting
which prevents this prompt from displaying when recycling a file. When running Spirion under Windows 8 or
newer and you select a file and click the Recycle button, the file will be moved to the Recycle Bin without any
confirmation.

Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Actions\Disable\disableAction_Recylce

Classifying Personal Information

The Classify button allows you to assign a classification to the selected result. The classification will display
in the Classification column of the Results View and can be used for reporting purposes in a report on the con-
sole. A classification is assigned by location so if there are multiple data matches within one location, then
the entire location and all results within that location will be assigned the same classification.

The Classify button is located on the Main ribbon and is enabled for all types of results.

There are two ways to Classify a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Classify button on the Main
ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Classify.

After clicking Classify, the following dialog will display.
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Select the classification by clicking the checkbox next to the desired classification. Multiple classifications
may be selected for a single location.

Clicking Display full item will display the full path to the selected file. This option is shown only when
selecting individual files.

To classify multiple files at one time, check the checkbox of each file and then choose one of the methods
described above to begin classifying the files.
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By default, classification information is written into the results database that is sent to the console. To also
write the classification information directly into the metadata of file types that support it, configure the fol-
lowing setting in a policy applied to the endpoint and set it to "Classify within console and directly within file
metadata": Settings\Actions\Classification\Enable.

You'll then be able to see the classification from within Windows Explorer.

Note: When classifying a PST file or an E-Mail, the classifications aren’t embedded in the PST file or the spe-
cific E-mail contained therein so they can’t be recalled on a subsequent search. The classification will be sent
to and displayed in the Console, but if the same location is searched again the previous classification will not
be displayed in the endpoint. If the same item is reclassified on a subsequent search the Console will display
the new classification. The following dialog will display when classifying one of these items:
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Additional Information

l Classifications are defined on the Console. For additional information on Classifications, please refer
to Workflows in the Console user guide.

Ignoring Search Results

When Spirion locates a data match that you do not care about, you may wish to use the Ignore feature to
prevent that information from being displayed in the future. For example, Spirion may uncover a sample
credit card number inside a temporary internet file or a public password you do not want to secure. In this
case, you can tell Spirion to ignore those matches for the current and future searches. Ignored matches are
added to an approved exception list, the Ignore List, so you never see them again.

Ignoring Matches

There are three ways to ignore a data match:

1. Single click the data match result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Ignore button
on the Main ribbon, then highlight and left-click on This Data Match.

2. Single click the data match result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context
menu, then highlight Ignore then highlight and left-click on This Data Match.

3. Manually add the data match to the Ignore List from within the Settings dialog box.

Because ignored data matches may contain sensitive information, the list is stored in your Profile.

Note: Data Matches that you add to the Ignore List during a search will be ignored for the remainder of the
current search.

Ignoring Locations

When Spirion finds matches in a location that you do not care about, you may wish to use the Ignore This
Item Location feature to prevent that location from being searched in the future. For example, there may
be a website for which you use a public login or a specific file you don't want to search. When this happens,
you can tell Spirion to ignore those locations for the current and future searches. Ignored locations are
added to an approved exception list, the Ignore List, so you never see them again.

There are three ways to ignore a location:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Ignore button on the
Main ribbon, then highlight and left-click on This Item Location.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight Ignore then highlight and left-click on This Item Location.

3. Manually add the Location to the Ignore List from within the Settings dialog box.

Because ignored locations may contain sensitive information, the list is stored in your Profile.
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Note: Locations that you add to the Ignore List during a search will be ignored for the remainder of the cur-
rent search.

Additional Information

For additional information on Ignore settings please refer to:

l View and Manage the Ignore List
l Specifying Matches and Locations to Ignore When Searching

Launching Other Applications to Open Search Results

You may want to view or edit an item in its associated application. For example, if a social security number
was found in a document, you may wish to launch Microsoft Word to review the file before taking further
action. You may open a result in its associated Windows application in any of the following four ways:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Launch button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Double-click the result with your left mouse button.
3. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then

highlight and left-click on Launch.
4. Highlight the result by single clicking with the left mouse button or by using the arrow keys and then

press the Enter key on your keyboard.
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After you open a result in its associated application, you may want to either Redact (specifically delete) your
identity information or save the item with security enabled, such as encryption. All applications work dif-
ferently so if you do not know how to enable security from within the application, try to encrypt it using
Spirion.

Opening a File's Original Location

If a Spirion result was found inside a file, you can open the folder that contains that file in a Windows
Explorer window. To perform this action, single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it
and bring up a context menu, then highlight and left-click on Open file location.

Viewing File Properties

If an Spirion result was found inside a file, you can open the Windows Explorer Properties of that file. There
are two ways to perform this action:

1. Single click the result with the left mouse button to highlight it and click the Properties button on the
Main ribbon.

2. Single click the result with the right mouse button to highlight it and bring up a context menu, then
highlight and left-click on Properties.
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Encrypting a File with Microsoft EFS

If you have enabled the Properties Pane, there are checkboxes on the bottom right for files. These check-
boxes can modify the Windows Explorer file attributes for the file. To enable Encrypt with EFS, click the
checkbox. To undo this operation, click the checkbox again. Encrypting File System (EFS) is a feature of
Windows that allows you to store information on your hard disk in an encrypted format. This only protects
you if your computer is stolen and powered down or logged out at the time of the theft.
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Setting Read-Only Access on Files

If you have enabled the Properties Pane, there are checkboxes on the bottom right for files. These check-
boxes can modify the Windows Explorer file attributes for the file. To enable Read-only, click the check-
box. To undo this operation, click the checkbox again.

Setting the Hidden Attribute on Files

If you have enabled the Properties Pane, there are checkboxes on the bottom right for files. These check-
boxes can modify the Windows Explorer file attributes for the file. To enable Hidden, click the checkbox.
To undo this operation, click the checkbox again.
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Results Wizard

In this article

l Introduction to the Results Wizard
l Protecting Windows Internet Explorer with Results Wizard
l Protecting Mozilla Firefox with Results Wizard
l Protecting the Windows Registry with Results Wizard
l Protecting E-Mail Messages and Attachments with Results
Wizard

l Protecting Microsoft Office Files with Results Wizard
l Protecting Microsoft Access Database Files with Results
Wizard

l Protecting Adobe Acrobat PDF Files with Results Wizard
l Protecting Compressed Files with Results Wizard
l Protecting Other Files with Results Wizard
l Scheduling Spirion to Run Weekly with Results Wizard

Introduction to the Results Wizard

The Results Wizard is an easy to use, quick way to secure your results using Spirion. By default you will
be prompted to use the Results Wizard when Spirion is finished searching your computer. However, you
can also initial the wizard by clicking the Main ribbon, then the Start Results Wizard dropdown on the
Start button any time after your search is complete while there are still results in the Results View.

Note: Only the Result Wizards pages relevant to your results will be displayed as you proceed through the
wizard.

Protecting Windows Internet Explorer with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Internet Explorer Browser Data. If your Search
Results include Internet Explorer Browser Data, you will see two pages.

Securing Internet Explorer Browser Data

If you have Internet Explorer Browser Data data matches and Internet Explorer is configured to save
Browser Data, you will see this page:
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The page displays your current Internet Explorer settings and allows you to modify them. To secure Internet
Explorer by preventing its ability to save AutoComplete data in the future, disable (uncheck) the ability to
(1) Save AutoComplete Form Data and (2) Save usernames and passwords on forms. Note that
from this point forward, when you are visiting a merchant's website and enter your personal information to
make a purchase, Internet Explorer will not save this information. The downside to this is you will need to
retype your personal information every time you visit that site, but this is outweighed by the knowledge that
no one can access your personal information via Internet Explorer.

Shredding Internet Explorer Browser Data

If you have Internet Explorer Browser Data data matches, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Shred the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Shredplease refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignoreplease refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Mozilla Firefox with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Firefox Passwords and Firefox Browser Data. If
your Search Results include Firefox Passwords and Firefox Browser Data, you will see two pages.

Securing Firefox Passwords

If you have unprotected saved Firefox Passwords, you will see this page:
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The page allows you to Secure Firefox with a Master Password.

Shredding Firefox Browser Data

If you have Firefox Browser Data identity matches, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Shred the selected results below it, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this
task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting the Windows Registry with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Windows Registry. If your Search Results include
Windows Registry, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Shred the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.
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Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting E-Mail Messages and Attachments with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Microsoft Outlook, E-Mail Messages, and Attach-
ments. If your Search Results include Microsoft Outlook or any E-Mail Messages or Attachments, you will
see two pages:

Securing Outlook with a Password

If you have an Outlook Personal Folder that contained search results, you will see this page.

The page allows you to Secure Microsoft Outlook with a Password.

Shredding E-Mails and Attachments

If you have E-Mails and/or Attachments within Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Outlook Express, Windows Mail,
Mozilla Thunderbird, or MBOX files with identity matches, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Shred the selected results below it, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this
task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
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l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Microsoft Office Files with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Microsoft Office files. If your Search Results
include Microsoft Office files, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Encrypt the selected results, Shred the selected results, Recycle the selected
results, Quarantine the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Encrypt please refer to Encrypting Personal Information.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Recycle please refer to Recycling Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Quarantine please refer to Quarantining Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Microsoft Access Database Files with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Access Database Files. If your Search Results
include Access Database Files, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Encrypt the selected results, Shred the selected results, Recycle the selected
results, Quarantine the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Encrypt please refer to Encrypt Personal Information.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
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l For more information about Recycle please refer to Recycling Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Quarantine please refer to Quarantining Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Adobe Acrobat PDF Files with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Acrobat PDF Files. If your Search Results include
Acrobat PDF Files, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Encrypt the selected results, Shred the selected results, Recycle the selected
results, Quarantine the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Encrypt please refer to Encrypting Personal Information.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Recycle please refer to Recycling Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Quarantine please refer to Quarantining Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Compressed Files with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Compressed/Zip Files. If your Search Results
include Compressed/Zip Files, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Encrypt the selected results, Shred the selected results, Recycle the selected
results, Quarantine the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.
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Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Encrypt please refer to Encrypting Personal Information.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Recycle please refer to Recycling Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Quarantine please refer to Quarantining Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Protecting Other Files with Results Wizard

This page describes the Results Wizard page for protecting Other Files. If your Search Results include Other
Files, you will see this page:

The page allows you to either Encrypt the selected results, Shred the selected results, Recycle the selected
results, Quarantine the selected results, Ignore the selected locations, or skip this task.

Additional Information

l To start the Results Wizard please refer to Introduction to the Results Wizard.
l For more information about Encrypt please refer to Encrypting Personal Information.
l For more information about Shred please refer to Shredding Personal Information.
l For more information about Recycle please refer to Recycling Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Quarantine please refer to Quarantining Files with Personal Information.
l For more information about Ignore please refer to Ignoring Search Results.

Scheduling Spirion to Run Weekly with Results Wizard

The final Results Wizard page will prompt you to Schedule Spirion to run weekly. This is extremely import-
ant to protect your identity as during each week you are accessing the internet, receiving E-Mails, and modi-
fying files. By default, Spirion will search your computer every Saturday night at 11:00pm. You may
change this schedule, or the settings for the scheduled search, at any time via the Settings dialog box.
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Settings to Customize Your Experience
In This Chapter

Settings to Customize Your Experience

Profile Settings

Popular Settings

Performance Settings

Actions Settings

AnyFind Settings

Custom Type Settings

File Types Settings

E-Mail Settings

Other Locations

SharePoint Settings

Websites Settings

Databases Settings

Custom Folders Settings

Remote Machines Settings

Ignore Settings

Scheduling Settings

Logging Settings

Resources Settings

Settings to Customize Your Experience

Settings within Spirion can be configured by choosing the Settings button on the Configuration ribbon.
Most settings that you modify are saved to your computer and remembered by Spirion when you start the
application. You can configure the following sets of options:

l Profile Settings
l Popular Settings
l Performance Settings
l Actions Settings
l AnyFind Settings
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l Custom Type Settings
l File Types Settings
l E-Mail Settings
l Other Locations
l SharePoint Settings
l Websites Settings
l Databases Settings
l Custom Folders Settings
l Remote Machines Settings
l Ignore Settings
l Scheduling Settings
l Logging Settings
l Resources Settings

Profile Settings

In this article

l Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password
Options

l Managing Your Profile
l Importing and Exporting Your Spirion Profile
l Using Profile Passwords
l Enabling Password Strength

Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options

The Profile Settings pages allow you to customize your Spirion profile and password options. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Pro-
file page. The following settings are available:

l Managing Your Profile
l Importing and Exporting Your Spirion Profile
l Using Profile Passwords
l Enabling Password Strength
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Managing Your Profile

Spirion uses a single master password to securely store all your personal information related to Spirion
inside a Profile. If you want to delete this file and all the information contained within, press the Delete but-
ton. You can also Import and Export Your Spirion Profile or change your password. To change the password
first sign into your profile then click the Change button.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Profile page. For additional settings please refer to Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Importing and Exporting Your Spirion Profile

Spirion uses a single master password to securely store all your personal information related to Spirion
inside a Profile. At any point in time you may import or export your Profile using the Import and Export
buttons. Your Exported Profile will be an unsecured XML file while stored on disk so steps must be taken to
manually secure it until it is Imported to another copy of Spirion. The advantage of this is you can manually
edit the text version or easily copy all your settings from one machine to another.

l Profile Export Options
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Profile page. For additional settings please refer to Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Profile Export Options

To export your profile select Export to display the Export Profile dialog. Your Exported Profile will be an
unsecured XML file while stored on disk so steps must be taken to manually secure it until it is Imported to
another copy of Spirion.

The following options are available:

l Include All Settings for Scheduled Tasks
l Include All Default Settings

Include All Settings for Scheduled Tasks

Select the Include All Settings for Scheduled Tasks option to include any Scheduled Tasks in the exported pro-
file that you have configured to run on the endpoint. This settings is disabled by default.
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Include All Default Settings

Select the Include All Default Settings option and all of the default settings in the application will be included
in the exported profile in addition to any settings that you have specifically configured. If this option is not
selected only the settings that have been specifically configured will be included. This option is enabled by
default.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Profile page. For additional settings please refer to Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Using Profile Passwords

Spirion uses a single master password to securely store all your personal information related to Spirion
inside the Profile. Personal Information related to Spirion includes your Ignore List, Password Vault, and if
available, your Network Credentials. Spirion will let you save all this information in an encrypted format
with a password. If you do not want to use an Spirion Profile Password, choose the Use Individual Pass-
words radio button.
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To Change Your Profile Password first sign into your profile, then click the Change button and the Spirion
Profile Password dialog will pop up. Here, you must enter your current password. Then, enter the new
password and complete by confirming the new password. When finished, press OK. You can click Cancel if
you wish to keep your current password.
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Note: Changing your Spirion profile password will not change the password for files that were previously
encrypted using your Spirion profile password. They will still be encrypted with the password that was in
effect at the time of the encryption.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Profile page. For additional settings please refer to Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Enabling Password Strength

The Enable Password Strength setting will force all passwords entered within the Spirion application to
be strong. When disabled, passwords can be any length and contain any characters. The following options
can be set:

l Use Strong: Passwords must be at least six characters and contain at least one letter and one non-
letter.

l Use Stronger: Passwords must be at least eight characters and contain at least three of the fol-
lowing four types of characters:

l Lowercase letters
l Uppercase letters
l Numbers
l Symbols (i.e., !@#$%^&*:,./, etc.)

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Profile page. For additional settings please refer to Customize Your Spirion Profile and Password Options or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Popular Settings

In this article

l Change the Most Popular Options in Spirion
l Associate Spirion with Results Files
l Associate Spirion with File Vault Files
l Enabling "Search with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension
l Enabling "Shred with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension
l Enabling "Encrypt within Spirion Vault" Explorer Shell
Extension

l Showing System Tray Icons
l Showing Search Wizard on Startup
l Displaying Previous Search Results on Startup
l Showing Search Summary Window
l Enabling Word Wrap in Preview Pane
l Resetting All Message Box Confirmations

Change the Most Popular Options in Spirion

The Popular Settings pages allow you to change the most popular options in Spirion such as integration
with Windows Explorer and the user interface. To open or modify these settings, click the Configuration rib-
bon, then click the Settings button, then select the Popular page. The following settings are available:

l Associating Spirion with Results Files
l Associate Spirion with File Vault Files
l Enabling "Search with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension
l Enabling "Shred with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension
l Enabling "Encrypt within Spirion" Vault Explorer Shell Extension
l Showing System Tray Icons
l Showing Search Wizard on Startup
l Displaying Previous Search Results on Startup
l Showing Search Summary Window
l Enabling Word Wrap in Preview Pane
l Resetting All Message Box Confirmations
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Associate Spirion with Results Files

The Associate Spirion with results files (*.idf) setting enables Windows Explorer to recognize *.idf
files as Spirion results. When enabled, you may double-click *.idf files in Windows Explorer and have them
automatically open in Spirion. This will also display an Spirion results file icon for *.idf files in Windows
Explorer. It also associates *.idfdb files as Spirion results databases.
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Explorer will show the following files with associated Spirion icons:

l idf
l idfdb
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Associate Spirion with File Vault Files

The Associate Spirion with File Vault Files (*.idfvault) setting enables Windows Explorer to recognize
*.idfvault files as Spirion results. When enabled, you may double-click *.idfvault files in Windows Explorer
and have them automatically prompt for a password to decrypt them. This will also display a Spirion results
file icon for *.idfvault files in Windows Explorer.

Explorer will show the following files with associated Spirion icons:

l idfvault
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Enabling "Search with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension

The Enable "Search with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension setting allows you to right click on a folder
in Windows Explorer and choose Search with Spirion. Spirion will then be launched and forced to search
all files in that folder and subfolders.
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Now within anywhere inside Windows Explorer you can right click on a file or folder to search that item:

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.
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Enabling "Shred with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension

The Enable "Shred with Spirion" Explorer Shell Extension setting allows you to right click on a file or
folder in Windows Explorer and choose Shred with Spirion. Spirion will then shred any files or folders you
have selected. This is permanent and you will not be able to recover any files or folders you shred. The
Enable Windows Explorer "Shred with Spirion" shell extension for folders setting allows you to right
click on a folder in Windows Explorer and choose Shred with Spirion.

Now within anywhere inside Windows Explorer you can right click on a file or folder to securely shred that
item:
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Enabling "Encrypt within Spirion Vault" Explorer Shell Extension

The Enable "Encrypt within Spirion Vault" Explorer Shell Extension setting allows you to right click
on a file in Windows Explorer and choose Encrypt within Vault. This encrypts the file inside an Spirion File
Vault. If enabled, the sub-option, Display User Interface when EncryptingFiles Via the Shell Exten-
sion setting adds popup balloon notifications to the system tray icon to alert you of progress and status.
This option is only available when the Enable "Encrypt within Spirion Vault" Explorer Shell Exten-
sion setting is enabled.
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Now anywhere within Windows Explorer you can right click on a file to encrypt that item:

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.
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Showing System Tray Icons

The Show System Tray Icon setting creates an icon in the Windows system tray in the bottom right of
your taskbar. Spirion's system tray icon gives you quick access to several commands before, during, and
after a search. If enabled, the sub-option, Show System Tray Balloon Tips setting adds popup balloon
notifications to the system tray icon to alert you of progress and status. This option is only available when
the Show System Tray Icon setting is enabled.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Showing Search Wizard on Startup

Enabling the Show Search Wizard on Startup setting will cause Spirion to open with the Search Wizard
each time you run the program. If you decide you do not want to use the wizard, uncheck this box. If you
previously disabled the Search Wizard and now want it to open each time you run Spirion, you must check
this box.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Displaying Previous Search Results on Startup

Enabling the Display Previous Search Results on Startup setting allows Spirion to automatically saved
an encrypted copy of any remaining results when you exit the application and then automatically display
these results the next time you start the application. When enabled, this allows you to exit the program at
any time during your remediation process and easily come back later to complete any outstanding remedi-
ation.

Note: Previous results will only be saved when you are signed into your Spirion Profile and will only be
opened when you sign into your profile. When using the Guest profile, previous results will not be saved or
loaded.

Note: If you use the Search Wizard on startup, the previous results will only be displayed if you cancel out
of the Wizard or choose Open Advanced Interface.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Showing Search Summary Window

The Show Search Summary Window setting allows you to choose what you would like to see at the end
of a search:

l Show Search Summary Window: Shows the Search Summary dialog allowing you to choose what
to do next.

l Show Results Wizard: Skips the Search Summary dialog and immediately displays the Results
Wizard.

l Skip Wizard and Summary and Use Advanced Mode: Skips both the Search Summary and
Results Wizard and takes you directly back into the main Spirion interface.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Enabling Word Wrap in Preview Pane

The Enable Word Wrap in Preview Pane setting will allow words on the same line of a file to be auto-
matically moved to the beginning of the next line of the preview pane if the width of the preview pane win-
dow is not wide enough. By default this setting is enabled, but you might want to turn it off for certain files
that have precise formatting in them. You can also dock your preview pane to the bottom of Spirion making
more text display at a time.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Resetting All Message Box Confirmations

The Reset All Message Box Confirmations setting deletes your preferences to skip any dialog boxes you
have chosen to ignore. Spirion messages frequently provide you with options such as Don't ask me again
or Don't show this again or Always perform my selection, to allow advanced users to reduce the num-
ber of confirmations and messages your receive while taking actions on your identity matches. For
example, when you Shred a file, Spirion will ask you to confirm that you wish to shred that file and provide
you with the opportunity to turn off future confirmations. Clicking the Reset button will reset all message
box confirmation dialogs so you are prompted again with all messages and warning.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Popular page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Most Popular Options or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Performance Settings

In this article

l Change Performance Options for Searches
l Using All Available CPUs While Searching
l Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion
l Enabling Autorecover on Startup
l Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached
l Searching Only Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only Compressed Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only Part of a File
l Searching Only Files and E-Mails Created or Modified Since a User Spe-
cified Date

l Using Search History
l Deleting Search History Databases

Change Performance Options for Searches

The Performance Settings pages allow you to change performance options for searches. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Per-
formance page.

The following settings are available:

l Using All Available CPUs While Searching
l Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion
l Enabling Autorecover on Startup
l Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached
l Searching Only Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only Compressed Files Less than User Specified Size
l Searching Only Part of a File
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l Searching Only Files and E-Mails Created or Modified Since a User Specified Date
l Using Search History
l Deleting Search History Databases

Using All Available CPUs While Searching

The Use All Available CPUs While Searching setting specifies that all available processor cores should
be used during the search. Enabling this setting will increase the speed of the search, but may also reduce
the performance of other applications.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Giving Other Programs Priority Over Spirion

The Give Other Programs Priority Over Spirion setting lowers the priority of Spirion's processes and
threads to give precedence to your other Windows applications. Spirion will continue running and will be
searching as fast as possible when you are not using your computer, but performance will be slightly slower
when you are using other applications. If Spirion is slowing your system performance or your other applic-
ations are too slow while Spirion is running, then check this box and click OK. You can change this setting at
any time before or during a search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Enabling Autorecover on Startup

The Enable Autorecover on Startup setting allows Spirion to periodically, automatically save your results
into an encrypted file. If Spirion is terminated abruptly due to a system restart, power loss, or for any other
reason, the next time you start Spirion, you will have the option to load any saved results. If you load the
results, take action on the items, and also use the Using Search History setting, you will save a great deal of
time when you resume your previous incomplete search by selecting the same options as before and clicking
Start.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached

The Limit Display When the Following Number of Maximum Matches is Reached setting allows you
to specify the maximum number of matches displayed in the results view, as well as whether Spirion should
stop searching the current location once it reaches a maximum match count. By default this setting is set to
99 because that should give you an indication of what is inside a file. However Spirion will not stop after 99
by default; rather it will perform a complete search of each location and only display a maximum of 99
matches per location. You might want to enable a different option depending on your needs for reporting or
speed and performance.

There are three ways to configure these settings:

l Disable both checkboxes: This is a complete search and Spirion will search a location completely and
list every match found.

l Enable top checkbox only: This is a complete search with partial view of results. Spirion will search a
location completely and display the total count of all matches found, but it will not list every match
found individually. Summary reports will be accurate, but only the first Maximum Matches will be lis-
ted individually in your report. This option is best when you have locations with many matches as it
will make analyzing your results easier. This option also improves memory performance over com-
plete search.

l Enable both checkboxes: This is a partial search and Spirion will search a location until it finds the
first Maximum Matches in that location then skip to the next location. This can greatly
improve performance if you have locations with many matches. Note: All locations will be accurately
identified but not all matches will be listed. This option improves memory and speed performance
over Complete with partial view.

Maximum Matches is the threshold that specifies when the bottom two options become active. This
threshold dictates when Spirion will restrict the number of data matches found or displayed.
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Below is an example of what restricting the number of data matches will look like when Limit Display
When the Following Number of Maximum Matches is Reached is enabled. It is displaying only the
first 99 matches because more than 99 were found: However, note that the total count of 337 is accurate.

Below is an example of what restricting the number of data matches will look like when Stop Searching a
Location When Maximum Found is enabled. It is displaying only the first 5 matches because more than
5 were found: However, note that the total count is 5 and the preview states additional matches may exist.
This setting is not available when Use All Available CPUs While Searching is enabled.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Only Files Less than User Specified Size

The Search Only Files Less Than setting prevents Spirion from searching any files that are greater in size
than the number of megabytes (MB) specified. This feature enables you to increase the speed and per-
formance of Spirion's search and is especially useful when searching folders containing large documents that
contain only images. This setting will also apply to files that are inside compressed files or attached to e-
mails.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Only Compressed Files Less than User Specified Size

The Search Only Compressed Files Less Than setting prevents Spirion from searching any compressed
files that are greater in size than the number of megabytes (MB) specified. This feature enables you to
increase the speed and performance of Spirion's search and is especially useful when searching folders con-
taining large archives that contain only images, audio, or video.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Searching Only Part of a File

The Search Only the First X KB of Each File setting prevents Spirion from searching more than the first
part of a file you specify in Kilobytes (KB). This can greatly increase the performance of Spirion but also
miss identity matches. If you enable this setting and you search only the first 1,000 KB of a file then Spirion
will search 1,000 KB and no matter what it finds, it will skip the rest of the file. This is very useful if you are
searching files you know have header information that could contain sensitive information or files where the
beginning is where all the data is and perhaps the remainder is simply graphics. It will increase the per-
formance of Spirion but will limit your search results. By default this setting is off since it could impact your
identity matches.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Only Files and E-Mails Created or Modified Since a User Specified Date

The Search Only Files and E-Mails Created or Modified Since setting prevents Spirion from searching
any files that have not changed since the date specified. This feature enables you to increase the speed and
performance of Spirion's search and is especially useful if you recently ran Spirion but did not have the
Using Search History setting enabled and only wish to search files modified since that previous search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Using Search History

The Use Search History for Files and E-Mails setting enables you to increase the speed and per-
formance of Spirion's search by skipping any files and e-mails already searched by Spirion that have not
been modified since your previous search and for which no match was found in the location on the previous
search and no new AnyFind Data Types have been enabled. The first time you run a search after you enable
this checkbox (it is on by default), a search history database will be created with information about all of the
files that Spirion searches and the AnyFind Data Types used to search those files. Each additional time you
run a search with this checkbox enabled, Spirion will skip all files and e-mails that have not changed since
the previous search as long as they did not contain any Data Matches and new AnyFind Data Types were not
enabled. Files and e-mails found to contain Data Matches during a search will be searched again during sub-
sequent searches unless you specifically add those files or e-mails to the Ignore List.

If you use the Searching All Locations for Passwords Found in Browsers setting and new items are added to
your web browsers, your unchanged files and e-mails will not be searched for this new information unless
you delete your databases.

If enabled, the Searching Only Files and E-Mails Created or Modified Since a User Specified Date setting pre-
vents Spirion from searching any files and e-mails that have not changed since the date specified. This fea-
ture enables you to increase the speed and performance of Spirion's search and is especially useful if you
recently ran Spirion but did not have the Use Search History for Files and E-Mails setting enabled and
only wish to search files and e-mails modified since that previous search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Deleting Search History Databases

The Delete File and E-Mail Search History Database button asks if you want to delete the search his-
tory databases, which would delete both the file and e-mail search history databases.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Performance page. For additional settings please refer to Change Performance Options for Searches or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Actions Settings

In this article

l Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect Data
l Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files
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l Allowing Files with Read-Only Attribute to be Shredded
l Specifying the Character for Redacting
l Using Application Encryption for Securing Files
l Using Internal Encryption for Securing Files
l Using External Encryption for Securing Files
l Storing Passwords Used For Securing Items Inside the Pass-
word Vault

l Specifying Quarantine Folder Location
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect Data

The Actions Settings pages allow you to change the behavior of the actions used to protect data. To open
or modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the
Actions page. The following settings are available:

l Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files
l Allowing Files with Read-Only Attribute to be Shredded
l Specifying the Character for Redacting
l Using Application Encryption for Securing Files
l Using Internal Encryption for Securing Files
l Using External Encryption for Securing Files
l Storing Passwords Used For Securing Items Inside the Password Vault
l Specifying Quarantine Folder Location
l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename
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Specifying the Number of Passes When Shredding Files

TheWhen Shredding Files, Use this Many Passes setting specifies the number of passes (or writing
procedures) Spirion will take to overwrite the space used by a shredded file. Shredding a file is more secure
than recycling or deleting because it uses this overwrite procedure. The higher the number, the longer it will
take to perform a shred.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Allowing Files with Read-Only Attribute to be Shredded

The Allow Files With Read-Only Attributes to be Shredded setting allows Spirion to ignore the read-
only attribute specified by Windows Explorer and to shred read-only files. This is off by default and should
be used with caution.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying the Character for Redacting

The Use this Character to Replace Redacteded Information setting specifies the default character
that will be used to replace personal information you choose to Redact. You can choose any digit 0 through 9
or X. You can also enable Redact All Characters of a Data Match Except for the Last Four. This set-
ting will only replace the leading characters in your personal information and leave the remaining four char-
acters in their original state. For example, 123-45-6789 will become XXX-XX-6789.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Using Application Encryption for Securing Files

The Use Application Encryption for these Files setting allows you to specify how Spirion encrypts com-
mon file types when you use the Secure action. If you choose to use application encryption there are three
file types and a fourth catch-all file type that you can configure. Each has one or more options:

l Microsoft Office files (e.g., Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Access)
l The only option for Microsoft Office is the High encryption specified by Microsoft that is built into
Office 2003 and higher. This is the same option only available in Office 2007.

l Adobe Acrobat PDF files
l Low: 40-bit RC4 (compatible with Acrobat version 3.0 and later)
l Medium: 128-bit RC4 (compatible with Acrobat version 5.0 and later)
l High: 256-bit AES (compatible with Acrobat version 9.0 and later)

l Compressed ZIP files
l Low: Zip 2.0 encryption compatible with Windows Explorer
l High: 256-bit AES encryption compatible with Spirion, 7-Zip, and Winzip 9.0 and later

l All Other files
l Low Zip: Zip 2.0 encryption compatible with Windows Explorer
l High Zip: 256-bit AES encryption compatible with Spirion, 7-Zip, and Winzip 9.0 and later
l High Spirion: 256-bit AES encryption that has been FIPS 140-2 validated by NIST.

The advantage to using application encryption is you can secure a file with a password and send someone
else that file and they will not need Spirion to decrypt the file, if you give them the password. When a file
has been encrypted using application encryption it may only be decrypted using the same application (e.g.
Word, Excel, etc). You may choose to not use application encryption and always use the Spirion strong
internal encryption or a third party's external encryption.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Using Internal Encryption for Securing Files

The Internal Encryption setting for Using Specified Encryption for All File Types allows you to
bypass Using Application Encryption for Securing Files and always use Spirion's internal encryption pro-
cedures. Some users find this useful because they do not like other application's encryption or need to use
an encryption such as Spirion's that is strong (256-bit AES) or has been FIPS 140-2 validated. The following
options are available for internal encryption but High Spirion is the default:

l Low Zip: Zip 2.0 encryption compatible with Windows Explorer
l High Zip: 256-bit AES encryption compatible with Spirion, 7-Zip, and Winzip 9.0 and later
l High Spirion: 256-bit AES encryption that has been FIPS 140-2 validated by NIST.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Using External Encryption for Securing Files

The External Encryption setting for Using Specified Encryption for All File Types allows you to
bypass Using Application Encryption for Securing Files and always use a third party's encryption procedures.
Some users find this useful because they do not like other application's encryption or need to use an encryp-
tion that is mandated by their corporation or strong (256-bit AES) or has been FIPS 140-2 validated. Choose
the External Encryption setting then press the Manage button.
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Pressing the Manage button brings up the Manage External Securing Application dialog:

Here you have several options for configuring external encryption and how Spirion uses it:

l Path: This is the full path to the executable that performs encryption such as c:\program files\en-
cryption\encrypt.exe

l Arguments: The argument string is what is passed to the external executable, such as /encrypt /256.
If a password is required, use the literal, '%1', to indicate where Spirion should place the password.
Use the literal, '%2', to indicate where Spirion should use the name of the file that is to be secured. Do
not use %1 or %2 for anything else in this value as they will be replaced with the associated values.

l Log Output From Application: Enable this option to capture any output that is created by the
external application
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l Standard Output: A folder name in which to save any messages written by the external application
to standard out. A file named appname.out will be created when "Log Output From Application" is
enabled and there is information to capture.

l Standard Error: A folder name in which to save any messages written by the external application to
standard err. A file named appname.err will be created when "Log Output From Application" is
enabled and there is information to capture.

l Definition of Status: When the external application exits, it may set a return value at the command
line. To capture this return value and enable the Spirion GUI and log to note success or failure, set the
value that will be returned and then choose the appropriate radio button to denote if this value rep-
resents success or failure. For example:

l If the application returns 0 on success and any other number on failure, set this value to 0 and
the radio "Defined as success."

l If the application returns 1 on failure and any other number on success, set this value to 1 and
set the radio to "Defined as failure."

l Defines as Success or Defined as Failure: Used with "Definition of Status," please see that entry
above for detailed explanation.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Storing Passwords Used For Securing Items Inside the Password Vault

When performing the Encrypt action on a result, your Profile password may be used or you will be prompted
to provide a password. You can choose to optionally Store All Passwords Used for Securing Items
Inside the Spirion Password Vault and view them at any time by entering your Profile password.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Quarantine Folder Location

The Quarantine Folder Location setting specifies where the default location for a file you decide to quar-
antine will be securely moved. This location should be a secure folder on your computer, such as an encryp-
ted drive or one to which unauthorized individuals cannot gain access.

There are several other options for quarantining files:

l Creating Quarantine Folder Location
l Leaving Behind Warning Text Document
l Duplicating Original Folder Paths
l Appending Time Stamp to Filename

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Creating Quarantine Folder Location

The Create Quarantine Folder Location if it Does Not Already Exist setting allows Spirion to auto-
matically create the folder specified as the Quarantine folder location, if it does not already exist when you
quarantine a file.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Leaving Behind Warning Text Document

The Leave Behind Warning Text Document in Place of Quarantine File setting allows you to have
Spirion create a text file in place of a quarantined file named exactly the same as the original file including
its extension but with a .txt appended to the end. If your file was c:\test.doc then a file c:\test.doc.txt will
be left in its place after it is quarantined.

The text file is useful to notify the original file owner that you moved their file securely.

Here is a sample of the text:

The original file, c:\test.doc, contained unsecured, personally iden-
tifiable information. It has been quarantined to: d:\test.doc

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Duplicating Original Folder Paths

The Duplicate Original Folder Paths Inside Quarantine Folder Location setting allows Spirion to
automatically create a set of structured paths matching that of the original file location in the quarantined tar-
get location. For example if you are quarantining c:\folder1\subfolder2\file.txt to z:\secure then this setting
will quarantine the file.txt to z:\secure\machinename\sC_Drive\folder1\subfolder2\file.txt.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Appending Time Stamp to Filename

The Append Time Stamp to Filename if a File With the Same Name Already Exists in Quarantine
Location setting allows Spirion to append a time stamp to a quarantined file name when the target location
already exists. This makes the file uniquely named. For example if you are quarantining multiple files such
as c:\file.txt and d:\file.txt to z:\secure then file.txt will exist twice and the second quarantine will fail
unless you append a time stamp. In that case you will have the z:\secure\file.txt and z:\secure\file_
06012009_153046.xlsx
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Actions page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Behavior of the Actions Used to Protect
Data or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

AnyFind Settings

In this article

l Customize AnyFind Search Behavior
l Searching for Unformatted SSNs
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring Keywords for Unformatted SSNs
l Specifying Additional Keywords When Searching for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring a Minimum Number of Unformatted SSNs
l Specifying Credit Card Types
l Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Date for Credit Cards
l Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards
l Searching All Locations for Passwords Found in Browsers
l Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords
l Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching
l Searching for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers)
l Searching for ABA Routing Numbers for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers
l Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses
l Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers
l Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses
l Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses
l Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses
l Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Keyword
l Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation
l Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation
l Requiring SSN for Health Information
l Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information
l Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information
l Requiring NPI (National Provider Identifier) Number for Health Information
l Requiring a dictionary when searching for Health Information

Customize AnyFind Search Behavior

The AnyFind Settings pages allow you to customize AnyFind search behavior and modify how Spirion auto-
matically searches for personal information. To open or modify these settings, click the Configuration rib-
bon, then click the Settings button, then select the AnyFind page. The following settings are available:

l Searching for Unformatted SSNs
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring Keywords for Unformatted SSNs
l Specifying Additional Keywords When Searching for Unformatted SSNs
l Requiring a Minimum Number of Unformatted SSNs
l Specifying Credit Card Types
l Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Date for Credit Cards
l Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards
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l Searching All Locations for Passwords Found in Browsers
l Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords
l Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching
l Searching for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers)
l Searching for ABA Routing Numbers for Bank Account Numbers
l Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers
l Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses
l Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses
l Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth
l Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers
l Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses
l Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses
l Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses
l Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Keyword
l Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation
l Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation
l Requiring SSN for Health Information
l Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information
l Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information
l Requiring NPI (National Provider Identifier) Number for Health Information
l Requiring a dictionary when searching for Health Information
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Searching for Unformatted SSNs

The Search for Unformatted SSNs setting allows Spirion to search for unformatted SSNs when you
search for Social Security Numbers. Unformatted Social Security Numbers (SSNs) are numbers in locations
without dashes or spaces or other characters. For example, 123456789 could be an unformatted SSN. If
this setting is enabled you can specify when to search for unformatted SSNs to reduce false positives. If this
setting is disabled Spirion will rarely find unformatted SSNs and uses internal logic to only find them when
there is a high probability they are accurate.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching Excel and CSV Files for Unformatted SSNs

The Only in Excel and CSV Files setting allows you to search for unformatted SSNs in Excel and CSV files
but ignore them in all other locations like text or Word documents for example. This option is only available
if you enable Searching for Unformatted SSNs.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring Keywords for Unformatted SSNs

The Only When Locations Contains Keyword setting will require Spirion to require that there be a
keyword (i.e., SSN, Social Security Number, SS#, etc.) in the same location as the unformatted SSN before
that 9-digit number will be considered a match. This option is enabled by default and helps to eliminate
many false positives.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Additional Keywords When Searching for Unformatted SSNs

The Use Additional Custom Keywords setting allows any custom keywords you have added to be used in
addition to the built-in AnyFind keywords when finding SSNs. Also, the Select button is enabled to allow
you to add additional, custom keywords to use during the unformatted SSN search. When enabled, Spirion
will find an unformatted SSN, if it is near the characters "SSN", which is a built-in AnyFind keyword, or one
you specify such as "Student Identifier", which is not built-in because it does not always indicate an SSN for
every organization or individual.
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Adding Custom Keywords

You may specify custom keywords by pressing the Select button. When you click the Select button, the
Add Custom Keywords to AnyFind SSN dialog box will appear to let you add additional custom keywords
to use when finding unformatted SSNs:

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring a Minimum Number of Unformatted SSNs

The Location Must Contain at least this Many Unformatted SSNs setting will require Spirion to locate
the specified minimum number of unformatted SSNs. Often times, locations will contain unformatted SSNs
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in the form of a list. This settings is valuable for eliminating locations that contain only a single (or other spe-
cified number of) unformatted nine digit number(s) that might not represent a list of SSNs. This setting is
set to 3 by default for all location types other than PDF files. For PDF files, the default is 1 as PDF forms con-
taining a nine digit number and a keyword are often true positives.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Credit Card Types

The Options to automatically find Credit Card Numbers setting allows you to search for specific card
types.
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Credit Card Numbers: Allows you to choose which credit card types Spirion will find. By default, only the
common card types are enabled, but you can change this to include other, less common card types.

l Common Card Types:
l MasterCard
l Visa
l American Express
l Discover

l Additional Card Types:
l Diners Club
l Maestro
l Carte Blanche
l JCB

l Obsolete Card Types:
l 13 Digit Visa
l Australian BankCard
l Enroute

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requirements for CID/CVV and Expiration Dates for Credit Card Numbers

The Requirements section allows you to specify when Spirion will find credit card numbers with AnyFind.
When Spirion encounters a credit card number it will validate whether the CID/CVV or the expiration date
are near the credit card number. These options can help reduce false positives.
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Requirements

l CID/CVV must be near card number: Select this option to require a CID/CVV number to be near
the card number, either before or after, in order for the CCN to be considered a match.

l Expiration date must be near card number: Select this option to require an expiration date to be
near the card number, either before or after, in order for the CCN to be considered a match.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching Magnetic Stripe and Track Data for Credit Cards

The Credit Card Data section allows you to optionally search for the textual representation of the inform-
ation stored within magnetic stripe data and track data when searching credit card numbers with AnyFind.
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Credit Card Data:

l Magnetic Stripe/Track Data:
l Track 1: The textual representation of the data stored on Track 1 of a magnetic stripe card may
include credit card number (CCN)/personal account number (PAN) data including account num-
bers, expiration dates and cardholder name. Select this option to enable the searching of Track 1
data.

l Track 2: The textual representation of the data stored on Track 2 of a magnetic stripe card may
include credit card number (CCN)/personal account number (PAN) data including account num-
bers, expiration dates and cardholder name. Select this option to enable the searching of Track 2
data.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching All Locations for Passwords Found in Browsers

The Search All Locations for Passwords Found in Browsers setting allows Spirion to search other
search locations, for example E-Mail messages or Files, for passwords that were found during the Browser
search. This will increase the length of time it takes to perform a search, but is provides a more com-
prehensive search for passwords. If you have a common phrase such as your e-mail address as a saved
password, there could be a large number of false positives reported during your search. To reduce these
false positives, you may Ignore the Data Match.

Note: This setting only applies when Passwords AnyFind is included in the search and Browsers is included in
the search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Allowing Non-Printable Characters in Passwords

The Allow Non-Printable Characters in Passwords setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for passwords that contain non-printable characters that are within the ASCII range 0 to 31. When
AnyFind Passwords is enabled, Spirion will search all locations you specify for passwords, but to reduce false
positives will ignore any strings that look like passwords but are probably not truly passwords because they
contain non-printable characters. If you want to include the strings with non-printable characters as pass-
word matches, select this option.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.
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Configuring Comprehensive Password Searching

The Enable Comprehensive Searching for Passwords in the Following File Types setting allows
you to specify when Spirion will comprehensively search for passwords in files with AnyFind. When AnyFind
Passwords is enabled, Spirion will search all locations you specify for passwords, but comprehensive search-
ing is a more in-depth searching algorithm that sometimes yields more false positives especially in audio
and visual files like mp3 and jpg files. You can choose to only allow comprehensive searching to occur on Fil-
terable files (usually includes documents, spreadsheets, or all files. Comprehensive searching will always
occur in locations other than files (such as E-Mails and System Areas).

l None (Do Not Enable Comprehensive Searching Anywhere): Spirion will not perform in-depth com-
prehensive searching of passwords in any file types. It will only find passwords using standard tech-
niques.

l Only in Filterable File Types (this is the default setting): Spirion will only perform in-depth com-
prehensive searching of passwords in Filterable files types.

l In All File Types: Spirion will perform in-depth comprehensive searching of passwords in all file
types.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching for Bank Account Numbers

The Account Numbers (Savings, Checking, etc.) setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for general format numeric bank account numbers when searching for bank account numbers with
AnyFind. This settings is equivalent to enabling Bank Account AnyFind prior to version 7.0 of the client soft-
ware. When this setting is enabled and IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers), ABA Routing Numbers
and SWIFT/BIC Codes are disabled, Bank Account AnyFind will function identically to version 6 and earlier.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching For IBAN International Bank Account Numbers

The IBAN (International Bank Account Numbers) setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will
search for international bank account numbers when searching for bank account numbers with AnyFind.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching For ABA Routing Numbers

The ABA Routing Numbers setting allows you to specify whether Spirion will search for ABA Routing Num-
bers when searching for bank account numbers with AnyFind.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes for Bank Account Numbers

The SWIFT/BIC Codes setting allows you to specify when Spirion will find bank account numbers with
AnyFind. When Spirion encounters a bank account number it will validate whether keywords are located near
SWIFT/BIC Codes or whether the keywords can be anywhere in the location.

Swift/BIC Codes: Enable Searching for SWIFT/BIC Codes. To reduce false positives, keywords are
required to be present in the location to consider any possible SWIFT/BIC Code as a match. By default, a
keyword must be located near the code. In some cases, such as locations containing tables or lists of codes
under section headers, it may be desirable to allow the keyword to be anywhere in the location.

l Require keywords to be near SWIFT code: Select this option to require that keywords be near
the SWIFT/BIC Code, either before or after, in order for the bank account number to be considered a
match.

l Require keywords to be anywhere in location: Select this option to require that keywords be
anywhere in the location for the bank account number to be considered a match.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Searching Excel and CSV Files for Dates of Birth

The Match Every Date as a Date of Birth in CSV and Excel Files When Files Contain Keywords
setting allows you to specify when Spirion will find numeric dates of birth with AnyFind. When searching for
dates of birth with AnyFind, a date will only be considered a date of birth if there are relevant keywords near
that date to indicate that it is a date of birth. The Match Every Date as a Date of Birth in CSV and
Excel Files When Files Contain Keywords setting changes that behavior for Excel and CSV files to allow
all dates to be considered dates of birth if there are relevant keywords anywhere in the file. This is useful for
lists of dates as you might see in an Excel file, where you might want every single occurrence of a date
found. Select this checkbox to match every date in the file if a keyword exists anywhere in the file.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Dates for Searching for Dates of Birth

The Find Dates of Birth Within a Specified Date Range Only setting allows you to specify when
Spirion will find numeric dates of birth with AnyFind. Spirion will find numeric dates of birth between the
Start and End dates you provide.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring States When Searching Driver Licenses

The Always Require State Name or Abbreviation Near License Number setting allows you to specify
when Spirion will find driver licenses with AnyFind. When Spirion encounters a driver license it will validate
whether there is also a state name or abbreviation near it. This option can help reduce false positives.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying States for Searching Driver Licenses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified States setting allows you to filter which
states Spirion will search for Driver Licenses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require your
range to include specific states or exclude specific states.

To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Driver License State Fil-
ters dialog will pop up. Select the states from the dropdown list and press the Add button. When the list is
complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those states in its requirement or Exclude all
those states. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished
press OK.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Area Codes and Exchanges When Searching Phone Numbers

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified Area Codes and Exchanges setting
allows you to filter which area codes and exchanges Spirion will search for Phone Numbers. By default
Spirion will find any but you can either require your range to include specific area codes and exchanges or
exclude specific area codes and exchanges.

To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Phone Numbers Filters
dialog will pop up. Enter the area codes and optionally the exchanges and press the Add button. When the
list is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those numbers in its requirement or
Exclude all those numbers. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer.
When finished press OK.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Domains When Searching E-Mail Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to the Following Domains setting allows you to filter which internet domains
Spirion will search for E-Mail Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require your
range to include specific domains or exclude specific domains.

l Only Common Domains (this is the default setting): Spirion will search only for common domains.
These include biz, com, edu, gov, mil, net, and org domains.

l Custom Domain List: Spirion will include or exclude the custom domains list you have selected
when searching for e-mail address Data Types.

l All Domains: Spirion will search for all e-mail addresses regardless of domain.
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To manage which domains are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage E-Mail Address
Domain Filters dialog will pop up. Enter the internet domains and press the Add button. Domains can be
any level of depth so you can enter us.spirion.com, spirion.com, or .com. When the list is complete you can
choose whether Spirion will Include all those domains in its requirement or Exclude all those domains. By
default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished press OK. If you
would like to restore to the default domain list, press the Restore button.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience..

Specifying States When Searching Personal Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified States setting allows you to filter which
states Spirion will search for Personal Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can either require
your range to include specific states or exclude specific states.
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To manage which states are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Personal Address State
Filters dialog will pop up. Select the states from the dropdown list and press the Add button. When the list
is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those states in its requirement or Exclude all
those states. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer. When finished
press OK.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Zip Codes When Searching Personal Addresses

The Restrict Your Search to Include or Exclude Specified Zip Codes setting allows you to filter which
postal zip codes Spirion will search for Personal Addresses. By default Spirion will find any but you can
either require your range to include specific zip codes or exclude specific zip codes.
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To manage which zip codes are filtered, press the Manage button and the Manage Personal Address Zip
Code Filters dialog will pop up. Enter the five digit postal zip codes and press the Add button. When the
list is complete you can choose whether Spirion will Include all those zip codes in its requirement or
Exclude all those zip codes. By default the list is an Include list but choose the radio button you prefer.
When finished press OK.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Matching Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Key-
word

The Match Every 9 Digit Number as a Passport Number When Location Contains Keyword setting
allows you to specify that Spirion should consider every 9-digit number in a location to be a Passport Num-
ber if that location contains a keyword indicating that the are passport numbers. By default, a passport
keyword such as "passport" must be located near a 9-digit number before that number is considered a
match. For some locations, such as spreadsheets that contain a single keyword as a column header, you
may want all the 9-digit numbers in that file to appear as passport results.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Allowing Additional Keywords to be used for Passport Number Validation

The Allow Additional Keywords to be Used for Validation setting allows you to expand the list of valid
keywords to use when matching Passport Numbers. By default, the word "
"passport" is required to validate a passport number. Enable this setting to expand the validation to include
other keywords such as "nationality".

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Using Additional Custom Keywords for Passport Number Validation

The Use Additional Custom Keywords for Validation setting allows any custom keywords you have
added to be used in addition to the built-in AnyFind keywords when finding passports. When enabled, the
Select button is enabled to allow you to add additional, custom keywords to use during the Passport Number
search. When enabled, Spirion will find a Passport number, if it is near the word "Passport", a built-in
AnyFind keyword. To find 9-digit numbers as passport numbers near words that you specify, such as "Nation-
alID", add them to the list.
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Adding Custom Keywords

You may specify custom keywords by pressing the Select button. When you click the Select button, the
Add Custom Keywords to AnyFind Passport dialog box will appear to let you add additional custom
keywords to use when finding Passport numbers:

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring SSN for Health Information

The Social Security Number setting requires that the location contain a Social Security Number for the loc-
ation to be considered a match. A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (Medical Record Num-
ber), specified as a regular expression. By default, an SSN must be matched as part of Health Information
and that SSN will be returned as the match in the results. To disable the use of SSN as the match type for
Health Information, disable this setting by removing the check from the check box. When disabled, it is
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necessary to enable the Medical Record Number regular expression type for Health Information and specify
a valid regular expression or no Health Information results will be found.

Additional validation with a DEA, NPI and a Dictionary can be optionally required in order to consider an
SSN as a result.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring Medical Record Number for Health Information

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (Medical Record Number), specified as a regular
expression. The Medical Record Number setting requires that the location contain a Medical Record Num-
ber for the location to be considered a match. When SSN is disabled and this setting is enabled, the MRN will
be returned as the match in the results. When SSN is enabled, an MRN can also be required. To require an
MRN to be matched when using Health Information, place a check mark in the box and enter a regular
expression (the SSN will be returned as the result.)
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Additional validation with a DEA, NPI and a Dictionary can be optionally required in order to consider an
SSN as a result.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring DEA (Drug Enforcement Agency) Number for Health Information

A Health Information result is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The Drug Enforcement
Agency (DEA) Number setting requires that the location contain a DEA number for the location to be con-
sidered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any effect.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring National Provider Identifier (NPI) Number for Health Information

A Health Information results is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The National Provider
Identifier (NPI) Number setting requires that the location contain a properly formatted NPI number for
the location to be considered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any
effect.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Requiring A Dictionary for Health Information

A Health Information results is either an SSN or an MRN (specified as a regular expression). In order to con-
sider that SSN or MRN as a result, additional validation can be optionally required. The Use this dictionary
setting requires that the location contain words within the dictionary that you specify for the location to be
considered a match. Selection of SSN or MRN is required for this setting to have any effect.
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To add a dictionary, click the ... button next to the Use this dictionary setting and navigate to the desired dic-
tionary.

Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]
Name=
blank

[WORDS]
any words you want

Here is an example:

[HEADER]
Name=DescriptiveName

[WORDS]
james
john
robert
michael
mary
william
david

A Dictionary can also include phrases and can be configured using the following policy settings in a policy
applied to the endpoint:

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseIgnoreCharacters: Characters to ignore in
source text when searching for phrases.

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseWordDelimiterCharacters: The characters that
separate words in a phrase or dictionary or in source text.

Note: Dictionary words may only contain English alphabetic characters [A-Za-z], numbers [0-9], periods
[.], and spaces between words []. A period anywhere except at the end of the word. Users of the Console
can customize the valid character set.

Note: A dictionary word list should not contain both leading and trailing spaces.
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Note: Dictionary words are case insensitive. For example, if you have abc in your dictionary, it will match
all of these:

ABC
abc
aBc

(and other combinations as well).

Note: The Name is read from the Header section of the dictionary itself and must be present in the dic-
tionary file.

Note: The file encoding needs to be in UTF-8 or ASCII.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
AnyFind page. For additional settings please refer to Customize AnyFind Search Behavior or Settings to
Customize Your Experience.

Custom Type Settings

In this article

l View and Manage your Custom Types
l Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types

View and Manage your Custom Types

The Custom Type Settings pages allow you to specify keywords, regular expressions, or dictionaries to
add specific information to the search. To open or modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon,
then click the Settings button, then select the AnyFind page. The following settings are available:

l Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types
l Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types
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Including Keywords and Phrases When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Keywords and Phrases in the Search setting allows you to specify any
keywords or phrases to include in the search. Spirion will look for any exact matches to your keywords
without regard to context. For example, if you added the keyword "to" (without the quotes), you would
receive results matching the "to" in, for example, to, town, into, and altogether. If you want to ensure that
there are, for example, spaces before and after the keyword, you can include those spaces by typing " to " 
(without the quotes), but you will have much greater control by using Regular Expressions.

Note: Keywords are case sensitive. If you would like to search for a case insensitive keyword (for example
to match to, To, TO, and tO in the example above), you can add "to" (without the quotes) as a Regular
Expression.
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The Keyword Name is required and displays in the console in the Custom Type Name column on the Res-
ults tab and the Custom Type Name column of a report for results matching the Keyword.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Custom Types page. For related information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom
Types.

Including Regular Expressions When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Regular Expressions in the Search setting allows you to specify any reg-
ular expressions (RegEx) to include in the search. Regular expressions allow you to search for patterns such
as a sequence of digits, a word surrounded by white space, and even complex formatted strings. Spirion
uses the Perl regular expression syntax from the boost libraries.

For example, to search for 2 digits followed by a dash followed by 4 digits, you could add the RegEx:

\d{2}-\d{4}

This would match 43-5343 and 56-2313 but would also match within 35435-324322 and return the result 35-
3243. To not match the latter case, you could enhance the expression to require leading and trailing white
space:

\s\d{2}-\d{4}\s

Note: Regular expressions are case insensitive. If you would like to search for a case sensitive keyword (for
example to match to but not To, TO, or tO), you can add "to" (without the quotes) as a Keyword.
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The RegEx Name is required and displays in the console in the Custom Type Name column on the Results
tab and the Custom Type Name column of a report for results matching the RegEx.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Custom Types page. For related information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom
Types.

Including Dictionaries When Searching for Custom Types

The Include the Following Dictionaries in the Search setting allows Spirion to search for words within
dictionaries that you specify. To add dictionaries to the list, click the ... button next to the Add Dictionary
field and navigate to the desired dictionary or type the full path to the dictionary file and click Add. Please
see below for the required dictionary file format.

The Require matches in at least this many dictionaries setting specifies the minimum number of dic-
tionaries to consider all of the dictionary matches as part of the results for that location. A value of 1 spe-
cifies that at least one of the dictionaries must match to be included in the results. To require a higher
minimum, specify the number in this setting. Setting the value to 0 will disable this check. e.g. If you set this
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value to 2 and you have three dictionaries configured as part of the custom type search, then the location
must contain matches from at least two of the dictionaries to be considered a match. The default value is 1.

When using the Require matches in at least this many dictionaries setting, the Required checkbox
allows you to specify the dictionaries that are required. For example, if there are 5 dictionaries specified,
Require matches in at least this many dictionaries is set to 3 and no dictionaries are specified as required,
matches from any 3 of the 5 configured dictionaries will satisfy the Required and all of the dictionary
matches in the location will be returned as results. Using all of the criteria above, but specifying a dictionary
as required will require at least on match for that specific dictionary and then and 2 of the remaining 4.

Dictionaries are plain text files that use the following format:

[HEADER]
Name=
blank

[WORDS]
any words you want
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Here is an example:

[HEADER]
Name=DescriptiveName

[WORDS]
james
john
robert
michael
mary
william
david

A Dictionary can also include phrases and can be configured using the following policy settings in a policy
applied to the endpoint:

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseIgnoreCharacters: Characters to ignore in
source text when searching for phrases.

l Settings\Identities\CustomDictionary\PhraseWordDelimiterCharacters: The characters that
separate words in a phrase or dictionary or in source text.

Note: Dictionary words may only contain English alphabetic characters [A-Za-z], numbers [0-9], periods
[.], and spaces between words []. A period anywhere except at the end of the word. Users of the Console
can customize the valid character set.

Note: A dictionary word list should not contain both leading and trailing spaces.

Note: Dictionary words are case insensitive. For example, if you have abc in your dictionary, it will match
all of these:

ABC
abc
aBc

(and other combinations as well).

Note: The Name is read from the Header section of the dictionary itself and must be present in the dic-
tionary file.

Note: The file encoding needs to be in UTF-8 or ASCII.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Custom Types page. For related information on Custom Types please refer to Searching with Custom
Types.

File Types Settings

In this article

l View and Manage File Types and Options
l Specifying File Types to Search for Sensitive Data
l Managing the Custom File Type List
l Overriding Search Filter for Specific File Types
l Specifying Compressed File Types When Searching for Sens-
itive Data

l Enabling Advanced File Identification
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l Search the Following File Data
l Searching All Previous Versions -Shadow Files- on All Volumes
l Resetting Timestamps on Files During Search
l Including Mapped Network Drives When Searching Computers
l Searching Non-Windows Based File Systems
l Searching PDFs Using OCR
l Automatically Aligning Skewed Text with OCR
l Enhancing Image Quality to Reduce Pixel Artifacts with OCR
l Enhancing Resolution when Recognizing Color Images with OCR
l Specifying Characters to Replace Unrecognizable Characters
with OCR

l Detecting Handwriting with OCR
l Detecting Foreign Languages with OCR

View and Manage File Types and Options

The File Types Settings pages allow you to view and manage file types and options. To open or modify
these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the File Types
page.

The following settings are available:

l Specifying File Types to Search for Sensitive Data
l Managing the Custom File Type List
l Overriding Search Filter for Specific File Types
l Specifying Compressed File Types When Searching for Sensitive Data
l Enabling Advanced File Identification
l Search the Following File Data
l Searching All Previous Versions -Shadow Files- on All Volumes
l Resetting Timestamps on Files During Search
l Including Mapped Network Drives When Searching Computers
l Searching Non-Windows Based File Systems
l Searching PDFs Using OCR
l Automatically Aligning Skewed Text with OCR
l Enhancing Image Quality to Reduce Pixel Artifacts with OCR
l Enhancing Resolution when Recognizing Color Images with OCR
l Specifying Characters to Replace Unrecognizable Characters with OCR
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Specifying File Types to Search for Sensitive Data

The Search these File Types setting allows you to let Spirion search only common file types, all filterable
file types, all files, or a custom list:

l Images (with OCR): When the OCR Image Search module is installed, this option is available. This
option specifies that Optical Character Recognition (OCR) should be used to search for text within
images. The following file types are supported: bmp, dcx, gif, jbig2, jp2, jpeg, jpf, jpg, jpg2000, jpm,
jpx, max, pcx, png, tfx, tif, tiff, xif, xiff, and xps. If the DPI of an image is less than 75 or greater than
2400, the recognition may fail and log an error. As of update 10.9, scans languages including English,
Spanish, French, and German.

l Common (this is the default option): This option will perform the quickest search while also searching
the files on your computer most likely to contain personal information. When this option is selected,
Spirion will search through text files (including most Instant Messenger logs), Microsoft Office files,
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Adobe Acrobat PDF files, web page documents (such as HTML files), and other common formats. Even
if your computer has the ability to search metadata stored within a file such as when a photo was
taken for a jpg file or the artist information in an mp3 file, that information will not be searched when
this option is selected. To see which file types are searched when Common is selected, select Cus-
tom from the drop down, then click Manage and then click the Restore button. The items that are
already checked represent the list of extensions that are searched when Common is selected.

l All Filterable: This option searches through all files that your computer has the ability to search via
an internal Spirion filter or via a Windows IFilter. When this option is selected, Spirion will search all
common file types plus any other file type for which you have installed an IFilter. For example, if your
camera software installed the ability for Windows to read information from a jpg file about when a
photo was taken or a drawing program installed the ability for Windows to read the text from shapes
and other visual elements, then that information will also be searched.

l Custom: This option allow you to select the files that Spirion will search. For more information,
please see Manage Custom File Type List.

l All but common binary: This option searches all files except for common binary files. Common bin-
ary file types include application, system and multimedia files (e.g. exe, dll, mp3) that are unlikely to
contain sensitive information. When you select this option and click the 'Manage' button, any file exten-
sion that contains a checkmark will be excluded from the search. For a full list of binary files that com-
monly contain no text, please see Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text.

l All: This option is the most comprehensive (and therefore slowest) option because Spirion will try and
extract all the text from any type of file that does not have an internal Spirion filter or an IFilter. No
matter what type of file or what the file is named, when this option is selected, Spirion will search
inside of it.

Note: To view the list of Common Files, select Custom and click the Manage button; the full list of exten-
sions is the list of Filterable file types and the selected (checked) extensions are Common.

To allow Spirion to search files for which you have installed an IFilter, you must select the All filterable
file types, Custom file type list, or Search all files radio button.
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Note: If you would like to override the default filter that is used for searching files click the Override but-
ton. For example, you might want to add additional extensions to be considered text, such as *.bak. In this
case you may override default search filters so that those file types are treated as text. See the Override
Default Search Filters help topic for more information.

Note: Spirion does not interpret audio or video, therefore a picture of a password or a song with lyrics about
your password will not be found.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Managing the Custom File Type List

The Custom file types setting allows Spirion to search only the file types you specify. To open or modify
these options, use the Specifying File Types to Search for Sensitive Data feature by clicking the Settings but-
ton on the Configuration ribbon, and selecting the File Types page. Then choose Custom file type list
and click the Manage button.

The first time you open the Manage Custom File Type Extensions dialog, there is already a list of file
extensions selected with check marks. This list includes all the file types that Spirion can search auto-
matically with an internal filter, a default Windows IFilter, or an IFilter that you have installed. The items
that are already checked represent the list of extensions that are searched when Common is selected. The
entire list represents the list of extensions that are searched when All Filterable is selected. You may
remove an extension by highlighting it and clicking the Remove button or disable it but leave it in the list, by
deselecting its checkbox. You may add extensions by typing the extension without the dot (.) and clicking
the Add button.
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The extension list can behave as an Include list or an Exclude list. This means that Spirion will search all
extensions with a check, if you have the Include radio button selected. However, Spirion will search every
file on your computer except the ones with a check, if you have the Exclude radio button selected. At any
time you may click the Restore button to remove any changes you have made and restore the original list
of filterable files.

Note: If you would like to override the default filter that is used for searching files click the Override but-
ton. For example, you might want to add additional extensions to be considered text, such as *.bak. In this
case you may override default search filters so that those file types are treated as text. See the Override
Default Search Filters help topic for more information.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Overriding Search Filter for Specific File Types

The Override Search Filters for Specific File Types setting provides the ability to override the default
search filters that Spirion uses to search the file types you specify. To open or modify this feature click the
Settings button on the Configuration ribbon, and select the File Types page. Then click the Override but-
ton.
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The Override Default Search Filters dialog will appear allowing you to choose extensions to search as
plain text. For example, you may want to add additional extensions to be considered text, such as *.bak. In
this case you may override default search filters so that those file types are treated as text. You have two
methods for overriding how files are searched:

l Plain Text Filter: This forces Spirion to search a file type as if it were a text file. The standard text
filters will be used. Files added to the list with this option will also have the ability to be secured with
Redact in products that include the Redact action.

l Strings Filter: This forces Spirion to search a file by first extracting any text within the file and then
searching all extracted strings of text only. This is useful for files created with older programs where
no filter exists and the file is mostly text but has a few binary portions. The binary portions are
stripped away and Spirion searches the remaining strings of text.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Compressed File Types When Searching for Sensitive Data

The Search the Following Compressed File Types setting allows you to choose which compressed file
types Spirion will search. Click the Manage button to bring up the list of Compressed Files to choose
from.
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You have the ability to configure Spirion to search z, tgz, tbz2, tbz, tar, rar, gz, bz2, and bz files. Check all
compressed file types you would like to search:

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.
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Enabling Advanced File Identification

The Enable Advanced File Identification setting allows you to specify the method to use for advanced
file type identification. Advanced File Identification (commonly referred to as magic numbers) enables
Spirion to use the header information within a file to determine its type, rather than relying on the file's
extension. When disabled, the file extension will be used to determine file types. When enabled, the fol-
lowing options are available:

l E-Mail Attachment Compressed Files: Enables the feature only for E-mail attachments to detect if
attachments are compressed files and then search them as compressed files. This is a common fea-
ture because zip files and other compressed files are commonly renamed when sending e-mails to cir-
cumvent server restrictions.

l Included File Types: Enables the feature for all included files, as specified under, "Search the fol-
lowing file types." For any file whose extension is specified for the search, that file will be analyzed. If
you intend to search *.txt files and test.txt is actually an RTF file, that file will be searched as RTF. If
*.old files are not included in your search and test.old is actually an RTF, it will not be searched. To
search that file, you would use All Files described next.

l All Files: Enables the feature for every file searched so that if *.old files are not included in your
search criteria, but test.old is actually an RTF file and *.rtf files are included in your search, test.old
will be searched.

TheWhen Identification Fails, Perform Text/Strings Extraction setting is a catch all that allows
Spirion to extract any text from a file that cannot be identified so that any clear text will be searched for per-
sonal information.

When the Skip Binary Files That Commonly Contain No Text setting is enabled, Spirion will not search
binary file types that do not commonly contain any text. For the full list of files that will be skipped when this
setting is enabled, refer to the Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text topic.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Search the Following File Data

The Search the Following File Data setting allows you to enable or disable one or more of the file data
analysis types when searching files. Click the Manage button to bring up the list of File Data analysis types
from which to choose.

You have the ability to configure Spirion to perform the following types of file analysis:

l Analyze File Content - Default search to look through all data within a file for sensitive data. Note:
Analyze File Content is enabled by default and represents the behavior of search prior to version
8.0.

l Compare File Hashes - Search a representation of a file regardless of name or location. When this set-
ting is enabled, the search may take a longer time to complete as comparing file hashes is a more
involved process. Note: It is not possible to get a file hash match on compressed files or access data-
bases.

l Analyze File Names - Search for sensitive data within file names.
l Analyze File Metadata - Search for sensitive data within the metadata of Office and PDF files.
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Note: If all four file data search options are unchecked, then no searching of files will be performed. The
behavior will be the same as if the Files button on the Locations ribbon were disabled.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching All Previous Versions -Shadow Files- on All Volumes

The Search All Previous Versions (Shadow Files) on All Volumes setting allows you to search
Shadow Volumes.

On Windows Vista and later, the operating system provides persistent Shadow Volumes, commonly referred
to as Previous Versions and used by the System Restore service. The shadow volumes may contain files, or
parts of files, with sensitive information. When enabled, all shadow files across all the drives specified in the
Files search will be searched. It is not possible to search only a specific shadow volume or specific path
within a shadow volume.

Note: Because shadow volumes are read only, individual shadow files cannot be deleted; however, an entire
shadow volume containing a file with sensitive information can be removed using the Shred action.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Resetting Timestamps on Files During Search

The Reset Timestamps on Files During Search setting allows Spirion to reset the timestamps of any file
it searches back to the timestamps that were on it before it was searched (i.e., the Last Modified time).
Because Windows will modify a timestamp on a file when it is searched by Spirion to the search time, you
might want to have that reset. You can also Include Files Searched on Remote File Systems but this is
only recommended for Windows systems. It is not always possible to reset a timestamp on a remote file
system, if it is not Windows based.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Including Mapped Network Drives When Searching Computers

The Include Mapped Network Drives When Searching 'My Computer' setting will allow Spirion to
search any drive letter that is mapped to a drive on another computer when My Computer is selected for File
Locations. Spirion will search every drive letter you can see within Windows Explorer. By disabling this fea-
ture, Spirion will only search physical drives and removable drives.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Non-Windows Based File Systems

The Allow Searching of Files Systems Not Fully Supported by Windows setting will allow Spirion to
search any non-Windows-supported remote file system. Depending on the method used to connect to a sys-
tem running an operating system other than Microsoft Windows (such as a Mac, Unix, Linux, Mainframe),
unsupported file name lengths and/or file name characters may be reported to Windows. In these instances,
invalid file names or paths cause instability in Windows and therefore in Spirion. By disabling this feature,
Spirion will only search drives that are fully supported by Windows. If you choose to enable this feature,
you can have Spirion warn you when it finds a remote drive that is unsupported. To do this, enabled the Dis-
play a Warning when Unsupported File Systems are Detected checkbox.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching PDFs Using OCR

The Search PDFs Using: setting specifies how PDF files should be searched.

l Text Only: This option will cause Spirion to only attempt to extract readable text from PDF files. If
there are images in the file, no OCR will be performed on those images. As of update 10.9, scans lan-
guages including English, Spanish, French, and German.

l OCR When No Text (this is the default option): This option will cause Spirion to perform OCR on the
images and text in the file only when there are less than 15 characters of readable text present. If
there are more than 15 characters of readable text, that text will be extracted and no OCR will be per-
formed on any images. As of update 10.9, scans languages including English, Spanish, French, and Ger-
man.

l OCR Always: This option will cause Spirion to perform OCR on the images and text in the PDF file. As
of update 10.9, scans languages including English, Spanish, French, and German.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the OCR Image search module has been installed.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Automatically Aligning Skewed Text with OCR

The Automatically Align Skewed Text setting will allow Spirion to attempt to automatically straighten
the text of an image if it appears to be skewed or angled. If you know that all of the images are perfectly
aligned, this setting can be disabled to increase speed.

Note: This setting does not apply to images that are perfectly rotated 90, 180, or 270 degrees; those images
will be automatically rotated before recognition.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the OCR Image search module has been installed.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Enhancing Image Quality to Reduce Pixel Artifacts with OCR

The Enhance Image Quality to Reduce Pixel Artifacts setting will allow Spirion to attempt to improve
the accuracy of text extracted from certain images by first attempting to remove information that does not
appear to be part of a valid character. This setting specifies whether the adaptive noise removal algorithm
will be activated for black and white images with a resolution of 280 dpi or higher.

Note: This setting might influence the recognition accuracy.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the OCR Image search module has been installed.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Enhancing Resolution when Recognizing Color Images with OCR

The Enhance Resolution when Recognizing Color Images setting will allow Spirion to use a resolution
enhancement algorithm that results in an image whose resolution is higher than the resolution of the original
image. This is done on the basis of information taken from the extra pixel depth in the grayscale and color
images.

Note: This setting only applies to non-black and white and non palette color images and may impact recog-
nition accuracy.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the OCR Image search module has been installed.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.
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Specifying Characters to Replace Unrecognizable Characters with OCR

The Use this Character to Replace Unrecognizable Characters setting tells Spirion what character to
display in the Preview text of the location if the recognition engine is unable to determine the correct char-
acter. In most cases, it is best to leave this as the default of No Character as this will generally result in the
most matches. If it is desirable to identify the characters that could not be recognized, change this setting to
the ~ character which will be easy to see in the Preview. If the unrecognizable characters are due to a poor
quality image and should be converted to spaces to prevent words from being joined together, select Space.
As of update 10.9, scans languages including English, Spanish, French, and German.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the OCR Image search module has been installed.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
File Types page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage File Types and Options or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

E-Mail Settings

In this article

l View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search
l Searching Microsoft Exchange Servers
l Searching Outlook and Exchange for Personal Information
l Including Remote Mail Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Excluding Exchange Public Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Excluding IMAP Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Specifying Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Searching Additional Outlook PST Data Files
l Searching Outlook Express and Windows Mail for Personal
Information

l Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information
l Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information
l Specifying files to Search as MBOX Files
l Searching Lotus Notes for Personal Information
l Specifying Lotus Notes Mail Files to Search
l Specifying Additional Lotus Notes NSF Mail Files to Search
l Allowing Prompt for Notes ID Password During Search
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View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search

The E-Mail Settings pages allow you to view and manage E-Mail applications to search. To open or modify
these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the E-Mails
page.

The following settings are available:

l Searching Microsoft Exchange Servers
l Searching Outlook and Exchange for Personal Information
l Including Remote Mail Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Excluding Exchange Public Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Excluding IMAP Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Specifying Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Searching Additional Outlook PST Data Files
l Searching Outlook Express and Windows Mail for Personal Information
l Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information
l Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information
l Specifying files to Search as MBOX Files
l Searching Lotus Notes for Personal Information
l Specifying Lotus Notes Mail Files to Search
l Specifying Additional Lotus Notes NSF Mail Files to Search
l Allowing Prompt for Notes ID Password During Search
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Searching Microsoft Exchange Servers

The Search Microsoft Exchange Server setting allows you to directly search mailboxes stored on a
Microsoft Exchange server. Click the Manage button to bring up the Select Exchange Servers dialog box.

For details on configuring Spirion to search an Exchange Server, refer to the following Knowledge Base art-
icle:

l http://www.spirion.com/kb/301300

You can have Spirion look for Microsoft Exchange Servers in two ways:

l Search All Available Mailboxes: Spirion will search all mailboxes available at the Host URL (as
restricted by the LDAP query, if provided). The user name and password provided must have read
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access to all of the target mailboxes.
l Search Specified Mailboxes: Spirion will search only those mailboxes specified within the "Select
Mailboxes on Exchange Server" dialog.

Host URL, User Name and Password are required fields.
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Select Server: Specify the Exchange server that contains the desired mailboxes. This drop down list will be
populated with servers specified using the Add button. If the list is empty, then you will need to add
exchange servers to the list using the Add button. For example: https://win-exchg5.acme-
corp.com/ews/Exchange.asmx

Mailbox: Specify the mailbox as a fully qualified Exchange mailbox in the form user@domain.com, and
click the Add button. For example: joesmith@acmecorp.com

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Outlook and Exchange for Personal Information

The Search Exchange and Outlook Profiles setting will enable Spirion to search within your local
Outlook folders and any available remote Exchange Server folders. You must select this option in order to
be able to modify the other Outlook settings below it.

l Including Remote Mail Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Excluding Exchange Public Folders When Searching E-Mail
l Specifying Folders When Searching E-Mail
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Including Remote Mail Folders When Searching E-Mail

The Include Remote Mail Folders setting will enable Spirion to search within all the folders connected via
a Microsoft Exchange Mail Server or via IMAP.

Note: Disabling this option will prevent Spirion from searching any local Outlook Folders that are also con-
nected to an Exchange Server.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Excluding Exchange Public Folders When Searching E-Mail

The Exclude Exchange Public Folders setting will prevent Spirion from searching Microsoft Exchange
Public folders within an Outlook Profile.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Excluding IMAP Folders When Searching E-Mail

The Exclude IMAP Folders setting will prevent Spirion from searching any Outlook/Exchange folders
linked to an IMAP account.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Folders When Searching E-Mail

The Search Only Specified Folders setting allows you to Search All Available Folders or Search
Only Specified Folders within Outlook Profiles. With the Search All Available Folders setting you can
choose to have Spirion automatically search within all available folders that it finds, including those on an
Exchange Server (if you enabled the Searching Remote Mail Folders setting), or with the Search Only Spe-
cified Folders settings you can choose to have Spirion search only within the specific folders you specify.
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If you wish to search within only the specific folders that you specify, click the Select button to open the
Select Outlook and Exchange Folders dialog box.

Note: Please be patient while this dialog box opens as it will be retrieving the entire list of folders that it is
possible to search.

The Select Outlook and Exchange Folders dialog box allows you to select which folders Spirion will
search. In this dialog you will see a list of all local Outlook folders and, if you enabled the Search Exchange
Mail Server Folders option, you will also see all your folders that exist remotely on Exchange Servers or via
IMAP connections. To help you identify each folder, the Profile name, Store name, and Folder name are
listed. Click the checkbox next to each Folder you want to search. If you later add folders within Outlook,
they will automatically be checked and included in your next search. For quick and easy selection of mul-
tiples folders or multiple stores, you can use the Select All and Deselect All buttons.
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The buttons you may use are:

l For All folders in All Stores in All Profiles: To select or deselect every folder that you can search
across all stores and profiles.

l For All Folders in All Stores in the Currently Highlighted Profile: To select or deselect every
folder within the profile your focus is on regardless of which store they are within inside that profile.

l For All Folders in the Currently Highlighted Store: To select or deselect every folder within the
store your focus is on.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Additional Outlook PST Data Files

The Search Additional Outlook PST Data Files setting will enable Spirion to search within all the Per-
sonal Folders Files (*.pst) that it finds within your search locations even if they are not currently attached to
an Outlook profile. Normally Spirion will only search all PST files that are attached to existing Outlook pro-
files. However, if during a search it finds an additional PST or if you are searching remote computers,
Spirion will temporarily attach that PST to a temporary profile and search it. You can have Spirion look for
detached PST files in two ways:

l Only When Found During File Search: Spirion will search any PST file it encounters when it is
searching for files. File searching must be turned on.

l Whenever Located in Specified File Locations (Even When File Search is Off): Spirion will
search for PST files in the specified locations even though File searching is turned off.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.
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Searching Outlook Express and Windows Mail for Personal Information

The Search Outlook Express and Windows Mail setting will enable Spirion to search within your local
Outlook Express or Windows Mail folders.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Mozilla Thunderbird for Personal Information

The Search Mozilla Thunderbird setting will enable Spirion to search for personal information within your
local Thunderbird profiles and folders.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching MBOX Files for Personal Information

The Search the Specified Files and Folders as MBOX Files setting will enable Spirion to search for per-
sonal information within the specified MBOX files and folders. You can select specific files or all files within
specific folders by pressing the Select button.

The Select MBOX Files and Folders dialog will appear. You can enter a specific file in the Select File
field or you can enter a specific folder in the Select Folder field then click the Add button. If you specify a
folder, Spirion will attempt to search all files in that folder and its subfolders as if they were MBOX formatted
mail files.
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You can also configure Spirion to Specify files types to Search as MBOX Files.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Files to Search as MBOX Files

The Search the Specified File Extensions as MBOX Files setting will search any file with the specified
extensions as if they were MBOX formatted mail files.

You can have Spirion search for MBOX files in two ways:

l Only When Found During File Search: Spirion will search any MBOX file it encounters when it is
searching for files. File searching must be turned on.

l Whenever Located in Specified File Locations (Even When File Search is Off): Spirion will
search for MBOX files in the specified locations even though File searching is turned off.
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Click the Manage button to open the Specify MBOX File Extensions dialog. Enter the file type extensions
you want to search as MBOX files. Any file with these extensions will be searched as if they are properly
formatted MBOX mail files.

You can also configure Spirion to Search MBOX Files for Personal Information.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.
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Searching Lotus Notes for Personal Information

The Search the Default Mail File setting will enable Spirion to search for personal information in the
default Lotus Notes mail file. If Lotus Notes is not configured with a default mail file, this setting will have no
effect. To specify the Notes ID file and password needed to open the default mail file, click the Manage but-
ton. If this is not provided, it is necessary to ensure that the Allow prompt for Notes ID password during
search is enabled or the default mail file will not be searched.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the Lotus Notes search module has been installed.

Note: Lotus Notes must be installed on the system performing the search.

After clicking Manage, the Select Lotus Notes ID Files/Passwords dialog will appear. This dialog
allows you to provide the path to one or more Notes ID files and their associated password(s). It is neces-
sary to specify the full path to the id files and passwords in order to search any mail (*.nsf) file that is
encrypted. If there are one or more nsf files that are not encrypted, it is necessary to have the Notes ID file
and password for the default mail file.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Lotus Notes Mail Files to Search

The Search the Specified Mail Files setting will enable Spirion to search for personal information in the
specified Lotus Notes mail files. To specify the mail files (*.nsf) as well as the Notes ID file(s) and password
(s) needed to open the specified mail files, click the Manage button. If Notes ID files and passwords are not
provided, it is necessary to ensure that the Allow prompt for Notes ID password during search is enabled or
the specified mail files will not be searched.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the Lotus Notes search module has been installed.

Note: Lotus Notes must be installed on the system performing the search.
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After clickingManage, the Select Lotus Notes E-Mail Files dialog will appear. This dialog allows you to
provide the path to one or more Lotus Notes (.nsf) mail files as well as an associated Notes ID file and pass-
word. It is necessary to specify the full path to the id files and passwords in order to search any mail (*.nsf)
file that is encrypted. If there are one or more nsf files that are not encrypted, it is necessary to have the
Notes ID file and password for the default mail file. If the mail file resides on the server (e.g., it is not a
local replica), that server can be specified in the "Server name" field.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Additional Lotus Notes NSF Mail Files to Search

The Search Additional NSF Mail Files setting will enable Spirion to search within any Lotus Notes mail
(*.nsf) files located in the path(s) specified by the File search.

To specify the Notes ID files and passwords needed to open any mail files that are encountered, click the
Manage button. If Notes ID files and passwords are not provided, it is necessary to ensure that the Allow
prompt for Notes ID password during search is enabled or the discovered mail files will not be searched.

You can have Spirion search for NSF mail files in two ways:

l Only When Found During File Search: Spirion will search any NSF mail file it encounters when it
is searching for files. File searching must be turned on.

l Whenever Located in Specified File Locations (Even When File Search is Off): Spirion will
search for NSF mail files in the specified file search locations even when File searching is turned off.

Note: This setting will only be displayed when the Lotus Notes search module has been installed.

Note: Lotus Notes must be installed on the system performing the search.

After clicking Manage, the Select Lotus Notes ID Files/Passwords dialog will appear. This dialog
allows you to provide the path to one or more Notes ID files and their associated password(s). It is neces-
sary to specify the full path to the id files and passwords in order to search any mail (*.nsf) file that is
encrypted. If there are one or more nsf files that are not encrypted, it is necessary to have the Notes ID file
and password for the default mail file.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Allowing Prompt for Notes ID Password During Search

The Allow Prompt for Notes ID Password During Search setting will allow Spirion to display a prompt
for a Notes ID password while the search is running. Because a prompt will, in effect, pause a search while
waiting for user input, this may not be desirable. When this setting is cleared, if the necessary credentials
are not available, a message will be written to the log and the affected nsf file(s) will be skipped.
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When this setting is enabled, the following dialog can be displayed during the search. The name of the nsf
file to be search is displayed and fields provided to enter a Notes ID file and password. If the specified nsf
file is not encrypted, specify the default Notes ID and password. If you click Cancel, the specified mail file
will not be searched.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
E-Mails page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage E-Mail Applications to Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Other Locations Settings

In this article

l View and Manage Other Locations to Search
l Searching Dropbox for Personal Information
l Searching Amazon Cloud Drive for Personal Information
l Searching Microsoft OneDrive for Personal Information
l Searching Google Drive for personal Information
l Searching Box Sync for Personal Information
l Searching Internet Explorer for Personal Information
l Searching Firefox for Personal Information
l Searching the Windows Registry for Personal Information

View and Manage Other Locations to Search

The Other Locations Settings page allow you to view and manage Cloud storage folders to search. To
open or modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select
the Other Locations page.

The following settings are available:

l Searching Dropbox for Personal Information
l Searching Amazon Cloud Drive for Personal Information
l Searching Microsoft OneDrive for Personal Information
l Searching Google Drive for Personal Information
l Searching Box Sync for Personal Information
l Searching Internet Explorer for Personal Information
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l Searching Firefox for Personal Information
l Searching the Windows Registry for Personal Information

Searching Dropbox folders for Personal Information

The Dropbox by Dropbox, Inc. setting will enable Spirion to automatically determine the local storage loc-
ation for folders synchronized with Dropbox cloud storage. When File Locations is set to Cloud Folders, the
client will locate and search only the specified cloud folder storage locations. The user on the machine must
be signed into Dropbox in order for the locally synced cloud folder to be searched.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Amazon Cloud Drive folders for Personal Information

The Amazon Cloud Drive setting will enable Spirion to automatically determine the local storage location
for folders synchronized with Amazon Cloud Drive. When File Locations is set to Cloud Folders, the client will
locate and search only the specified cloud folder storage locations. The user on the machine must be signed
into Cloud Drive in order for the locally synced cloud folder to be searched.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Searching Microsoft OneDrive folders for Personal Information

The Microsoft OneDrive setting will enable Spirion to automatically determine the local storage location
for folders synchronized with Microsoft OneDrive. When File Locations is set to Cloud Folders, the client will
locate and search only the specified cloud folder storage locations. The user on the machine must be signed
into OneDrive in order for the locally synced cloud folder to be searched.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Google Drive folders for Personal Information

The Google Drive setting will enable Spirion to automatically determine the local storage location for
folders synchronized with Google Drive. When File Locations is set to Cloud Folders, the client will locate and
search only the specified cloud folder storage locations. The user on the machine must be signed into Google
Drive in order for the locally synced cloud folder to be searched.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Box Sync folders for Personal Information

The Box Sync by Box, Inc. setting will enable Spirion to automatically determine the local storage location
for folders synchronized with Box Sync. When File Locations is set to Cloud Folders, the client will locate and
search only the specified cloud folder storage locations. The user on the machine must be signed into Box
Sync in order for the locally synced cloud folder to be searched.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience..

Searching Internet Explorer for Personal Information

The Search Internet Explorer Passwords and Saved Form Data setting will enable Spirion to search
for saved passwords and AutoComplete form data within Internet Explorer.
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Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Locations\Browsers\EnableBrowsers

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Firefox for Personal Information

The Search the Following Firefox Locations setting will enable Spirion to search for saved passwords
and form data within Firefox. Choose Search Firefox Passwords to enable searching of passwords and
choose Search Firefox Form Data to enable searching for form data.

Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Locations\Browsers\EnableBrowsers

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching the Windows Registry for Personal Information

The Search the Following Registry Keys setting will give you the option to let Spirion search only com-
mon Windows Registry Keys, or all Windows Registry Keys:

l Only Common Registry Keys: Only search the sections of the Registry typically used by software
applications.

l All Registry Keys: Search all Registry keys that might contain personal information.
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Note: For v9.0 and later, this option will only display if you have configured the following setting from a sys-
tem policy applied to the endpoint : Settings\Locations\Registry\EnableRegistry

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Other Locations page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Other Locations to search
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

SharePoint Settings

In this article

l View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search
l Searching Documents in SharePoint for confidential Data
l Searching Tasks in SharePoint for confidential Data
l Searching Calendars in SharePoint for confidential data
l Searching Contacts for confidential data
l SSL certificate settings
l Adding SharePoint Site URLs to Include When Searching
l Specifying Credentials for a SharePoint Site

View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search

The SharePoint Settings pages allow you to view and manage SharePoint sites to search. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the
SharePoint page.

Required software that must be installed for the SharePoint scanner to function:

l SharePoint Server 2013 Client Components SDK
l Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable Update 3RC 32bit version

If not installed, the SharePoint module will not start when launched. This completes the setup and con-
nections should be available to SharePoint.

The following settings are available:

l Searching Documents in SharePoint for confidential Data
l Searching Tasks in SharePoint for confidential Data
l Searching Calendars in SharePoint for confidential data
l Searching Contacts for confidential data
l SSL certificate settings
l Adding SharePoint Site URLs to Include When Searching
l Specifying Credentials for a SharePoint Site
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Note: We do not classify SharePoint locations.

Searching Documents in SharePoint for Confidential Data

The Include Documents in SharePoint search setting allows Spirion to search SharePoint sites for doc-
uments such as aspx, pdf, pptx, docx, etc.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Tasks in SharePoint for Confidential Data

The Include Tasks in SharePoint search setting allows Spirion to search SharePoint sites for tasks that
have been synchronized with Outlook or input into SharePoint.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Calendars in SharePoint for Confidential Data

The Include Calendars in SharePoint search setting allows Spirion to search SharePoint sites for cal-
endar events that have been synchronized with Outlook or input into SharePoint.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Searching Contacts in SharePoint for Confidential Data

The Include Contacts in SharePoint search setting allows Spirion to search SharePoint sites for contacts
that have been synchronized with Outlook or input into SharePoint.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

SSL certificate settings

The SSL certificate settings allows you to specify the SSL settings to use when searching SharePoint
sites. The following SSL settings are available:

l Ignore untrusted root: Continue searching if the root certificate of the SSL chain is not currently in
the trust store.

l Ignore invalid date: Continue searching if the SSL certificate for the URL has an invalid or expired
date.

l Ignore mismatched CN: Continue searching if the domain name on the SSL certificate does not
match the URL configuration.

l Ignore incorrect usage: Continue searching if the SSL certificate is intended for a purpose other
than verifying the identity of the sender and encrypting server communications.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Adding SharePoint Site URLs to Include When Searching

The SharePoint URL list includes a list of URLs to search for sensitive data. To enter a SharePoint URL,
simply type the location in the SharePoint URL field and complete the additional connectivity fields, then
click the Add button. If you type a single word such as spirion, then "http://" will be prepended for your con-
venience. It is also possible to Specify Credentials for a SharePoint site that requires connectivity inform-
ation. There is no limit to how many SharePoint URLs you can search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Credentials for a SharePoint site

To have Spirion authenticate, complete the fields below in the outlined box to search a SharePoint site. Then
click the Add button for that SharePoint site. If you want to hide or mask the passwords you enter, click the
Mask button. To reveal the passwords again, click the Unmask button.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
SharePoint page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage SharePoint Sites to Search or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Websites Settings

In this article

l View and Manage Websites to Search
l Searching Web Pages for Confidential Data
l Searching Web Files for Confidential Data
l Searching External Links When Searching Websites
l Restricting Links to Specified URLS in the Website
Address List

l Restricting Link Depth
l Configuring Website Search Redirect Policies
l Adding Website Addresses to Include When Searching
l Specifying Credentials for a Website

View and Manage Websites to Search

TheWebsites Settings pages allow you to view and manage websites to search. To open or modify these
settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select theWebsites page.

The following settings are available:

l Searching Web Pages for Confidential Data
l Searching Web Files for Confidential Data
l Searching External Links When Searching Websites
l Restricting Links to Specified URLS in the Website Address List
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l Restricting Link Depth
l Configuring Website Search Redirect Policies
l Adding Website Addresses to Include When Searching
l Specifying Credentials for a Website

Searching Web Pages for Confidential Data

The Include Web Pages in Website Search setting allows Spirion to search website pages such as htm,
html, asp, aspx, etc. If you also want to search website files (like PDF and DOC files), refer to Searching
Web Files for Confidential Data.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Searching Web Files for Confidential Data

The Include Web Files in Website Search setting allows Spirion to search website files such as doc, xls,
pdf, etc. To search website pages (like HTM and HTML files), refer to Searching Web Pages for Confidential
Data.

It is not necessary for the Files ribbon button to be enabled for web files to be searched; however, com-
pressed files on a website will not be searched unless the Compressed Files button is enabled.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Searching External Links When Searching Websites

The Use the Following Behavior for External Links setting allows Spirion to search externally linked
pages and files.

There are three options:

l Ignore External Links: Only search website pages for the domain name you specify (i.e., search
spirion.com but do not follow links to velosecure.com).

l Search Externally Linked Files but do not Follow External Page Links: Only search website
pages for the domain name you specify (i.e., search spirion.com but do not follow links to pages on
velosecure.com), but search any files linked to external sites (i.e., search files on velosecure.com).

l Follow External Links: Search any page or file that is linked to from the site you chose to search
regardless of whether it is the same domain.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Restricting Links to Specified URLS in the Website Address List

The Restrict Links to Specified URLS in Website Address List setting causes Spirion to only follow
links whose URLs are specified in the Website list. For example, if http://www.mywebsite.com/documents
was specified, and that contained a link to www.mywebsite.com/personal, that link would not be followed.
However, a link to www.mywebsite.com/documents/2012 would be followed.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Restricting Link Depth

The Restrict the Link Depth to Follow to setting allows you to restrict the number of pages deep that
Spirion will search when crawling web pages. You may set this to as many pages deep as you prefer. To
search an unlimited depth, uncheck the box. To restrict the depth, check the box and specify how deep you
would like Spirion to search.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Configuring Website Search Redirect Policies

The Use This Redirect Policy setting allows you to specify the redirect policy to use when crawling web
pages:

l None: No redirection will occur. If the web page being searched is redirected to another page, Spirion
will not follow the redirect.

l Basic: Only basic redirection is allowed. Spirion will follow a redirect as long as it is on the same
domain and not being redirected from HTTPS to HTTP.

l HTTPS to HTTP: Allows redirection from a secure page to a non-secure page.
l External: Allows redirection to a web page on a different domain.
l All but External: All redirection is allowed except for External. Any redirection to a different domain
will not be followed.

l All: Spirion will follow all redirects.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Adding Website Addresses to Include When Searching

TheWebsite address list includes a list of URLs to crawl for sensitive data. To enter website addresses,
simply type the location in theWebsite Address field then click the Add button. If you type a single word
such as spirion, then "http://www." will be prepended and ".com" will be appended for your convenience. It
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is also possible to Specify Credentials for a Website that requires a username and password. There is no
limit to how many websites you can search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Specifying Credentials for a Website

The Supply Credentials setting allows you to search a website that requires a username and password. To
have Spirion authenticate, click the Supply Credentials checkbox and enter a Username and Password.
Then click the Add button for that website. If you want to hide or mask the passwords you enter, click the
Mask button. To reveal the passwords again, click the Unmask button.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting:Click the Configuration ribbon.Click Settingsand select theWebsites page.
For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Websites to Search or Settings to Customize Your
Experience.

Databases Settings

In this article

l View and Manage Databases to Search
l Adding Oracle Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding MS SQL Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding Sybase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding DB2 Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding Informix Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding Interbase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding SQLBase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding SQL Anywhere Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding MySQL Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding SQLite Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding PostgreSQL Database to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding Other via ODBC Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information
l Adding Other via OLEDB Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Information

View and Manage Databases to Search

The Databases Settings pages allow you to view and manage databases to search. To open or modify
these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Databases
page. The Database Connection String list includes the list of all Databases to be searched. You can add
multiple Database Connections and Sensitive Data Manager will search each one.

 The available database types are:

l Oracle
l MS SQL
l Sybase
l DB2
l Informix
l Interbase
l SQLBase
l SQL Anywhere
l MySQL
l SQLite
l PostgreSQL
l Other via ODBC
l Other via OLEDB
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Adding Oracle Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Inform-
ation

To add an Oracle Database Connection String first select Oracle from the Database Type dropdown by
clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Host Name, User Name, Service Name, Port, Instance Name and Password.

The setting for Host Name is the hostname.

Syntax – port and service name are optional

<hostname>[:<port>][/<service_name>]

Example: Dbname1:1521/testservice or 10.10.1.1

You may optionally configure the following additional parameters:

l Allow a maximum of this many rows per data retrieval call: Enabling this option allows you to
specify the maximum number of rows to return from a single data retrieval call to the server. The cli-
ent will store these rows and use them for subsequent calls. Increasing this value can reduce the num-
ber of round trip network calls to the server needed to return result sets at the expense of greater
memory use. If this option is not enabled the default number of rows retrieved per call will be 10 and
the setting below it will not have any effect.

l Allow a maximum of this much memory per data retrieval call: Enabling this option allows
you to specify the maximum amount of memory to use per data retrieval call to the server. The num-
ber of rows returned in each round trip call to the server will be the amount of memory allocated
divided by the size of the row.
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l Additional Options: When entering multiple entries, use a semicolon as the delimiter between
entries.

l APPNAME: Specify the client application name to use when connecting to the database. The
default value is: APPNAME=Sensitive Data Manager;

l ConnectAs: Forces the application to connect with SYSDBA or SYSOPER privileges. Valid values
are "SYSDBA" or "SYSOPER". e.g. ConnectAs=SYSDBA;

l UseTimeStamp: This option allows you to disable the using of the OCIDateTime. This is useful
when OCI version 8 and higher is used with old Oracle server versions that don't support
TimeStamp data type. Valid values are "No", "False" or "0". e.g. UseTimeStamp=0;

l TimeoutMillisec: Undocumented OCI attributes allow you to specify connection socket timeouts.
Valid values are the timeout value in milliseconds. e.g. TimeoutMillisec=2000;

l PreFetchRows: Forces the application to fetch rows in bulk rather than retrieving records one by
one (which is the default). The syntax is: PreFetchRows=n (where n is the number of rows). e.g.
to fetch 5 rows at a time you would enter: PreFetchRows=5;

Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: It is necessary to have the Oracle Client installed on the Endpoint that will be performing the database
search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding MS SQL Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add an MS SQL Database Connection String first select MS SQL from the Database Type dropdown
by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Server Name, Database Name, User Name and Password.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: Microsoft SQL client software needs to be installed on the Endpoint that will be performing the data-
base search.

Note: If you are using SQL Server 2008 or SQL Server 2008 R2, you cannot use Windows authentication for
the User Name. You must use a SQL user for authentication.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding Sybase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a Sybase Database Connection String first select Sybase from the Database Type dropdown by
clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Server Name, Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the
following:

l Additional Options: When entering multiple entries, use a semicolon as the delimiter between
entries.

l APPNAME: Specify the application name to use when connecting to the database. For more
information, please refer to your Sybase documentation. The default value is: APPNAME-
E=Sensitive Data Manager;

l HostName: Declares the name of the host machine used when logging into a server. For more
information, please refer to your Sybase documentation. The syntax is: HostName=server;
(where server is the name of the host machine).

l TimeoutSec: Specify the number of seconds to wait before returning to the application. Valid val-
ues are the timeout value in seconds. The syntax is: TimeoutSec=n; (where n is the number of
seconds). e.g. to specify a timeout of 5 minutes you would enter: TimeoutSec=300;

l PreFetchRows: Forces the application to fetch rows in bulk rather than retrieving records one by
one (which is the default). The syntax is: PreFetchRows=n (where n is the number of rows). e.g.
to fetch 5 rows at a time you would enter: PreFetchRows=5; The default value is 1.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires Open Client version 10.0 or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will be
performing the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding DB2 Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Inform-
ation

To add a DB2 Database Connection String first select DB2 from the Database Type dropdown by click-
ing on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter your
database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the following:

l Additional Options:
l PreFetchRows: Forces the application to fetch rows in bulk rather than retrieving records one by
one (which is the default). The syntax is: PreFetchRows=n (where n is the number of rows). e.g.
to fetch 5 rows at a time you would enter: PreFetchRows=5;
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires DB2 CLI version 6.x or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will be per-
forming the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding Informix Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a Informix Database Connection String first select Informix from the Database Type dropdown
by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the following:

l Additional Options:
l TimeoutSec: Specify the number of seconds to wait for an SQL statement to execute before
returning to the application. Valid values are the timeout value in seconds. The syntax is:
TimeoutSec=n (where n is the number of seconds). e.g. to specify a timeout of 5 minutes you
would enter: TimeoutSec=300;
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The Informix client is required to be installed on the Endpoint that will be performing the database
search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding Interbase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a Interbase Database Connection String first select Interbase from the Database Type drop-
down by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and
enter your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password.

Possible Database Name formats can be as follows:

l For a local InterBase databases, this can be <filename>
l For a database on a remote server using TCP/IP the syntax is <server name>:<filename>
l For a database on a remote server using NetBEUI, the syntax is \\ <server name>\<filename>
l For a database on a remote server using SPX, the syntax is <server name>@<filename>
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires client API version 5.x or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will be per-
forming the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding SQLBase Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a SQLBase Database Connection String first select SQLBase from the Database Type dropdown
by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires CAPI version 6.x or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will be per-
forming the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding SQL Anywhere Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a SQL Anywhere Database Connection String first select SQL Anywhere from the Database Type
dropdown by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button
and enter your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name, Password, Database Name and Host Name.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding MySQL Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Inform-
ation

To add a MySQL Database Connection String first select MySQL from the Database Type dropdown by
clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.
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Enter the Server Name, Database Name, User Name, Port and Password. You may optionally con-
figure the following:

l Additional Options: When entering multiple entries, use a semicolon as the delimiter between
entries.

l ReadTimeoutMillisec: Specify the timeout in milliseconds for each attempt to read from the
server. The application will perform two retries if necessary, so the total effective timeout value
is three times the specified value. There does not exist a default ReadTimeoutMillisec value with
MySQL, however there exists a TCP/IP Close_Wait_Timeout of 10 minutes. You can set the
ReadTimeOutMillisec value so that a lost connection can be detected earlier than the TCP/IP
Close_Wait_Timeout default of 10 minutes. The syntax is: ReadTimeoutMillisec=n (where n is
the number of milliseconds). e.g. to specify a timeout of 3 minutes (which is a total effective
timeout of 9 minutes) you would enter ReadTimeOutMillisec=180000; Please refer to your
MySQL documentation for more information on how this option affects the underlying connection
behavior.

l ConnectTimeoutMillisec: Specify the timeout in milliseconds for each attempt to connect to the
server. The application will perform two retries if necessary, so the total effective timeout value
is three times the specified value. There is no default ConnectTimeoutMillisec value. The syntax
is: ConnectTimeoutMillisec=n (where n is the number of milliseconds). e.g. to specify a timeout
of 3 minutes (which is a total effective timeout of 9 minutes) you would enter Con-
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nectTimeoutMillisec=180000; Please refer to your MySQL documentation for more information
on how this option affects the underlying connection behavior.

Database Name examples:

l <server name>,<port number>@<DBName>Win2012-DB,3307@idftestdata - For connecting to a
database with the specified name on the specified server using the specified port number.

l <server name>@<database name> - For connecting to a database with the specified name on the spe-
cified server.

l <database name> or @ <database name> - For connecting to a database with the specified name on
a local server.

Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires MySQL C API version 3.23.x or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will
be performing the database search. This can be found in the MySQL connector for C. https://dev.mysql.-
com/downloads/connector/c/.

Syntax: server,port@database

Issue: Connection test fails. Errors in log when searching.

ERROR - Error opening database for DB Type : test@192.168.1.4,3306 and exception is : libmySQL.dll: The
specified module could not be found. DBMS API Library loading fails This library is a part of DBMS client
installation, not SQLAPI++ Make sure DBMS client is installed and this required library is available for
dynamic loading.

By default Windows does not seem to add the path to the libmysql.dll to the PATH environment variable.
Search for the 32bit libmysql.dll and copy the path to the Path System variable. After pasting in the path to
the dll the Endpoint for Windows must be closed and reopened.

There is an UNDOCUMENTED requirement for the 32-bit Connector/C 6.1.11 libmysql.dll driver to have
vcruntime140.dll available.  This is part of the Microsoft Visual C++ 2015 Redistributable Update 3 RC x86
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package. The Microsoft package can be found here: https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/-
download/details.aspx?id=52685

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding SQLite Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable Inform-
ation

To add a SQLite Database Connection String first select SQLite from the Database Type dropdown by
clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and enter
your database connection information.

Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the following:

l Additional Options:
l BusyTimeout: Sets a busy handler that sleeps for a specified amount of time when a table is
locked. Valid values - any numeric string represents busy timeout (milliseconds). The default
value is empty. For more information please refer to your SQLite documentation.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires libsqlite version 3.x or higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will be per-
forming the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding PostgreSQL Databases to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add a PostgreSQL Database Connection String first select PostgreSQL from the Database Type drop-
down by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and
enter your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the following:

l Additional Options: When entering multiple entries, use a semicolon as the delimiter between
entries.

l APPNAME: Specify the client application name to use when connecting to the database. The
default value is: APPNAME=Sensitive Data Manager;.

l Please refer to your PostgreSQL documentation for more information on how this option affects
the underlying connection behavior.

Database Name examples:

l <server_name>,<port_number>@<DBName>Win2012-DB,3307@idftestdata - For connecting to a
database with the specified name on the specified server using the specified port number.

l "<server_name>@<database_name>" - For connecting to a database with the specified name on the
specified server.

l "<database_name>" or "@ <database_name>" - For connecting to a database with the specified
name on a local server.

<server_name> can be a cobination of hostname/address and port number (<server_name> = <host>
[,<port>]))
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<options> string used for PQsetdbLogin function pgoptions parameter (these are the server process para-
meters).

<database_name> string defines the database name for the connection but it can also define the client
options like: "dbname=mydb connect_timeout=10"

Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Note: The application requires libpq version 7.1.x or higheror higher to be installed on the Endpoint that will
be performing the database search.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding Databases Using ODBC to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add an ODBC Database Connection String first select Other via ODBC from the Database Type drop-
down by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button and
enter your database connection information.
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Enter the Database Name, User Name and Password. You may optionally configure the following:

l Additional Options: When entering multiple entries, use a semicolon as the delimiter between
entries.

l TimeoutMillisec: Specify the number of milliseconds to wait for a SQL statement to execute
before returning to the application. The syntax is: TimeoutMillisec=n (where n is the number of
milliseconds). e.g. to specifiy a timeout of 10 seconds you would enter: TimeoutMillisec=10000;

l PreFetchRows: Forces the application to fetch rows in bulk rather than retrieving records one by
one (which is the default). The syntax is: PreFetchRows=n (where n is the number of rows). e.g.
to fetch 5 rows at a time you would enter: PreFetchRows=5.
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Press Test Connection. If successful, press OK and you will be taken back to the View and Manage Data-
bases to search screen. Press Add to add the database connection string.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Adding Databases Using OLEDB to Include When Searching for Personally Identifiable
Information

To add an OLEDB Database Connection String first select Other via OLEDB from the Database Type
dropdown by clicking on the down arrow next to the Database Type field, then click the Configure button
and enter your database connection information.
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You will see the Data Link Properties dialog where you can choose an OLE DB Provider. Select the appro-
priate provider like Microsoft OLE DB Provider for SQL Server, then click Next.
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Now you will see the Connection tab. Depending on your provider you will see different information. For
SQL Server you will see the below. In field #1, enter the server name. In field #2 enter your credentials.
If you are logged into Windows with the appropriate credentials, choose the Use Windows NT Integrated
Security option, otherwise Use a specific user name and password. In field #3, select the database.
If you use the drop down, you will see a list of available databases. Next press Test Connection. If suc-
cessful, press OK and you will be taken back to the Spirion dialog for Database Connections. Press Add
to add the connection string.
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If you ever need to edit your connection you may highlight it and press the Edit button. Finally press OK to
save your changes and exit the dialog. Your connection will be added to the Database Connection String
list.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then the Databases
page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage Databases to Search or Settings to Customize
Your Experience.

Custom Folders Settings

In this article

l View and Manage the Custom Folder List
l Adding Folders to Include When Searching for Personal
Information

View and Manage the Custom Folder List

The Custom Folders Settings pages allow you to view and manage the Custom Folder list. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Cus-
tom Folders page.

The following settings are available:

l Adding Folders to Include When Searching for Personal Information
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Adding Folders to Include When Searching for Personal Information

The Include or Exclude the Following Folders When Searching setting allows you to specify unique
folders to search for sensitive data. To search a custom folder you must enter a folder path to search or
click the Browse button (the ...) to browse for one. Click the Add button to add the folder to the Custom
Folder Location list. For each folder you select, all its files and subfolders will be searched. You may add
as many additional folders as you wish. If you would like to specify the folder as an exclusion, click the Add
as Exclusion checkbox. This will prevent Spirion from searching that specific folder's files and all its sub-
folders. A common folder to exclude might be c:\windows.

The Custom Folders list also supports the use of a wildcard (*) for a folder path when specifying folders to
include or exclude from the search.

If c:\users was added as a folder to include and it was desirable to exclude all the appdata folders under
each user, you can add c:\users\*\appdata as a folder to exclude from the search. At the start of the search,
all of the subfolders under c:\users will be enumerated and each one with an appdata folder would have that
appdata folder path added to the list of folders to exclude. Therefore, c:\users\user1\appdata and all folders
under that would not be searched while c:\users\user1\desktop would searched.

Note: The * needs to be in the path, not at the end. If the * is the trailing character in a path it will not work.

You may also add a bare folder name in the custom folder list as an exclusion. Whenever that folder name is
encountered, it will be skipped as if the full path were in the list. For example, if you add help as an exclu-
sion, the folders c:\help, c:\windows\help, d:\customapp\documentation\help and all of the folders beneath
those folders will not be searched. Bare folder names can only be used as an exclusion and cannot be used to
specify folders to include in the search.
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You can also search for a UNC path so you can enter \\10.0.0.1\c$ or map the drive manually and search the
drive letter. To search multiple computers, see Searching Remote Machines for more information. All the
information you enter will be saved to your Profile.

Note: The Custom Folder list will only be utilized if you enable searching for Files.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then the Cus-
tom Folders page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Custom Folder List or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Remote Machines Settings

In this article

l View and Manage the Remote Machine List
l Authenticating Remote Machines During Search
l Allowing Prompt for Credentials During Search
l Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All
Machines

l Excluding SystemRoot Locations on All Machines
l Adding Remote Machines to Include When
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Searching

View and Manage the Remote Machine List

The Remote Machines Settings pages allow you to view and manage the Remote Machine list. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the
Remote Machines page.

The following settings are available:

l Authenticating Remote Machines During Search
l Allowing Prompt for Credentials During Search
l Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines
l Excluding SystemRoot Locations on All Machines
l Adding Remote Machines to Include When Searching

Authenticating Remote Machines During Search

The Authenticate Remote Machines During Search setting allows Spirion to authenticate to each com-
puter as it is being searched instead of authenticating all computers at the beginning of the search. The
advantage of this option is you will begin searching the first computer right away without waiting for all
authentications to occur. The disadvantage is if there is an error you will have to wait to see it appear later.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Remote Machines page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Remote Machine List
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Allowing Prompt for Credentials During Search

The Allow Prompt for Network Credentials During Search setting will allow Spirion to pop up a dialog
box and prompt you for the credentials of a remote computer. The prompt will only occur if Spirion cannot
connect to the remote machine via existing or supplied credentials. If you do not Authenticate to Remote
Machines During Search, Spirion will attempt to connect to all specified remote computers at the beginning
of the search. Therefore, all necessary prompts for all computers will appear shortly after starting the
search. However, if you want to guarantee that the search will run without user interaction, you should dis-
able this checkbox.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Remote Machines page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Remote Machine List
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines

The Apply Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines setting will allow Spirion to not only search
the list of Remote Machines, but also all folders listed in the Custom Folder List. This is extremely useful
for creating exclusion lists of all paths you want skipped on all remote computers. For example, if you enter
c:\program files\ in the Custom Folder List and Add it as an Exclusion, then on every remote computer
its local c:\program files\ will be skipped.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Remote Machines page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Remote Machine List
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Excluding SystemRoot Locations on All Machines

The Exclude SystemRoot locations on all machines setting will allow Spirion to skip searching the path
specified by the ADMIN$ share on the remote machine for each machine in the Remote Machine List. This is
very helpful for excluding the C:\Windows (or the Windows installation folder, if not the default) from all
remote searches, as personal data may not be stored there.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Remote Machines page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Remote Machine List
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Adding Remote Machines to Include When Searching

The Include the Following Remote Machines When Searching setting allows you to specify the
remote machines you want Spirion to search. You can specify the NetBIOS names, IP Addresses, or Fully
Qualified Domain Names of machines you want to search. Ranges are acceptable for IP Addresses so you
may enter a valid IP range such as 10.0.0.1-10.0.255.255. Only the last two octets may be included in the
range so it is not possible to search an entire class A or class B network. Spirion will search all the com-
puters in the list with the Search Drives option in the order in which they appear. Here are the steps to
search remote machines:

1. List all your remote machines that you want to search inside the Add Remote Machine Names list.
Group them based on how you authenticate because you can specify credentials. List one computer
per line (press CTRL+ENTER to go to the next line).

2. Choose whether you want Spirion to Search All Physical Drives on the remote machines. If you do
not check this box, Spirion can still authenticate using the credentials you specify, but you will need to
enter the paths you want to search in the Custom Location dialog box. This allows you to search for a
UNC path (i.e., \\1.2.3.4\c$).

3. Choose whether you want to authenticate with specific credentials or whether you are already authen-
ticated. If you want to specify credentials, click the Specify Authentication Credentials checkbox
and enter a username and password. If you do not specify credentials, Spirion will try to authenticate
using pre-existing credentials on your computer. Either your currently logged in credentials must
work, or you must have made a net use connection or to that computer.

4. You can also choose to exclude explicit folders on all those machines by entering a folder as an exclu-
sion on the Custom Folder List and enabling the Applying Custom Folder List Exclusions to All Machines
setting. This allows you to exclude c:\program files or d:\i386 from every computer for example.

5. Note all the information you enter will be saved securely to your Profile.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Remote Machines page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Remote Machine List
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Ignore Settings

In this article

l View and Manage the Ignore List
l Specifying Data Types and Locations to Ignore When
Searching

View and Manage the Ignore List

The Ignore Settings pages allow you to view and manage the Ignore list. To open or modify these set-
tings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Ignore page.

The following settings are available:

l Specifying Data Types and Locations to Ignore When Searching

Specifying Matches and Locations to Ignore When Searching

The Ignore the Following Matches and Locations When Searching feature allows you to manually
provide specific personal information, patterns (Regular Expressions) that match personal information, or
specific file locations to exclude from searches. For example, Sensitive Data Manager may uncover a
sample credit card number inside a temporary Internet file or a public password that you do not want to
secure. Additionally, if you want to exclude a single file from all searches, this is the only way to do so
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within Sensitive Data Manager. The Ignore List can contain a list of Locations on your computer and Data
Types. This is similar to an approved exceptions list because Sensitive Data Manager will never report res-
ults if they are in your Ignore List. You can securely save this information across sessions of Sensitive
Data Manager within your Profile.

Note: Locations other than files can be added to the Ignore list when they appear as Results by using the
Ignore action.

To add a unique data type to ignore, select the Data Type from the Ignore Match dropdown box. Then
enter your personal information in the field to its right and click Add. It is important for you to enter the
information exactly as you wish Sensitive Data Manager to ignore it. Sensitive Data Manager will not con-
vert your ignore items into various formats. Once you have entered the appropriate identity information,
click the Add button and it will appear in the Ignore List. For example, if you have sample forms on your
computer that use 123-12-1234 as a placeholder for completing Social Security Information, you can add
that to the Ignore list to prevent it from being displayed in the search results.

To add a pattern to ignore, select the Data Type from the Ignore Match dropdown box. Then enter the pat-
tern in the field to its right. Then check the Pattern checkbox and click Add. The Pattern checkbox allows you
to use a Regular Expression to match search results rather than matching a specific value as above. For
example, if you have sample forms on your computer that use many different placeholders for completing
Social Security forms, but they all begin with 123-12, you could add the pattern ^123\-12 as a Social Secur-
ity Number pattern and prevent them from being displayed in the search results.
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To add a file location to ignore, select the Browse button (the ...). This button will open a dialog box that
allows you to select any file on your computer. After navigating to your desired location, click the Open but-
ton and the full path to your selected file will be displayed. Once you have selected a file location to ignore,
click the Add button and it will appear in the Ignore List.

To ignore a file regardless of the location in which it is found, enter just the file name. i.e. bills.docx.
Whenever that file name is encountered, it will be skipped as if the full path were in the list.

To remove a location or multiple locations, highlight them and click the Remove button. The Remove All
button clears the entire list.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button then select the
Ignore page. For additional settings please refer to View and Manage the Ignore List or Settings to Cus-
tomize Your Experience.

Scheduling Settings

In this article

l Change the Options for Scheduling a Search
l Scheduling Spirion to Run Automatically
l Specifying Configuration Settings for Schedules
l Exiting Automatically After a Scheduled Search Completes
l Saving Results Automatically After a Scheduled Search Com-
pletes
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Change the Options for Scheduling a Search

The Scheduling Settings pages allow you to change the options for scheduling a search with Spirion. To
open or modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Setting button, then select the
Scheduling page. Alternatively you may click the Scheduling button on the Configuration ribbon and
select the Customize Schedule option.

The following settings are available:

l Scheduling Spirion to Run Automatically
l Specifying Configuration Settings for Schedules
l Exiting Automatically After a Scheduled Search Completes
l Saving Results Automatically After a Scheduled Search Completes
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Scheduling Spirion to Run Automatically

The Schedule Spirion to Run Automatically setting allows Spirion to automatically execute based on the
schedule you specify. By default, if you do not specify a schedule, Spirion will run every Saturday night at
11:00pm.

To specify a different schedule, click the Configure button to open the Task Schedule dialog box.

1. Choose Schedule Task and specify how often and when the task will execute.

2. When you click Set Password, you must type in the username and password you use to log into Win-
dows. Depending on your configuration you may need to enter your username as Domain\Username
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or just Username.

3. After providing your Windows username, you may be prompted with the following dialog, "In order to
use the following information during your scheduled task, your profile password must be saved unen-
crypted in the Scheduled Task." In order for Spirion to automatically read the encrypted portions of
your profile, it is necessary for the Windows task to store your password. If you do not need the
search to include any of this information, click No.

Note: When you schedule a task in Windows, it requires your user name and password to allow that pro-
gram to run as you. Spirion does not store your username and password, rather it simply passes them to
the Windows system. When you click OK or, if you click Set Password, you will see the Scheduled Task
Account Settings dialog box.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Scheduling page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Scheduling a Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.
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Specifying Configuration Settings for Schedules

The Configuration Settings allows you to choose which settings to use for a schedule.

l Use Profile Settings (This is the default setting): Spirion will use the settings from your profile
to determine what to search for and where to search. If there is encrypted information in your profile,
you will be prompted to allow Windows to save your profile password in the task.

l Use Other Settings: To use settings other than the setting in your profile, configure Spirion the way
that you want it to run during the scheduled task and then click the Copy Current button. If there is
information that needs to be saved in an encrypted format, you will be prompted to allow Windows to
save your profile password in the task.

l Use Configuration File: To execute the task with an external configuration file in XML format, select
this option and use the browse button (...) to select the configuration file. To create a configuration file
for use with a scheduled task, export your profile, make any necessary edits to the saved file, and
then specify that file here.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Scheduling page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Scheduling a Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Exiting Automatically After a Scheduled Search Completes

The Automatically Exit After Search Completes setting allows Spirion to automatically exit after the
scheduled search completes. This is useful if you are automatically saving your results and do not want the
user to interact with Spirion. If enabled it is recommend you use the Console or enable Saving Results Auto-
matically After a Scheduled Search Completes.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Scheduling page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Scheduling a Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Saving Results Automatically After a Scheduled Search Completes

The Automatically Save Results Securely with Password setting allows Spirion to automatically and
securely save an Spirion results file to the location of your choice with the password of your choice.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Scheduling page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Scheduling a Search or Set-
tings to Customize Your Experience.

Logging Settings

In this article

l Change the Options for Logging
l Enabling Logging When Searching for Personal Data
l Specifying Information to Log
l Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs
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Change the Options for Logging

The Logging Settings pages allow you to change the options for logging. To open or modify these settings,
click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the Logging page. Alternatively
you may click the Logging button on the Configuration ribbon and select the Customize Log Settings
option.

The following settings are available:

l Enabling Logging When Searching for Personal Data
l Specifying Information to Log
l Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs
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Enabling Logging When Searching for Personal Data

The Enable Logging setting allows Spirion to record detailed information about its searches search in a log
file. By default, the log file is created in the Logs subfolder of your user's Spirion local application data
folder (i.e., C:\Users\username\AppData\Local\Identity Finder\Identity Finder Edition\logs) with the name
IDF_DATE_TIME.log. The logs provide you with information for the specific categories that you specify. You
can choose to enable or disable logging and the folder where the log will be stored. To reset the log file loc-
ation to the default, press the Use Default button. If you want to delete all contents of the log folder you
have specified, click the Clear Logs button.

By default, all logs will be kept until they are manually deleted or the Clear Logs button is used. To specify
a maximum number of logs to keep, enable the setting Keep a Maximum of this Many Logs and set the
counter to the desired number of logs.

By default, all logs will be kept until they are manually deleted or the Clear Logs button is used. To auto-
matically delete old logs, enable the setting On Exit, Automatically Delete Logs Older than this Many
Days and set the counter to the desired number of days.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Logging page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Logging Application Activity or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying Information to Log

The Include the Following Information in Logs section specifies which types of detailed information to
record about your search in a log file.

The available log types include:

l Locations Searched
l Locations Containing Matches
l Secure Items Skipped
l Actions & Messages
l Errors
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Logging page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Logging Application Activity or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

What are Locations Searched?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Locations Searched. Locations Searched are each
location on your computer that Spirion has searched, regardless of whether or not it contained a match.

What are Locations Containing Matches?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Locations Containing Matches. Locations Con-
taining Matches are each location on your computer that Spirion has searched that contained a match.
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What are Secure Items Skipped?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Secure Items Skipped. Secure Items Skipped are
locations on your computer that Spirion did not search because they were already secured with encryption.
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What are Actions &Messages?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Actions & Messages. Actions are user actions such
as shred, redact, encrypt, quarantine, recycle or ignore. Messages can include things such as the start and
end of a search, the number of locations searched and the number of identity matches that were found.
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What are Errors?

When you enable logging, you have the ability to log Errors. Error messages are any unexpected condition
that Spirion encountered and can range from a user action that failed to execute to being unable to read the
contents of a file.
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Specifying File Formats When Saving Logs

The File Formats for Saving Logs section allows Spirion to record detailed information about your search
in a log file. You can choose whether to create a new log file every time Spirion is opened (each session), or
to append to a single log file. The file may be tab separated, comma separated, or fixed width.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Logging page. For additional settings please refer to Change the Options for Logging Application Activity or
Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Resources Settings

In this article

l Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your
License

l Viewing License Information
l Activating or Upgrading Spirion
l Checking for Updates
l Contacting the Spirion Team
l Registering Spirion
l Spirion Help
l Improving Spirion Through Customer Exper-
ience

l Managing Advanced Options
l Specifying How to Store and Display Results
l Collecting Diagnostic Data for Technical Sup-
port

Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License

The Resources Settings pages allow you to contact Spirion, get updates and view your license. To open or
modify these settings, click the Configuration ribbon, then click the Settings button, then select the
Resources page.

The following settings are available:

l Viewing License Information
l Activating or Upgrading Spirion
l Checking for Updates
l Contacting the Spirion Team
l Registering Spirion
l Spirion Help
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l Improving Spirion Through Customer Experience
l Managing Advanced Options
l Specifying How to Store and Display Results
l Collecting Diagnostic Data for Technical Support

Viewing License Information

The License Information displays details about your Spirion license such as who it is registered to, when it
expires, and to which modules you have access.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Activating or Upgrading Spirion

The Activate Spirion setting allows you to upgrade to add new modules or features to an existing install-
ation. If the setting is disabled, there are no upgrade options available or a license key file is in use.

Example of Spirion using an activation number with no upgrade options available.

Example of Spirion using an activation number with an available upgrade option.

Example of Spirion using a license key with no upgrade options available.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Checking for Updates

The Check for Updates setting allows you to manually Check for New Versions and Upgrades of Spirion.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Contacting the Spirion Team

The Contact setting allows you to contact Spirion via our support portal to submit feedback, ask questions,
or report issues.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Registering Spirion

The Register setting allows you to submit registration information to Spirion so we can keep in touch with
you and provide information about upcoming releases and updates.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Spirion Help

The Spirion Help setting allows you to specify the location of Spirion's help files. By default, when you view
help from within the application, the online version of the page located at www.Spirion.com will be dis-
played. This configuration allows you to always see the latest help content. If you would like to view the help
locally or on a webserver provided by your organization, you may change those options by clicking the Help
button.

You can Specify the Location of the Help Files and User Guide by selecting one of the following
options:

l On-line (this is the default): The full URL to the root of the help files located on a website.
l Local: The full path to a local or remote folder location that contains the help files. If you download
the help from our website to use locally, enter the full path to the location in which you have unzipped
the help content.
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Improving Spirion Through Customer Experience

The Customer Experience Improvement Program setting is very similar to those offered by other soft-
ware vendors and allows you to provide Spirion with information about how you use Spirion. You can con-
tribute to the design of future Spirion versions by allowing Spirion to know what buttons you click, features
you use, and features you don't use. Absolutely no personal information is collected during this process.
Everything you send is actually completely anonymous and you can turn this feature off anytime. Please
refer to Participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program for more details.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Managing Advanced Options

The Advanced Options setting provides you access to advanced features within Spirion that are recom-
mended for power users only.

The following advanced options are available:

l Specifying How to Store and Display Results
l Collecting Diagnostic Data for Technical Support
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Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button and then select the
Resources page. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get Updates and View Your License
or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

Specifying How to Store and Display Results

The Specify How Spirion Stores and Displays Results setting allows you to specify how to store and
display Spirion results:

l Use On-Disk Database: This option stores all data in a secure SQLite database controlled by
Spirion. You do not need to install SQLite. This option is for advanced users searching computers that
could produce over 1,000,000 results and want to have these results in a structured database for
advanced manipulation. This option is good if you are running out of memory due to the amount of
data found. With this option selected the results will display in a flat report without a hierarchy. If
there are multiple matches found in a location, there is no option to expand or collapse the results as
each result is located on its own row without a parent/child hierarchy.

l Store All Information in Memory: This option is the default Spirion setting.
l Display Results in a Flat Report Without a Hierarchy: This will change the default beha-
vior of Spirion so that there is no concept of parent/child when a location has multiple matches.
Every row in the search results will have the location repeated.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then select the
Resources page and click the Advanced button. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get
Updates and View Your License or Settings to Customize Your Experience.

When modifying this setting you will need to exit and restart Spirion for the change to take effect.
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Collecting Diagnostic Data for Technical Support

The Collect Diagnostic Data for Technical Support features provides a way for you to quickly and eas-
ily gather log, policy, profile and configuration information to send to the customer support team, if you
experience an issue and that information is requested. After clicking, "Gather Data...", you will be promp-
ted for a location to save a compressed zip file with the relevant information. You may review this inform-
ation before providing it to the support team to ensure that no confidential information has been collected.
As necessary, attach the file to a new or existing support ticket.

Sensitive data, such as passwords, are removed from the Gather Data information.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting, click the Configuration ribbon, then the Settings button, then select the
Resources page and click the Advanced button. For additional settings please refer to Contact Spirion, Get
Updates and View Your License or Settings to Customize Your Experience.
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Spirion Security Tools
In This Chapter

Spirion Security Tools

Security Tools

Tool Settings

Spirion Security Tools

Spirion Tools provide additional features to help you prevent identity theft independent of your search res-
ults.

There are seven tools that allow you to protect and shred personal information located on your computer:

l Password Vault Tool
l File Vault Tool
l Shred Any File or Folder Tool
l System Cleanup Tool
l Browser Security Tool
l Other Security Tools

Security Tools

In this article

l Password Vault Tool
l File Vault Tool
l Shred Any File or Folder Tool
l System Cleanup Tool
l Browsers Security Tool
l Other Spirion Security Tools
l Secure Files with Application Encryp-
tion Tool

l Open Secure ZIP File Tool

Password Vault Tool
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The Password Vault tool allows you to securely store and manage usernames and passwords for websites,
encrypted files, and other locations inside of Spirion and protect them with a single, master password. The
master password is the same password you use to secure other personal information within Spirion. To
open the Password Vault tool click the Password Vault button on the Tools ribbon.

Managing Passwords

Once selected, the Password Vault dialog will open. Enter any Location, Comment, Username, and/or
Password then click Add. After entering your master password, your information will be stored securely.
At no point does Spirion attempt to validate that the usernames or passwords that you place in the password
vault are correct, therefore, it is necessary for you to ensure that you type them in correctly.

Adding Passwords from Spirion

When you are performing a search you can add passwords into your Vault very quickly. If you right-click on
a Browser Data password result, the menu includes the option to Add to Password Vault. Selecting this
action will copy the selected location, username, and password into the Password Vault. This action does
not delete the Browser Data, so you should make sure to also click the Shred button, if you do not want
someone else to be able to obtain this password.
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Editing Existing Password Inside the Vault

If you need to modify an existing entry of your Password Vault, simply highlight the entry in the top part
of the Vault then click the Edit button. All of the information will be moved into the edit fields below. After
you have completed your changes do not forget to click the Add button so your password goes back into the
Vault.

Launching Applications from Your Password Vault

If you would like to quickly and easily open a document or visit a website contained within your Password
Vault, simply double click the highlighted entry. You may also click the Open button after highlighting an
entry.

Masking Passwords

If you do not want your passwords displayed at all times to protect yourself from someone glancing over
your shoulder to see them when the Vault is open, click the Mask button. To display your passwords, click
Unmask.

File Vault Tool

The Add to File Vault tool allows you to securely store your documents with a password and encryption. To
use this tool click the Add to File Vault button on the Tools ribbon.

To open or modify settings on your File Vault click the Open File Vault button on the Tools ribbon.

To use the File Vault:

1. Specify if you would like to Encrypt or Decrypt.
2. Select a file by clicking the Browser (...) button.
3. Select a destination by clicking the Browser (...) button.
4. To finish click on the Encrypt or Decrypt button.

There are two settings for the File Vault:

l Leaving Original File Behind After Encryption Inside File Vault
l Leaving File Vault Behind After Decrypting
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Shred Any File or Folder Tool

The Shred Files or Folders tool allows Spirion to shred any file or folder (and all its subfolders and files)
on the computer, even if no Data Match is found in the specified file(s). To access this tool, click the File
Shredder button on the Tools ribbon.
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Once selected, the Spirion Security Tool for Permanently Shredding Files and Folders dialog will
open. Files can be added to the list by any of the following methods:

1. Type the full path to the file or folder in the single line text box and click Add.
2. Click the ... button next to the single line text box and then navigate to the desired file or folder, click

OK and then click Add.
3. Drag and drop one or more files or folders from Windows Explorer into the large text area under the

column headers "Files/Folders" and "Type".

Note: If you selected a folder, all the files and subfolders within that folder will also be shredded.

System Cleanup Tool
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The System Cleanup tool allows you to shred all of the Browser Data stored by Internet Explorer and Fire-
fox as well as Recycle Bins and temporary files stored on your computer even if no Data Match is found
there. To access this tool click the System Cleanup button on the Tools ribbon.

You can select any or all of the following Internet Explorer Browser Data locations to shred:

l Temporary Internet Files - This includes copies of webpages, images, and media that are saved for
faster viewing.

l Cookies - These are files stored on your computer by websites to save preferences such as login
information.

l History - This is the list of websites that you have visited.
l Form Data - This is saved information that you have typed into forms.
l Passwords - These are passwords that are automatically filled in when you log on to a website you've
previously visited.

You can select any or all of the following Firefox Browser Data locations to shred:

l Browsing History - This is the list of websites that you have visited.
l Download History - This is the list of your recently downloaded files.
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l Saved Form and Search History - This is saved information that you have entered into forms and
the Search Bar.

l Cache - This includes copies of webpages, images, and media that are saved for faster viewing.
l Cookies - These are files stored on your computer by websites to save preferences such as login
information and other data.

l Saved Passwords - These are passwords that are automatically filled in when you log on to a web-
site you've previously visited.

You can select Recycle Bins still containing files to shred. Once you have made your selections, click Shred
and all of your selected locations will be shredded.

The Shred All Temporary Files Stored in User Profile setting will shred the default Windows temp
folder for the current user (defined via the system environment variable %TEMP%, for example C:\Docu-
ments and Settings\<USERNAME>\Local Settings\Temp\ or C:\Users\<USERNAME>\Ap-
pData\Local\Temp\).

After selecting the desired locations to clean and clicking, "Shred", you may receive the following warning,
"Shredding the Temporary File Location can take a very long time depending on the amount of information
stored on your computer. All Spirion functions will be unavailable until the shred is complete."

Note: Shredding all this data can take a very long time depending on the amount of information stored on
your computer.

Note: It is not possible to "undo" a Shred. Shredded results cannot be recovered. Once you shred some-
thing, it is gone.

Browsers Security Tool

The Browsers Security tool allows you to easily secure Internet Explorer and Mozilla Firefox. When
browsers have saved sensitive passwords and form data and you wish prevent it from doing so in the future,
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you should utilize this tool. To open the Browsers Security tool click the Browsers Security button on
the Tools ribbon.

Once selected, the Secure Microsoft Internet Explorer dialog will open. This dialog will have the cur-
rent Internet Explorer settings for AutoComplete. Disable (uncheck) the ability to save (1) Forms and (2)
Username and Passwords.

Next time you use Internet Explorer, it will not save form data for future use. For example, when you are
visiting a merchant's website and enter your personal information to make a purchase, Internet Explorer will
not save this information. The downside to this is you will need to retype your personal information every
time you visit that site, but this is outweighed by the knowledge that no one can access your personal inform-
ation via Internet Explorer.

The Secure Firefox tool allows you to easily configure Firefox to be more secure. When Firefox has saved
sensitive passwords and you wish to keep them saved on your computer, you should enable the Secure
Firefox Saved Passwords with a Master Password feature. When Firefox has saved sensitive form
data and you wish prevent it from doing so in the future, you should disable the Save Information I enter
in Forms and the Search Bar feature. Firefox Saved Form data cannot be stored securely on your com-
puter.

Saved Passwords

You can Secure Firefox Saved Passwords with a Master Password which will encrypt your entire Fire-
fox password database. If you do this, all saved passwords will be secured. Simply enter a password (or
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select the option to use your Spirion Profile password and click OK. After clicking OK, Spirion will apply the
Master Password. Next time you open Firefox, it will prompt you for the password you entered via Spirion
before letting you use Saved Passwords. If you forget your password, you will not be able to use Saved Pass-
words.

Saved Forms

Firefox Saved Form data cannot be stored securely on your computer so you should disable its ability to
save form data by disabling the option to Save Information I enter in Forms and the Search bar.
Next time you use Firefox, it will not save form data for future use. For example, when you are visiting a
merchant's website and enter your personal information to make a purchase, Firefox will not save this
information. The downside to this is you will need to retype your personal information every time you visit
that site, but this is outweighed by the knowledge that no one can access your personal information via Fire-
fox.

Other Spirion Security Tools

There are two additional tools for protecting sensitive data on your computers:

l Encrypt Files with Application Encryption Tool
l Open Encrypted ZIP Files Tool
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Secure Files with Application Encryption Tool

The Secure Files Using Application Encryption tool allows Spirion to enable application encryption on
any user specified set of files. To access this tool, click the Other Tools button on the Tools ribbon.

The settings specified on the Actions settings page under the Options for Encrypt section will dictate the type
and level of security applied. Files can be added to the list by any of the following methods:
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1. Type the full path to the file in the single line text box and click Add.
2. Click the ... button next to the single line text box and then navigate to the desired file, click Open and

then click Add.
3. Drag and drop one or more files from Windows Explorer into the large text area under the column

headers "Files" and "Type".

Open Secure ZIP File Tool

The Open Secure Zip Files tool allows you to open and extract (unzip) the contents of any secure zip file
on your computer. This is a very useful feature if you used Encrypting a Compressed File in conjunction with
the High Zip encryption setting. To open this tool click the Other Tools button on the Tools ribbon.
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Once selected, the Open Secure Zip File dialog will open. Click the Select Zip File button to launch a dia-
log box that allows you to select any zip file on your computer. After navigating to your desired location,
click the Open button and the full path to your selected file will be displayed. Then click the Select Target
Location button to launch a dialog box that allows you to select any folder on your computer. After nav-
igating to your desired location, click the OK button and the full path to your selected folder will be dis-
played. Finally, type your password in the Password field and click the Extract button. Your files will be
extracted to the desired location and an Explorer window will open to display the extracted files.

Tool Settings

In this article

l Leaving Original File Behind After Encryption Inside
File Vault

l Leaving File Vault Behind After Decrypting

Leaving Original File Behind After Encryption Inside File Vault

The Leave Original File Behind After Encryption in File Vault tool causes Spirion to leave the original
file behind after encrypting it inside an Spirion File Vault. This is useful when you are creating the vault file
to share it (for example via e-mail) with someone else, but still want to retain the unencrypted file for view-
ing/editing purposes. By default, Spirion will shred the original file from disk after it has been encrypted and
added to a file vault.
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Leaving File Vault Behind After Decrypting

The Leave File Vault Behind After Decrypting tool causes Spirion to leave the original File Vault on disk
after decrypting its contents. This is useful if you are just planning to view the file and then shred it as you
will not have to re-encrypt the file. By default, after the file is decrypted and removed from the vault, the
vault file itself is deleted.
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Endpoint Watcher
The Endpoint Watcher service can monitor a Windows system for the attachment of a removable drive and
subsequently launch Spirion to perform a search of that drive. By default, the user will be prompted and
asked whether or not to run the search and if they select "Yes", the search will be executed under the con-
text of their user account and the results of the search will be displayed in the client UI.

The Endpoint Watcher dialog has the following options:

l Search drive now and prompt whenever a removable drive is detected - If you select this
option, each time a removable drive is detected the user will be prompted with the dialog shown
above. Clicking the OK button will search the removable drive and, upon completion of the search, dis-
play the results in the client UI. Each time a drive is inserted the user will be prompted to allow or
deny the search and will also have the option to specify future behavior. Clicking the Cancel button will
close the dialog and no search will be performed on the drive. This is the default setting.

l Search drive now and always search new removable drives when detected - Selecting this
option will search the removable drive and, upon completion of the search, display the results in the cli-
ent UI. This behavior will now be set and each time a drive is inserted a search will automatically
begin and the Endpoint Watcher dialog will not display.

l Do not search drive now. Stop detecting removable drives - Selecting this option will not
search the removable drive. This behavior will now be set and the Endpoint watcher will no longer
detect any removable drives.
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Sensitive Data Watcher
The Sensitive Data Watcher service monitors the file system for the creation, modification and deletion of
files. Changes are detected when a new file is created; an existing file is opened, edited, and then saved to
disk; or a file is deleted. The changed file is added to a queue of other recently created, modified or deleted
files. After a specified interval, Spirion is automatically launched in the background, the queued files are
searched for sensitive data and the results are reported to the console. The Sensitive Data Watcher service
watches the file locations that are specified in the system policy. There is no user interaction required. The
Sensitive Data Watcher service is available to console users only as it requires a console to view these res-
ults. The Sensitive Data Watcher service can be enabled and configured using the following policy settings in
a policy applied to the endpoint.

l EndpointWatcher\EnableFileChangeMonitor: Enables or disables the file change monitor service.
l EndpointWatcher\ExcludeDeletedFiles: Provides the ability to exclude deleted files from being
reported when using the File Change Monitor service.

l EndpointWatcher\ExcludeList: The File Change Monitor recognizes any file changes that occur on
all monitored folders. To exclude certain folders or files from being monitored when using the File
Change Monitor service, add entries to this list.

l EndpointWatcher\IncludeList: The File Change Monitor recognizes any file changes that occur on
all monitored folders. To include a specific set of folders when using the File Change Monitor service,
add entries to this list.

l EndpointWatcher\LogLevel: The level of logging performed by the Watcher service, used for con-
figuration or troubleshooting.

l EndpointWatcher\LogSizeMax\LogSizeMax: Allows you to specify the maximum size of the log
created by the watcher service. When a log reaches the specified size, the file will be renamed with a
numeric extension and a new log file will be created. The log is written to the following location:
C:\ProgramData\Identity Finder\Logs\EWS

l EndpointWatcher\MaxElapsedTime: The maximum amount of time, in minutes, that the File
Change Monitor service will wait before launching the client in the background and sending data to the
console. To disable using elapsed time, set this value to 0. This setting works in tandem with the
MaxQueueSize setting, if specified. The File Change Monitor service will send the list of files to the con-
sole based on the condition that is met first.

l EndpointWatcher\MaxQueueSize: The number of files that the File Change Monitor service will
detect and queue before launching the client in the background and sending data to the console. To dis-
able this setting, set this value to 0. This setting works in tandem with the MaxElapsedTime setting, if
specified. The File Change Monitor service will send the list of files to the console based on the con-
dition that is met first.

l EndpointWatcher\NotificationType: The Endpoint Watcher service can monitor a Windows system
for the attachment of a removable drive and subsequently launch the client to perform a search of that
drive. By default, the user will be prompted and asked whether or not to run the search and if they
select "Yes", the search will be executed under their user account and the results of the search will be
displayed in the client UI. The behavior of the service can be customized as follows in the Policies sec-
tion.

l EndpointWatcher\SendClientActivityState: By default, the data configured in the setting Con-
sole\ClientActivityStateDataConfiguration is not sent to the console when a search is initiated by Sens-
itive Data Watcher. To send this information, set this to "Send state data" (1).

l EndpointWatcher\SendSearchProgress: By default, search progress information is not sent to the
console when a search is initiated by Sensitive Data Watcher. To send this information, set this to
"Send search progress" (1).

l EndpointWatcher\settingsReloadInterval: The number of seconds to wait before checking for set-
tings changes. To check for settings more or less frequently, specify the desired number of seconds to
wait between settings reloads. The default value is 3600. This setting is independent from the Endpoint
Service's (eps) polling interval. If the eps a has polling interval of 1 hour and this setting is also set to
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1 hour, it may take up to 2 hours before the Endpoint Watcher Service is updated with its new settings
(assuming it checked right before the eps obtained settings updates).

l EndpointWatcher\UserPromptOption: When EndpointWatcher\NotificationType is set to its default
(and not explicitly set via policy) of "Prompt, run as user, display results" (1), a dialog will be dis-
played to the user allowing them to choose the behavior of the service in the future. By default, the
user can choose to always be prompted, to automatically search without being prompted, or to disable
prompting and searching. To prevent the end user from being able to disable the search, set this to
"Do not allow disable" (1).

l EndpointWatcher\WatchFlags: Sensitive Data Watcher (internally file change monitor service or
sometimes Endpoint Watcher) can monitors the file system for file operations. When changes are
detected, the files can be automatically searched for sensitive data (and optionally classified). Any
new sensitive data is reported to the console. By default, files are automatically searched when
writes, renames, and moves are detected. The available operations can be viewed in the Policies sec-
tion.
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Licensing, Support, and Other Information
In This Chapter

License Agreement

Submitting Feedback to Spirion Team

Technical Support

Frequently Asked Questions

Other Information

Upgrading from Spirion Free

After you have used Spirion Free and have decided to purchase a retail version, upgrading is a simple pro-
cess:

1. Visit and purchase a copy of Spirion from our secure, online store.

2. Obtain the unique Activation Number provided to you in your email receipt.

3. Launch Spirion and select the Activate Spirion option on theWizard. If you are already within Spirion,
you may click the Upgrade button on the Main ribbon or on the Application Menu.

4. Follow the remaining instructions for Activation.

License Agreement

For the most up to date end user license agreement, please visit https://www.spiri-
on.com/company/licensing/

Submitting Feedback to Spirion Team

If you need support or have a question you can always open a ticket at our support portal. Additionally, the
Spirion team is extremely grateful to our large customer base for all their feedback. Whether you have an
improvement you would like us to make or want to share your experience, we always read and respond to
your tickets in a timely manner.

Please submit all feedback by visiting: http://support.spirion.com

Technical Support

In this article

l Warning Messages
l Spirion is Not Finding All Data in
Office 2003

l Spirion Runs Out of Memory
l Spirion is Not Working Properly

Warning Messages

This page serves to provide descriptions to warning messages you might encounter while using Spirion.
Many of these messages are simply information and do not indicate a problem.

-

Message: This file no longer exists. Would you like to remove this row from the results view.
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Reason: This might occur when a file has already been removed from your system by another process. Per-
haps the file was a temporary file being used by another program and was already deleted.

Screenshot:

Message: Your installation of Spirion is corrupt. Please download and re-install the newest version of the
software from http://www.spirion.com. If you have any questions or concerns, please E-Mail spirion.com.

Reason: One of the supporting files that Spirion installs and requires for execution is missing or has been
modified.

Screenshot:

Spirion is Not Finding All Data in Office 2003

Various versions of Windows and Office install different dll filters to read Office 2003 documents. If you are
not able to find data inside an Office file, it could be your dll supplied by Microsoft. The system being used to
run Spirion likely has a version of Microsoft Office's dll's that have known bugs. Specifically, there are bugs
in the Microsoft Office file:

%systemroot%\Offfilt.dll

This causes Excel to return 0's for most numbers in an Excel spreadsheet, which in turn corrupts the data
that Spirion searches. Please check on the version of Offfilt.dll that you have on the system you are using.
To do this use Windows Explorer to locate the Offfilt.dll file in "c:\windows\system32\Offfilt.dll", right click
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on it and choose Properties, then in the Properties window click on the Version tab and find the file version.
You can also just take a screen shot (ALT+Print Screen) and paste the screenshot in an e-mail to Spirion.

If you have Version 2006.0.5730.0, that is the version that has bugs. In order to resolve the problem will
need to update the file version to 2006.0.5731.0 or greater. Each new version of Microsoft Office should
update this DLL when they install, however in some cases this does not happen. Unfortunately you can not
just copy a newer version of this DLL because Windows File Protection prohibits this behavior (the file you
copy will automatically be replaced). Fortunately Microsoft has issued hotfixes for the Office DLL's that are
used by the operating system to resolve these problems.

If you are running Windows XP, so you can install this hotfix from Microsoft:

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/915800

This hotfix will provide you with version 2006.0.5731.0, which should resolve your issues. Once you down-
load and install the Microsoft hotfix, search your file again. Be sure to delete your Search History
Databases.

Spirion Runs Out of Memory

When running a search on a 32-bit system, memory usage is monitored. If you have hundreds of thousands
of results you may see an alert from Spirion stating: "Spirion is unable to search because Windows cannot
allocate memory to this process. To continue the search, Save your existing results or Exit Spirion and
select fewer search locations. Note: You will be unable to start or a resume a search until more memory is
available."

When this occurs you have several options:

l Limit how many results are displayed: Limiting the Display When Maximum Matches is Reached
l Use a secure SQLite backend database built into Spirion instead of memory: Specifying How to Store
and Display Results

l Change your search locations to only search a few computers.
l If none of the above help, contact Spirion Support.

Spirion is Not Working Properly

If Spirion encounters an error that it cannot recover from, you will probably see this error message:

Message: Spirion has encountered a problem and needs to close. We apologize for the inconvenience.
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Reason: There was an error that caused Spirion to terminate.

Screenshot:

Solution: When this happens, Spirion collects some information to help the support team determine the
cause of the issue and correct it. A zip file is automatically created that contains up to 3 files:

l errorlog.log - This file contains information about the version and edition of Spirion you were running,
some non-personal information about your computer such as your operating system and memory
status, and some information about the other applications running on your computer. This file is in
clear text.

l identityfinder.dmp - This file contains specific information about what Spirion was doing at the
moment of the error. Our support engineers can use the information in this file to help them correct
the issue.

l screenshot.bmp - This file is an image of Spirion just before the error occurred. This can often assist
our engineers in determining the cause of the issue. Because this screenshot may contain your per-
sonal information, you may delete this file before sending us the error report.

As noted in the window above, please click the Save button and choose a location to save the error report
Zip file on your computer. If you would like to delete the screenshot before sending the report, open the zip
file and remove that file screenshot.bmp. Once the report file is saved, please open a trouble ticket at
http://support.spirion.com and attach your saved report file (or click the link in the window above to open
your default mail program and attach the saved report file).

If you would like to see the files that will be sent without having to open the saved Zip file manually, you can
click the Preview button to open the window below. Once open, you can click on any of the 3 files to see a
preview. The identityfinder.dmp file will most likely contain information that is not human-readable.
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Frequently Asked Questions

In this article

l What are AnyFind Definitions?
l What is High Spirion Encryption?
l What is FIPS 140-2?
l What is a Digital Shredder?
l What Information is Sent over Internet to Spirion
Servers?

l How Frequently Should You Search Your Data?
l What are Secure Items Skipped?
l How do I Choose Strong Passwords?
l What is the System Tray Icon?

What are AnyFind Definitions?

AnyFind Definitions are updated each month so that you can easily and quickly download the latest search
algorithms and increase your accuracy of true positive identity matches.

What is High Spirion Encryption?

Spirion allows you to encrypt files inside Spirion File Vaults, store and manage passwords inside the Pass-
word Vault, and secure personal information and settings inside the Spirion Profile. All these activities
require encryption to protect your sensitive data. That encryption is known as High Spirion encryption within
the application. The encryption is AES 256 bit FIPS 140-2 validated (using Crypto++™ Library - Cert#819).
More information can be found on the National Institute of Standards and Technology's Cryptographic Module
Validation Program page: http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/documents/140-1/140val-all.htm.

What is FIPS 140-2?

FIPS stands for the Federal Information Processing Standards. The Federal Information Processing Stand-
ards Publication Series of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) is the official series of
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publications relating to standards and guidelines adopted and promulgated under the provisions of Section
5131 of the Information Technology Management Reform Act of 1996 (Public Law 104-106) and the Com-
puter Security Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-235). Federal Information Processing Standards Publications
(FIPS PUBS) are issued by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) after approval by the
Secretary of Commerce pursuant to Section 5131 of the Information Technology Management Reform Act of
1996 (Public Law 104-106) and the Computer Security Act of 1987 (Public Law 100-235). The 1402- standard
specifies the security requirements that will be satisfied by a cryptographic module utilized within a security
system protecting sensitive but unclassified information (hereafter referred to as sensitive information).

What is a Digital Shredder?

The shredder technology is based on the United States Department of Defense Directive 5220.22-M, which
provides baseline standards for the protection of classified information. It uses multiple levels of deletion so
that the file you delete may not be recovered, even by undelete programs. You can read more on the
Defense Technical Information Center PDF : http://www.dtic.mil/whs/directives/corres/pdf/522022m.pdf 

What Information is Sent over Internet to Spirion Servers?

When you run Spirion for the first time and activate the software, your activation number is sent to Spirion's
activation server. This only occurs during activation. During registration, if you choose to enter your e-mail
address, name, and other contact information, it will be sent once during that process. During Check for
Updates, which is enabled by default, the version of Spirion you are running is sent to the server. If you par-
ticipate in the Customer Experience Improvement Program the various buttons you click on and settings you
choose are sent to the server.

We do not collect personal information found by the software.

How Frequently Should You Search Your Data?

It is extremely important to run Spirion weekly to protect your data during each week you are accessing the
internet, receiving E-Mails, and modifying files. You can schedule Spirion to run on a periodic basis via the
Results Wizard, the Scheduling button, or the Settings dialog box.

How do I Choose Strong Passwords?

Spirion provides you the ability to enforce good behavior and pick strong passwords. The guidance below is
helpful for choosing strong passwords:

A strong password is easy for you to remember but hard for someone else to guess and contains a mix of at
least uppercase letters, lowercase letters, and digits. Even stronger passwords may contain a symbol. A
password of six characters is sufficient, shorter passwords are easier to guess and longer passwords are
great as long as they are not too difficult for you to remember without writing it down.

Strong passwords:

l Have upper or lower case letters.
l Have digits and/or punctuation characters.
l Are six characters long.
l Are easy for you to remember, so you will not be tempted to write them down.
l Can be typed quickly, so someone else cannot look over your shoulder and learn it.

Stronger passwords:

l Have both upper and lower case letters.
l Have digits and/or punctuation characters.
l Are eight characters long.
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l Are easy for you to remember, so you will not be tempted to write them down.
l Can be typed quickly, so someone else cannot look over your shoulder and learn it.

A strong password is not:

l Personal information such as your name, phone number, social security number, birth date or
address.

l Any word in the dictionary - in any language, or based closely on such a word (such as a word spelled
backwards).

l A word with letters simply replaced by digits. For example, P@ssw0rd is not a strong password.
l A sequence or repeated characters. "12345678," "222222," "abcdefg," or adjacent letters on your key-
board

What is the System Tray Icon?

The System Tray Icon allow quick access to common tasks. You can enable it by Showing the System
Tray Icon.

One additional feature on the System Tray Icon is Minimize/Maximize to Tray, which allows you to
hide the entire Spirion application and remove it from the task bar in Windows. This is helpful if you are run-
ning Spirion and you know it will not finish soon but do not want it in your way.

Other Information

In this article

l Benefits
l Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text
l Command Line Parameters and Execution of Spirion
l Participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program
l Finding Sensitive Data with Regular Expressions
l Installing Additional Filters
l How to Uninstall

Benefits

Quickly search your files, E-Mails, and system areas:

Spirion uses proprietary search algorithms to uncover multiple variations of specific types of personally iden-
tifiable information such as social security numbers and credit card numbers. Areas searched include your
web browser’s hidden storage areas such as auto complete fields (i.e., passwords and form data); web
pages and cookies; instant messenger logs; home and office files; compressed files; E-Mails and attach-
ments; the Windows registry, and more.
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Locate your personally identifiable information:

Spirion has been specifically designed to locate personal information without requiring you to enter this
information yourself. This feature allows the software to search your computer for any personally iden-
tifiable information – including that of your family, friends and colleagues or any home or business user.
Information uncovered by Spirion includes social security numbers, individual taxpayer numbers, employer
information numbers, credit and debit card numbers, driver’s license and other state-issued identification
numbers, military identification numbers, dates of birth and personal addresses, telephone numbers, bank
account numbers, passwords and PINs, and employee identification numbers.

Securely delete or encrypt your sensitive information:

One of the most common ways of leaving personal information exposed to compromise is by assuming that
deleting a file or data digitally erases it. It doesn't. Deleted files are first stored in your Recycle Bin where
they can be easily read by any person or program with access to your computer. Even when Recycle Bin is
emptied, file remnants remain – and can be easily un-deleted with common tools. When this, or any other
personal information, is uncovered you are presented with several choices. Spirion can encrypt the file, so
that a password is needed to access and read it and you don't need to destroy the information to protect it.
Or it will securely erase the data and remove it from your computer once and for all.

Binary Files That Do Not Commonly Contain Text

When the Skip Binary Files That Commonly Contain No Text option is enabled, which is located under
the Enable Advanced File Identification setting, Spirion will not search binary file types that do not com-
monly contain any text. The full list of files that will be skipped are noted below.

This list can be modified via the setting Set-
tings\Locations\Files\FileExtensions\TextFreeBinaryFileExtensionExcludeList

2sf, 3dm, 3dmf, 3ds, 3dv, 3gp, 8bf, a, aac, aac, aac, aaf, abf, ac, ace, acq, act, adf, adz, afm, ahk, ai, aiff,
als, alz, amf, amf, amr, an8, ani, aoi, ape, apk, app, arc, arj, art, art, as, ase, asf, asf, ast, asx, at3, au,
au3, aup, avchd, avi, awg, b3d, ba, bac, band, bas, bat, bdf, big, bik, bin, bke, bkf, bkr, blend, block, blp,
bmf, bpl, brstm, bundle, bw, c4, c4d, cab, cal3d, cals, cam, ccp4, cdda, cdr, cel, cfl, cfwb, cgm, cit, class,
cmd, cmx, cob, coff, coffee, com, core3d, cpr, cpt, cpt, css, ctm, cur, cust, cut, cwp, d64, daa, dae, dat, dcu,
dds, ddz, deb, dff, dib, djvu, dll, dmg, dms, dol, dpm, drm, dsf, dsh, dsk, dts, dwd, dxf, e2d, ear, ebuild,
ecab, edf, eea, egg, egt, elf, emf, ep, eps, erb, ess, exe, exif, ezip, fact, fbx, fcp, fef, fla, flac, flr, flv, fnt,
fon, fond, g, gdf, gho, ghs, glm, gms, gpl, grf, gsf, gsm, gym, hdd, hta, ibi, ici, icns, ico, iff, ilbm, img,
imovieproj, int, ipg, irock, iso, it, itcl, jam, jar, jas, jfif, jng, jps, js, jsfl, la, lbm, lbr, lha, lqr, lua, lwo, lws,
lxo, ly, lz, lzh, lzip, lzma, lzo, lzx, m, m1vmpeg-1, m2vmpeg-2, m3u, m4a, m4p, m4v, ma, mach-o, mb,
mbw, md2, md3, mds, mdx, mesh, mfer, mgf, mid, miff, minipsf, mkv, mm3d, mmr, mng, mod, mov, mp1,
mp2, mp3, mp4, mpc, mpe, mpeg, mpg, mpo, mpq, mrc, mscz, msp, mswmm, mt2, mus, musicxml, mxf,
ncf, nif, niff, nitf, nlm, npr, nrg, nsf, nsv, nth, nut, nvram, o, obj, ocx, odg, off, ogg, omf, optimfrog, ota, otf,
ots, pac, pak, pal, par2, parchive, pbm, pc1, pc2, pc3, pcf, pct, pdd, pdn, pfa, pfb, pfm, pgm, php, php2,
php3, php4, php5, php6, pi1, pi2, pi3, pict, pk3, pk4, pl, pls, pm, pnm, pns, pov, ppj, ppm, prc, ps1, ps1xml,
psb, psc1, psd, psd1, psf, psf, psf2, psflib, psm1, psp, ptb, pvs, px, pxr, py, pyc, pyo, qfx, qsf, r, ra, ram,
raw, rb, rdp, rgb, rka, rle, rm, rmj, roq, rwx, s1es, s3m, sav, scp-ecg, scpt, scptd, sct, sdi, sdl, sea, sen,
ses, sfd, sfl, sgi, sh, shn, sia, sib, sigif, sit, sitx, skb, skp, sldasm, sldprt, smd, smi, smp, snd, snf, sng, so,
sol, spc, speex, ssf, std, stf, stl, suf, svg, svi, swa, swf, sxd, syn, targz, tb, tcl, tdf, tfm, tga, tib, tlb, tta, ttf,
txm, u3d, uha, usf, v2d, vap, vbs, vbx, vdi, veg, vfd, vgm, vhd, viv, vmc, vmdk, vmem, vmsd, vmsn, vmss,
vmtm, vmx, vmxf, voc, vol, vox, vqf, vrml, vrml97, vsa, vsv, vtf, vud, vue, war, wav, wax, wings, wlmp,
wma, wmf, wmv, wrap, wrl, wv, x, x3d, xar, xbe, xbm, xcf, xcoff, xex, xm, xpi, xpl, xpm, xspf, ym, z3d,
zoo, zpl.
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Command Line Parameters and Execution of Spirion

Spirion can be configured to run in an automated method using command line parameters. If you are using
an enterprise edition, more information is available in the Knowledge Base.

 The following command line parameters are available:

Display the List of Command Line Parameters
identityfinder.exe /?

identityfinder.exe /h

identityfinder.exe /help

Run Spirion with a Configuration Settings File

To run with a configuration file rather than the settings stored in your Windows registry, use the following:

     identityfinder.exe /configurationfile="c:\full path to\filename.xml"

Run Spirion with Scheduled Task Settings

To run Spirion with scheduled task settings, use the following:

     identityfinder.exe /jobmode

To schedule Spirion to run with your setting, schedule the following task to run:

     identityfinder.exe /jobmode /configurationfile="c:\full path to\filename.xml"

Provide the Password to Your Profile

To have Spirion read your encrypted Profile on startup with the supplied password, use the following:

     identityfinder.exe /profilepassword="myProfilepass"

Search a Specific File

To run Spirion and only search a single, specific file, use the following:

     identityfinder.exe /searchfile="c:\full path to\file.ext"

Search a Custom List of Files or Folders

To have Spirion search a custom list of specific files and/or folders, you may create a text document and
launch Spirion from the command line or Run prompt:

identityfinder.exe /filelist="c:\full path to\filelist.txt"

To create the filelist.txt, create a plain text file with one file or folder name per line (UNC paths are allowed,
if you are using Enterprise Edition). Here is a sample:

c:\data\myfile.doc

c:\data\yourfile.xls

c:\data\folder1
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Participating in the Customer Experience Improvement Program

The Spirion Customer Experience Improvement Program is very similar to those offered by other soft-
ware vendors and allows Spirion to create new features in future versions of Spirion that are geared toward
what customers need. You can contribute to the design of future Spirion versions by allowing Spirion to
know what buttons you click, features you use, and features you don't use. Absolutely no personal inform-
ation is collected during this process. We want to know if you enable autorecover, not what your SSN is.
Our privacy policy also specifies we do not collect personal information. Everything you send is actually com-
pletely anonymous and you can turn this feature off anytime.

Additional Information

To view or modify this setting refer to Improving Spirion Through Customer Experience.

Finding Sensitive Data with Regular Expressions

Spirion uses the Perl regular expression syntax from the boost libraries. To create regular expressions and
have Spirion use them to find sensitive data, please refer to Searching with Custom Types and Regular
Expressions.

Installing Additional Filters

Spirion can already search more than 200 of the most common file types using its built-in filters and a built-
in feature of Microsoft Windows available since Windows 2000 called IFilters. For these filterable file types,
Spirion can search the file while preserving the format and structure of the file. Additionally, Spirion can
attempt to extract text from any file. As new, proprietary file types are created that Spirion cannot search
while preserving format and structure, additional IFilters may be created to search them. Using an IFilter
rather than relying on Spirion to extract the text from a file will increase the ability to find true positives and
reduce false positives. This is the case because Spirion uses the context and structure of files to look for spe-
cific types of information and determine if a potential match is truly personal information. If you install
any of these additional IFilters, Spirion will automatically detect and utilize them for all of your future
searches.
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If the filter for a file type you want to search is not already built into Spirion, you may be able to download
and install an appropriate IFilter. For example, to enable searching of Microsoft OneNote files and/or
Microsoft Visio files without having to install those applications, you may download and install Microsoft's Fil-
ter Pack for free from the following links:

Office 2007: http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyId=60C92A37-719C-4077-B5C6-
CAC34F4227CC&displaylang=en

Office 2010: http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=17062

How to Uninstall

To uninstall Spirion, run the Uninstall application from your Spirion programs folder. All Spirion files will
be deleted, your personal settings removed from the registry, and if you scheduled a task that will be
deleted. If you reinstall Spirion again later, all previous custom settings and Profile data will have to be
recreated from scratch. Alternatively, you may utilize the Add/Remove Programs feature from Windows'
Control Panel.
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Reference
This section contains pages that provide additional detail for various functions and features.

In This Chapter

Configuring and Scheduling a Search

Configuring and Scheduling a Search

The following guide will show you how to manually configure a search for various AnyFind data types in the
documents folder on your computer and in your e-mail messages, how to schedule that search to run weekly
and then have the results of the search saved to an encrypted file.

In this article

l Selecting Data Types
l Search Locations and File Locations
l Scheduling a Search

Selecting Data Types

The first step is to select which Data Types to include in the search. Click on the Data Types tab and you’ll
see each data type. To enable AnyFind searching for a data type click on the data type in the AnyFind sec-
tion of the ribbon. Clicking a data type will highlight the button indicating that it is enabled and Spirion will
search for that data type using AnyFind searching. For this example, click once on the Social Security,
Credit Card and Password Entry buttons and the AnyFind section of the Data Types ribbon will look like
this:

Search Locations and File Locations

The next step in configuring the search is to select which Locations that we want to search. Click on the Loca-
tions tab and you’ll see the Search Locations. To enable a search location click on that location in the
Search Locations section of the ribbon. Clicking on a search location will highlight that location indicating
that the location is enabled and will be searched. For this example, click once on the Files and E-Mails but-
tons and the Search Locations section of the Locations ribbon will look like this:
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Enabling Files also enables the File Locations section of the Locations ribbon where you can specify
which File Locations to search. Click on the My Documents button to enable searching of the currently
logged in user's My Documents and User Settings folders.

We also want to enable searching of Compressed Files. Click the Compressed Files button on the Location
Options section of the Locations ribbon and it will become highlighted indicating that searching of com-
pressed files is enabled and will search for compressed files in the File Location you specify.

Scheduling a Search

Now that we’ve configured the search we can schedule it to automatically execute on a schedule that we spe-
cify. To do this we use the Scheduling feature of Spirion. To create a scheduled search click the Con-
figuration ribbon, then click the Scheduling button.

The Scheduling Settings page will open. Click the checkbox next to Schedule a search: and the Con-
figure button will become enabled.
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Click the Configure button to specify the schedule. The default schedule is to run every Saturday night at
11:00 PM and we'll leave it like this.

The search will run as the local user so we’ll need to enter the username and password that is used to log
into Windows on this machine. The user does not need to be logged on when the search executes, as the Win-
dows username and password have been provided to the scheduled search using Windows task Scheduler.
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Click Set Password, enter your username, enter your password and confirm your password and then click
OK.

After providing your Windows username, you may be prompted with the following dialog.

In order for Spirion to automatically read the encrypted portions of your profile, it is necessary for the Win-
dows task to store your password. If you do not need the search to include any of this information, click No.
When you are back on the Task Schedule screen click ‘OK’.

The next step is to specify the configuration settings to use when running the search. Earlier we configured
Spirion the way that we want it to run during the scheduled task so to use those same settings for the sched-
uled search select Use other settings in the Configuration Settings section and click the Copy Current
button. If there is information that needs to be saved in an encrypted format, you will be prompted to allow
Windows to save your profile password in the task.
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The next step is to configure Spirion to automatically exit and securely save a Spirion results file after the
scheduled search completes. In the Advanced Options section click the check box next to Automatically
exit after search completes and Automatically save results with password.
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Select a location in which to save the results file by clicking on the browse button (...) and a browse dialog
box will appear allowing you specify a file name and folder. Enter a password in the Enter password and
Confirm password fields. This will generate a *.idf file, which is encrypted with a password of your choice
and cannot be read by anyone else. Files saved in this format can only be opened from within Spirion and
allow you to work with your results at any time in the future.

Click OK and the search will now be scheduled.

Application Integration

The Application Integration feature provides you with the ability to classify files directly within Microsoft
Office (Excel, Word and PowerPoint), Outlook and Adobe without having to first launch the Spirion applic-
ation.

In this article:

l Office Integration
l Outlook Integration
l Adobe Acrobat Reader Integration

Office Integration

When you enable Spirion's application integration feature with Microsoft Office, you have the ability to dir-
ectly classify files from within Microsoft Excel, Word, PowerPoint or Access, without having to first launch
the Spirion application. Classifications applied to a file from within Office will be visible in the Classification
column when viewing the file from within Sensitive Data Manager or from within Windows Explorer*. Altern-
atively, if a classification has been assigned to a file from within Sensitive Data Manager or Windows
Explorer, you will see that classification when you open the file in Microsoft Office.

Office integration needs to first be enabled when you create your custom installer for Windows. For detailed
information, refer to the Creating a Custom Installer for Windows (MSI) article.

Integration with Microsoft Office requires the Enterprise Console and a Spirion license with the classification
module enabled.

The following versions of Microsoft Office are supported:

l Microsoft Office 2010, 2013, and 2016

The Classification Ribbon is located on the Home tab of each application.

Microsoft Excel:

Microsoft Word:
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Microsoft PowerPoint:

Microsoft Access:

To assign a classification to a file from within Excel, Word, PowerPoint or Access, open the file from within
its associated application and click the Classifications button on the Classifications ribbon.

The Classification popup will open.

Select a classification by left-clicking the check box next to one or more classifications.
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When you have completed your selection click anywhere outside of the classification popup to apply the clas-
sification and the Classification Bar will display showing your selected classification(s).

Save your changes to the file and the classification is now set.

To remove a classification from a file, click the Classifications button on the Classifications ribbon and
deselect the classification by left-clicking the check box to remove the check mark.

* To also write the classification information directly into the metadata of file types that support it, configure
the following setting in a policy applied to the endpoint and set it to "Classify within console and directly
within file metadata": Settings\Actions\Classification\Enable.

Outlook Integration

When you enable Spirion's application integration feature with Microsoft Outlook, you have the ability to dir-
ectly classify e-mails from within Microsoft Outlook. Additionally, if you attempt to attach a file to an e-mail,
regardless of whether that file has had a classification applied to it or not, you may alert the user that the
file is prevented from being attached or simply that they need to confirm the attachment. You also have the
ability to configure a custom message which will be inserted into the footer of every E-mail that you mark
with a classification, if configured to do so from the console.

Outlook integration needs to first be enabled when you create your custom installer for Windows. For
detailed information, refer to the Creating a Custom Installer for Windows (MSI) article.

Integration with Outlook requires the Enterprise Console and a Spirion license with the classification module
enabled.

The following versions of Microsoft Outlook are supported:

l Outlook 2010, 2013, and 2016

In this article

l Classifying an e-mail
l E-mail Attachment Actions
l Merging E-mail Attachment Classifications

Classifying an e-mail

You may classify an e-mail either when composing, forwarding or replying to an e-mail or when viewing the
e-mail in the preview pane of Outlook.

The Classification Ribbon is located on the Message tab of Outlook.

To classify an e-mail, create a new e-mail or select an existing e-mail and select Reply or Forward and click
the Classifications button on the Classifications ribbon.
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The Classification popup will open.

Select a classification by left-clicking the check box next to one or more classifications.

When you have completed your selection click anywhere outside of the classification popup to apply the clas-
sification and the Classification Bar will display showing your selected classification(s).

The Classification Bar will not be visible to the recipient, but if they have Sensitive Data Manager installed
and the Outlook integration enabled they will be able to click on the Classifications ribbon button and see if
any classifications have been applied.

The Classification Bar will not be visible when viewing the e-mail in your Sent Items folder, but will be vis-
ible if you double-click the e-mail to open it. You may remove the classification from the e-mail by clicking
the Classifications button on the Classifications ribbon and deselecting the classification by left-clicking the
check box to remove the check mark.

Additionally, if configured in the console, there will be a custom message inserted into the footer of every e-
mail that you mark with a classification. The message in the footer will not be visible when you are com-
posing the e-mail but will be added when it is sent and will be visible to the recipients and when viewing the
message in your Sent Items.

Sensitive Data Manager is not required by the recipients of the e-mail in order to view the footer. If an addi-
tional classification is selected when forwarding or replying to an e-mail that has already been classified, the
footer will be appended with an additional message when sent. Removing the classification from an e-mail
also removes the footer. For detailed information on configuring the footer, refer to the Windows endpoint
classification settings.
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E-mail Attachment Actions

If enabled, different actions for different classification levels may be configured which can prompt users
when they attempt to send an e-mail that contains a file which has been classified and for a file which has no
classification. These settings are configured on the console. For detailed information on configuring the
attachment actions, refer to the Windows endpoint classification settings.

There are three possible actions:

Ask User, Block and Allow.

Ask User - If the user is attempting to attach a file that has a classification attachment action of Ask User,
they will be prompted to make the decision whether to attach the file to an E-Mail on the endpoint in
Microsoft Outlook. The user will be presented with a "Confirmation" dialog telling them that they must
provide confirmation prior to attaching the file.

The user may click 'OK' to proceed and allow the attachment or they can click 'Cancel' and the file will not be
attached.

Block - If the user is attempting to attach a file that has a classification attachment action of Block, this will
prevent users from attaching the file to an E-Mail on the endpoint in Microsoft Outlook. The user will be
presented with a "File Blocked" dialog telling them that the attachment has been blocked.

The user may click 'OK' to close the dialog and the file will not be attached to the e-mail.

Allow - If the user is attempting to attach a file that has a classification attachment action of Allow, this will
silently allow the user to attach the file to an E-Mail on the endpoint in Microsoft Outlook.

Merging E-mail Attachment Classifications

Beginning with version 10.0, Spirion will automatically classify an e-mail based on the classification of the
attachment. You can select to merge the classification of the attachment with that of the e-mail's clas-
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sification through the configuration of the following setting in a system policy applied to the endpoint: Set-
tings\Actions\Classification\OutlookAddin\MergeAttachmentClassifications

When composing a new e-mail, the original classification of the e-mail will be retained as attachments are
added and removed even when the attachment has been classified with a different classification than that of
the e-mail.

The valid settings are:

l 0 - Do not Merge. This is the default value.
l 1 - Merge

For example, when the above setting is set to 'Merge' if an e-mail is classified as "Low" and the user then
attaches a Word document that is classified as "Confidential", the email will be sent with both the "Low" and
"Confidential" classifications. If the setting is set to 'Do not Merge' then the e-mail will be sent with only the
"Low" classification with which it was originally assigned.

Files which have classifications embedded in metadata (e.g. a docx, bmp) will work with this feature no mat-
ter how they are attached.

Files which only support classifications in Alternate Data Streams (ADS) (e.g. a text file, or zip file) will only
work with this feature if they are attached using the Attach File dialog. Drag and Drop causes Outlook to
remove all the ADS on the file making the classification unreadable. This will cause the Policy Default Attach-
ment Action to occur but no classifications will be merged.

For example:

When Settings\Actions\Classification\OutlookAddin\MergeAttachmentClassifications is set to 'Do not Merge':

- If you attach a file using the Attach File dialog or drag and drop the file onto the email, the clas-
sifications on the file will not be merged with the e-mail’s classifications.

When Settings\Actions\Classification\OutlookAddin\MergeAttachmentClassifications is set to 'Merge':

- If you attach a file using the Attach File dialog, and the classifications are embedded in the metadata,
the classifications on the file are merged with the classification on the e-mail.

- If you attach a file using the Attach File dialog, and the classifications are embedded only in the ADS, the
classifications on the file are merged with the classification on the e-mail.

When Settings\Actions\Classification\OutlookAddin\MergeAttachmentClassifications is set to 'Merge':

- If you attach a file using drag and drop, and the classifications are embedded in the metadata, the clas-
sifications on the file are merged with the e-mail.

- If you attach a file using drag and drop, and the classifications are embedded only in the ADS, the clas-
sifications on the file are NOT merged with the e-mail.

If you remove an attachment that contributed a classification to the email, the classification of that attach-
ment will also be removed.

Adobe Acrobat Reader Integration

When you enable Spirion's application integration feature with Adobe Acrobat, you have the ability to dir-
ectly classify files from within Adobe Acrobat without having to first launch the Spirion application.
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Classifications applied to a file from within Acrobat will be visible in the Classification column when viewing
the file from within Sensitive Data Manager or from within Windows Explorer*. Alternatively, if a clas-
sification has been assigned to a file from within Sensitive Data Manager or Windows Explorer, you will see
that classification when you open the file in Acrobat.

Acrobat integration needs to first be enabled when you create your custom installer for Windows. For
detailed information, refer to the Creating a Custom Installer for Windows (MSI) article.

Integration with Adobe Acrobat requires the Enterprise Console and an Spirion license with the classification
module enabled.

The following versions of Adobe Acrobat are supported:

l Acrobat Standard and Pro - Versions 9, 10, 11, and DC.
l Acrobat Reader - Version 10, 11, and DC.

To assign a classification to a file from within Acrobat, open the file from within Acrobat and click the Clas-
sifications menu.

Then click the Classification menu item drop down.

The Spirion Classification dialog will open. The dialog can be re-sized by dragging the edges.

Select a classification by left-clicking the check box next to one or more classifications.
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When you have completed your selection click 'OK' to apply the classification, save your changes to the file
and the classification is now set.

To remove a classification from a file, click the Classifications button on the Classifications ribbon and
deselect the classification by left-clicking the check box to remove the check mark.

* To also write the classification information directly into the metadata of file types that support it, configure
the following setting in a policy applied to the endpoint and set it to "Classify within console and directly
within file metadata": Settings\Actions\Classification\Enable.
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